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Preface
Childhood is to be seen as the most significant phase of life. It is the stage of rapid mental and physical growth. The nurture and education
at this stage should be taken care of very seriously. We need an action plan that is creative, vibrant, true to life and socially relevant.
Preprimary education system should be conducive to the scientific studies with the changing social needs and child development.
With this objective, a perspective and curriculum have been framed by SCERT. This is a handbook prepared on these lines for preschool
teachers.
Child development is the combined product of intricate changes that happen at various levels. Positive changes that occur in the fields of
sports, knowledge, language, emotion, aesthetic enjoyment, creativity and the like, equip the individual to make remarkable contributions
to different areas of social life. The children acquire knowledge, aptitude and attitude as they undergo different experiences and indulge
in the varied processes of observation, experiment and analysis. This depends on the age and nature of children and their living conditions.
The preschool teachers should prepare the background for them by encouraging them positively. A congenial atmosphere of love and
effective communication, in the local language (dialect) the child speaks and hears, are essential.
Every child has the right to self development and to act in the society in a unique way. The difference in economic status, family background,
cultural surroundings, etc. must not be a barrier to the growth and development of the child.
This text is prepared considering all children of a particular age limit. The preschool teachers should proceed with the children preparing
notes on the activities based on this. Experts in the field of child care and education have worked selflessly to prepare this activity text.
Hope you will use this activity text fruitfully.
Regards,
Dr. J. Prasad
Director
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Activity Book: Perspective and
Application
This workbook has been prepared on the basis of a scientific perspective
on the child as well as on the process of learning. The present approach
corresponds to the development of children of age three and four. The learning
experiences of pre-school cannot be designed after the methodology of
higher classes. Pre-school has to focus upon aspects like gathering
experiences through games, acquiring knowledge, skills and values through
experiences and providing experiences through concrete and familiar objects.
This book details how to design learning activities by considering areas of
child development and aspects of multiple intelligence. The method adopted
here is the slow gradation from familiar themes to other themes. Knowledge
related to themes should be provided according to the developmental stage
of the child. Importance has to be given to the primary phase of the knowledge
that the child acquires through activities. The theme "rain'' can be enriched
with descriptions related to rain i.e, through mazhappaattukal (songs on
rain) and mazhayanubhavangal (experiences related to rain). The cause
of rain is an abstract idea for the child. It should not be presented as it is for
the child to imbibe. Every theme must have a similar sensible approach.
When activities are designed for children aged three and four, proper
development of the theme should be ensured. This can be made possible by

providing a variety of experiences and opportunities for keen observation.
Concepts related to a theme may occur more than once. For example, the
theme of plants can later be related to flowers, fruits and garden and the
theme of animals can be related to domestic animals, birds, small animals,
wild animals, aquatic animals, insects and reptiles at a later stage. Gradually,
the domain of experience of the child has to be guided to distinct and micro
aspects. The configuration of themes should therefore be rational. This book
does not suggest any theme that does not fall within the experiential orbit of
the child.
The book deals with the skills that children of age three and four have to
acquire. Activities have to be planned in such a way that they get configured
gradually through different themes. All skills need not be acquired through a
single activity. Possibilities of providing repeated experiences have to be
considered. Continuous assessment is to be done to ensure that each child
acquires the specific skills. Providing a scaffold to the child to overcome the
difficulties while engaging in activities is also an important part of this
assessment. For instance, height will be a problem for a child who wants to
consume the nectar of the plantain flower. He or she may not be able to use
a hooked rod to pluck it. We will have to pluck it for him/her. But we need

to allow the child to taste the nectar, lifting the petals. The child should
accomplish the things that he or she can do. We should do things for the
child only when necessary. We need not force the child to achieve perfection.
All these aspects are to be considered while planning activities.
The book offers various learning strategies, with suitable examples. The
variety of the learning strategies and their presentation are equally important.
Hints have also been given. Learning strategies can effectively be applied,
retaining the interest and attention of children, only by strengthening the
expertise of teachers. By nature, children pay attention only to those things
in which they are interested.
The attention of the children is diverted when the presentation by
the teachers fail to kindle their interest and when their attention is
caught by things other than those in the presentation. This challenge
has to be taken up creatively. Excellence in planning is essential
for successful implemention of learning strategies. While planning,
special consideration must be given to differently-abled children.
There must be continuous evaluation, enabling microlevel planning
that ensures benefits to everyone. Activity Manual has to be
prepared with precision, envisioning things beyond what is given in
this workbook. Every question posed by the teacher should trigger
curiosity in the child.
Teachers must have a rich collection of learning materials. They need not
purchase all the learning materials. The value that children attach to these is
important. Though a top made of palm leaf (olappambaram), toy cart made

of the nuts of coconut (macchingavandi) and mask made of
a piece of sheath of palm leaf (paala) are not
expensive, they are interesting to the child
and have an added value. Making play and
learning materials from things in nature will help
develop love for nature and help understanding it in
its variety and its influence on human life. Therefore,
the scope of such learning materials should be explored by the teachers.
The curriculum prescribed here has
regional relevance and flexibility. It is
necessary for the teacher to engage
in activities, internalising this
workbook which has been
prepared at the state level. In this
case, one should take the liberty
of his/her own creativity. The
geographical characteristics, flora and
fauna, local games, celebrations, local lore
and proverbs, and materials of the area where
the pre-school is located must be explored. For
example, in the coastal areas we should try to use shells,
parts of coconut palms and fishing equipment in making
learning materials based on the sub themes.
Some activities in this workbook have been tried out and their practicability
has been ensured. Still, they need not be equally useful for children from
various socio-cultural backgrounds.
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Therefore, we need to accept these with required modifications. Teachers
design activities with a fixed goal in mind. It may not be possible to get the
desired result always. Therefore, the insights gained at the end of each activity
is important. These should be noted down and the points are to included in
planning to improve the themes that follow. When teaching plans are
examined, we come across teachers who renew themselves continuously
with a research-oriented attitude. When the activities that had been carried
out in one year are planned for the next year the insights of previous
experience should reflect. This will definitely upscale the quality of the preschool experience.

The curriculum envisions teachers who are inquisitive. They may face external
pressure. There should not be a situation in which teachers concede to
external pressure to dilute the learning approach and discard the scientific
approach to preschool education. They should withstand the temptations of
the policies of business-minded educational institutions. The support of
parents and society is needed. The book contains solutions to such problems.
Mother tongue is the medium of instruction at the preschool level. Most of
the leading countries in the world follow a learning method which uses the
mother tongue as the medium of instruction. Therefore, preschool teachers
should try, in their own way, to make the public aware of the role of the
mother tongue in the proper growth and development of the child as well as
the society.

This workbook has been divided into three parts. In the first part,
the necessity of preschool education, the significance of a scientific
preschool education, areas of development, levels of multiple
intelligence and the desired abilities that children should acquire

All preschool teachers should become activists of education. They should
also intervene positively to create a conducive learning environment for the
child at home. Preschool teachers have to perform various roles. They have
to behave as a parent/guardian as well as a friend to the children. They
should be the incarnation of love and care. They should also be seekers,
researchers and problem-solvers. A child who comes to preschool from
home should feel that it as his own home. The child should get security,
consideration, proper care of their interests, encouragement and intimacy.

are comprehensively stated. In Part 2, areas such as strategies
devised for children's activities, techniques, themes, learning
experiences, methods of planning of theme, adaptation of activities
for children with special needs, range of continuous evaluation,
and responsibilities of parents at preschool level are included. In
Part 3, resources that can be used by teachers as part of theme
activity (stories, songs, creative activities, puppetry, role play) are
included.

The success of the curriculum is ensured by the teachers who understand
the proper preschool approach and intervene effectively. We can elevate
ourselves and society by intervening creatively in preschool learning activities.
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The important principles to be followed in designing preschool education
have been formulated on the basis of exhaustive research inputs from all
over the world.

as well as an integrated nature. It should be based on games; and on
experiences, flexible and congenial to regional contexts. The following points
are important in curriculum transaction.

The four significant aspects emerging from these are:

•

Making games and art the foundation of learning

1)

•

Considering the unique thought process of children

•

Giving primary importance to direct experience

•

Utilising the familiar and challenging situations in daily life

•

Using formal and informal ways of intervention in a mixed manner

•

Utilising locally available materials, regional art forms and indigeneous
information

2)

A child's development is a continuous and acquired process. The
experiences gathered in the beginning influence the ones that follow.
The developmental needs at each sub-stage from prenatal stage to
primary stage should be addressed.
Physical (health, nutrition), cognitive and emotional developments
function in a complementary manner. Hence, a comprehensive
approach is essential.

3)

A learning plan through activities related to games is necessary.

•

Recognising variety (children, activities)

4)

Optimum development is reached when interventions are made
considering the life situations of the child.

•

Focusing on health, healthy habits, and the welfare of the child

The preschool curriculum has been prepared, considering all this. Preschool
education should aim at the child's comprehensive development, optimising
their abilities, equipping them for formal education, and providing a support
system for the parent and the child.
The learning activities prescribed for preschool education should be
appropriate to the age of the child. It should have a comprehensive approach

Domains of development
While thinking about the comprehensive development of the child, two things
have to be considered - domains of development and the theory of multiple
intelligence. Therefore, activities are to be a planned by combining the ideas
of developmental domains and multiple intelligence. Developmental domains
have to be examined in relation with preschool education.
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1. Psychomotor development domain
2.
3.
4.
5.

has presented the improvement in the areas of development in 1983.
'Intelligence is not a single entity but it is multifaceted'.

Language development domain
Cognitive development domain
Socio-emotional development domain
Creative, aesthetic development domain

These developmental domains are inter-related. For example, let us examine
a situation in which a story is narrated to three-year old children. The interest
and listening skill of children will develop when a story is narrated using
dolls and using rhythmic sentences, words and rhymes. This will be helpful
in understanding the order of events in a story and imbibing the linguistic
characteristics. The child relates the emotional moments of the story to his
own emotional situations. The characters, events and context of the story
enhance the knowledge of the child. There will be thoughts and responses
from the child from the perspective of the characters. By this the realisation
that any activity in the preschool will help in more than one area of
development should follow. However, in each activity, any one area of

1.

Verbal - Linguistic Intelligence

2.

Logical and Mathematical Intelligence

3.

Visual - Spatial Intelligence

4.

Bodily - Kinaesthetic Intelligence

5.

Musical - Rhythmic Intelligence

6.

Interpersonal Intelligence

7.

Intrapersonal Intelligence

8.

Naturalistic Intelligence

All these areas of intelligence will be present in each person but at varied
levels. To nurture each area, the child has to be given a variety of experiences.
Here, it is important to give prominence to the child's thought process and
ability to take initiative.

development should be given importance. The only thing is that we should
consider other possibilities also.

While a theme is considered through the different levels of multiple intelligence,
it is understood in a comprehensive manner. Diversity of experiences enhances
the depth of concept formation. Learning experiences based on multiple
intelligence are beneficial to those who have different learning styles.

Multiple Intelligence
In Howard Gardner's opinion, intelligence is the ability to solve real problems
in life. The ability to think of ways to solve problems, the ability to create
novel ideas and the ability to create new objects are a part of the ability to
solve problems. The child's learning takes place through social and
psychological processes. This is how Howard Gardner, the psychologist,
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Formal learning methods and content are forcibly imparted for 'cognitive
development' at the cost of other areas of development at our preschool
level. This is to be changed. It happens due to a wrong concept of intelligence
and a misinterpretation of it. A lesson plan based on the concept of multiple
intelligence aims at the overall development of children as well as the
corrections in the misconceptions of the parents regarding the intelligence of
their children. Education is the process that gives children the ability to
understand and analyse and interact with the world around them. For this,
activities based on multiple intelligence theory, developmental needs and an
integrated method are preferable. Let's take a look at how multiple intelligence
and developmental areas can be related.

Kinaesthetic Intelligence
Physical Development
Spatial Intelligence
Cognitive Development

Logical and
Numerical Intelligence
Naturalistic Intelligence

Child
Development

Social and Emotional
Development
Creative and Aesthetic
Development

Intrapersonal Intelligence
Interpersonal Intelligence

Experiences related to Age
Abilities and needs of each age group vary. Development is an unending
process. Therefore, activities conducive to age are essential. For example,
a three-year old child likes to listen and speak. He likes to engage in activities
and mobility. He finds happiness in building activities and muscular activities
such as running and jumping frolicking.
When the child reaches four years it begins to enjoy muscular activities. The
child tries to draw carefully and to cut using a pair of scissors. The child is
able to observe objects and focus on their characteristics (colour, shape,
size) and remember them. The child is able to make use of mathematical
concepts and to engage in problem solving activities.
Three-year olds like engaging in parallel game activities. But four-year olds
like to play co-operatively in groups. They have the ability to compare and
contrast, and to remember events and experiences and to learn from there.
Rather than teaching letters and words, importance should be given to learning
language in a print rich environment. Children like to write what is interesting
to them. They may wish to write their names. When they read or write on
their own we can allow that. The ways of communication that children prefer
should be encouraged.

Musical Intelligence
Spatial Intelligence
Linguistic Intelligence

Linguistic Development

Musical Intelligence
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The child's needs

•

Instead of forcing them to follow instructions, the children can be enabled
to take up activities by inspiring them, by encouraging them and giving
due recognition.

•

The child should be given the opportunity to express the thoughts and
ideas in mind. Conversation and narration are important. Various
possibilities for self-expression and presentation must be thrown open.

•

Help them to complete the activities successfully

•

Create opportunities to interact with others, so as to develop selfawareness in them

•

A free, fearless and friendly atmosphere should be created

•

The imaginative power of the child should be analysed and encouraged
creatively.

Have you noticed the special features of the child's needs?
Let's summarize them:
•

The child's greatest interest is in play activities

•

Children have the desire to be free to observe, to engage in experiments
and to take up challenges

•

Children wish to derive pleasure from opportunities, with the help and
security of essential guidelines

•

They are willing and eager to create a world of togetherness

•

The child shows interest in listening to others, to share and empathise
with friends.

All these are important; they will bring about a qualitative change. Experiences
that support such contexts should be created
What other things should the teachers who transact this curriculum take
care of?
•

Lesson plan should lay stress on activities based on games
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The age of the child, his needs, and the approach towards him are significant
when activities are prepared. The chapters that follow contain the details.
Practical instructions for activities are also given. As teachers who construct
knowledge and activities for children we should carry out the mission with
insight, internalising these guidelines and utilising our own creativity and thirst
for knowledge.

According to the National Curriculum Framework (2005), the first eight
years, which lay the foundation for the lifelong development of the child and
the complete fulfilment of his/her abilities, are crucial. It is in the first three
years that 85% of the brain development takes place. As the growth and
development of the child is a continuous and rapid process, the best kinds
of essential support systems should be ensured. At this stage the learning
experience is of paramount importance as brain development is at its fastest.

Nature of the child
Children are very agile and curious about natural phenomena and the human
beings and other creatures around them. They are interested in gathering
knowledge of their surroundings, and tend to ask questions. Appropriate
learning experiences and activities can be formulated only when one truly
understands the needs and traits of children of this age group.
It was Rousseau who first argued for an education that takes into account
the nature of the child and ensures his natural development. John Dewey
also strongly argued for due consideration of the nature of the child and his
innate abilities. Constructivism, a philosophy which recognises and nurtures

the ability of the child to construct knowledge and regulate himself, lays
focus on preparing experiences that take into consideration the nature of
the child.
Characteristics of the child's nature at the preschool level
•

The feeling of self and of possession (I and my feeling)

•

Limitless interest in games

•

Boundless curiosity

•

Agility

•

Need for love and recognition

•

Love of liberty. Protest in the face of loss

•

Imagination and creativity

•

Involvement in games, group activities

•

Tendency to imitate

•

Tendency to look at things from the perspective of the self

•

Limited attention span

•

Desire to think freely and to live without fear

•

Love of stories and rhymes
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•

Tendency to communicate with objects in one's surroundings,
considering them as living things

•

Yearning to possess whatever one likes

•

Impulsive behaviour, without a second thought

•

Interest in dismantling and reassembling things, and the tendency to
create new things

•

Tendency to ask questions and make enquiries

Three year group [3+]

•

Limited flexibility of fine muscles

•

Children acquire a stable nature by the age of three

•

Limited ability to coordinate the organs of the body

•

The child acquires an idea of his age and gender by this age

•

Limited ability to regulate emotions (Intense and momentary expression
of emotions such as sadness, anger and happiness)

•

•

Limited ability to comprehend abstract ideas.

The attention and interest of three-year old extend from the family
atmosphere to the surroundings and to the neighbourhood and children
of the same age

Activities should be designed in such a way as to optimise the innate abilities
that are present in the child. Activities that are learner-centred can be designed
only if child behaviour is understood. A proper understanding of the child is
essential to prepare learning activities that are learner-centred, democratic
and life-related.

•

At this stage, family atmosphere alone does not provide inspiration to
the child

•

This is the stage in which the child establishes his freedom over his

•

Children do not like obstacles in utilising their newly acquired skills

Necessity of preparing ability statements for three
and four year old children

•

The child expresses his or her protest without considering the time and

General learning approach should consider the growth and development of
children in a learner-centred atmosphere. Children of different age groups
have different developmental needs. Therefore, children aged three and four

•

need different learning activities. The importance of the activities can be
realised if the characteristics of children of this age group are understood.
The experiences from activities should be related to ability and should help
the children to participate freely. The learning activities used to encourage
and develop different abilities of the child will be taken up by three-year old
and four-year old at different levels.

surroundings. He acquires the ability to run freely and climb steps

the context. He or she is interested in moving objects
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At this stage, fine muscular abilities develop; learn to button their dress
and wear their slippers and wash their hands by themselves

•

The child develops interest in using crayons and pencils. He/She is
able to draw geometrical figures such as vertical and horizontal lines
and circles

•

The child shows a natural interest in drawing a circle and to mark the
eyes and nose to make a human face

•

In a congenial atmosphere, the child advances further

•

At this stage, the speaking/vocal ability of the child increases
tremendously. He/she is able to count to three and to say a complete
sentence. The child develops interest in listening to stories

•

Narrating a story with the help of pictures is even more inspirational.
This increases the child's skill of observation and his gift of the gab

•

•

The child observes the games of peers and prefers to engage in parallel
games individually, He/she might not have developed the habit of sharing
toys with peers and playing with friends
This is the stage at which the child become obstinate to get his interests
and wishes fulfilled.

Four year group [4+]
•

Children at this stage of physical development advance to the ability to
stand on one leg and to hop and jump.

•

The children are able to cut paper with a pair of scissors. They are
interested in cutting out pictures.

•

The human face could be drawn at 3+. At this stage more features of
the human body may added to the drawing. The child is able to draw
geometrical figures like squares at this stage.

•

He is able to hold and use the pencil and crayons more efficiently.
Moreover, there is a natural interest to draw figures other than that of
human beings from the surroundings. At this stage, books with the
pictures of animals and birds and drawing materials can be provided.

•

There is an increased interest in picture books and picture stories.

•

They begin to ask questions looking at pictures and from memory.
This is a unique way of acquiring experience.

•

They show interest in listening to the same story again and again. With
this, the ability to narrate and that to find the logic behind a story
increases.

•

At this stage the spirit of free enquiry in the child develops.

•

Activities based on games grow from individual-centred to group
activity based on give and take principles. Their interest is in playing
imitation games with other children.

•

In this stage, the child terns more obstinate to fulfil his needs.

•

The children get toilet trained by this stage.
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From what is stated above the difference between the three-year old and
four-year old children is clear. Therefore, this growth should be reflected in
the learning activities prepared for them and the abilities that are aimed at.
The abilities and developmental areas that are considered for preschool
should be in accordance with the concept of multiple intelligence levels.
Many abilities that are targeted for three-year olds are applicable for fouryear olds also. But the learning experiences that are prescribed for fouryear olds need not be given for three-year olds.

5.

Able to draw pictures freely and colour them. (crayon, sketch pen,
pencil, water colour, sawdust, paper, cloth…)

6.

Able to fold, cut and paste paper and cloth

7.

Able to cut with a pair of scissors

8.

Engages in creative activities using locally available materials

9.

Able to produce rhythmic sounds and to move the organs of the body
freely

Areas of Development - Abilities

10. Use the body by bending, leaning, creeping, crawling, kneeling, walking
and to shrink and expand the body shape as required

Developmental abilities that can be completed at
age 4+

11. Engages in day-to-day activities by coordinating the micro and macro
muscles of the body

Physical Development

12. Able to involve in activities using simple machines

1.

Able to act freely using almost all the muscles in the body

2.

Able to do simple activities in a free or controlled manner using most
of the muscles of the body. For example, they are able to use the free

Linguistic Development

muscles of the face, shoulder, wrist, fingers, knees and feet

14. Able to preread, by looking at pictures, objects and nature

3.

Engages in activities using kitchen tools food materials

15. Able to see and listen attentively to the objects, events and experiences

4.

Draws pictures freely using fingers, spine of coconut leaf (eerkkil),
pencil, water, chalk, crayon and sketch pen

13. Able to engage in pre-writing activities.
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around oneself
16. Able to share with others the events, narratives and stories that have
been seen or heard, without loss in transmission

17. Able to present stories, songs and events with voice modulation, feeling,
gesture, tune, rhythm and movement

28. Vocabulary and model sentences related to different themes can be
used in different contexts for communication

18. Able to make stories from pictures

29. Able to read and understand simple books of children's literature and
to present the facts in various ways (narration, acting out, using pictures).

19. Able to retell stories by arranging pictures on the basis of what is
narrated
20. Lines in ballads are sung by relating them to pictures
21. Able to present findings and details observing the pictures of objects
and events

Cognitive development
30. Capable of sensory perception of objects, flora and fauna and able to
describe them verbally
31. Engage in creative activities and present inferences from experiences

22. Able to connect one's own experiences with familiar objects, events
and situations and to speak about them

32. Able to ask about the causes and reasons related to objects, flora and
fauna

23. Able to speak, understand and enquire about things that are of interest
to them in a variety of real life situations (home, school, play groups
and festivals)

33. Observe objects/pictures, find the odd ones out, and explain the reason
why they are odd

24. Able to tell, friends and elders in public, their own observations, opinions
and suggestions
25. Able to pretend to be something else, as in puppetry, roleplay and
imitation games
26. Able to share one's thoughts, emotions and imagination in a way that is
comprehensible to others
27. Able to engage in conversations as a team player, giving opportunity
to others and taking one's turn

34. Able to identify and speak about insects, butterflies, domestic animals,
wild animals, birds, etc.
35. Observe rain, realise the difference between summer and winter. Share
experiences with others
36. Acquire healthy habits and good hygiene habits
37. Observe objects of various shapes in the surroundings (circular, square,
round, flat, long) and engage in constructive activities and to draw and
colour pictures
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38. Acquire skill to place positions of objects on the basis of mathematical
concepts

51. Able to share toys, food and other objects with others and to wait for
one's turn (cooperative attitude)

39. Able to determine the comparative value of objects in mathematical
language

52. Able to act with cooperation and take up leadership by engaging in
games, constructive activities and other activities individually and with
friends and elders

40. Able to explain the relation between the parts and the whole of an
object

53. Encourage others' abilities and activities by clapping

41. Able to classify and arrange using more than one criterion such as
colour, shape, size and length

54. Able to speak pleasantly, looking at the faces of classmates and elders
and to make friends with new classmates and elders without inhibition

42. Able to display mathematical patterns and to arrange things aesthetically
43. Able to share observations on time and age

55. Able to communicate through gestures, facial expressions and with
proper voice modulation

44. Able to count from 1 to 5 and to relate a number to the objects in
order

56. Able to identify relationships and to behave in an appropriate manner
(with father, mother, siblings, grandfather, grandmother, uncle, aunt etc.)

45. Engage in simple arithmetic projects

57. Familiar with various food items served during festivals/celebrations
and to share food with others

46. Able to solve simple arithmetic problems

58. Able to speak with respect to the elders in one's family and
neighbourhood and to behave without inhibition

47. Able to observe a pattern and predict the next in turn.
Socio-emotional development
48. Know more about health and hygiene

59. Able to engage in activities that create happiness in others by narrating
stories, events and situations

49. Can do things suitable to one's age

60. Able to tend and care for plants and animals

50. Able to introduce oneself to others, giving one's name, and the names
of parents

61. Able to engage in activities and games collectively
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62. Able to interact with others with sympathy and compassion

76. Able to present ideas by imagining one thing as something else
(creatures, objects) and by imagining oneself as someone else

63. Able to be punctual.
Creative - Aesthetic Development

77. Able to present one's talents in arts in public platforms with confidence

64. Able to listen to many types of songs attentively (group songs, folk
refrains, riddle, songs ballads etc.)

78. Able to present simple ideas through various art forms

65. Able to sing rhythmically

79. Able to imitate the sounds and movements of creatures, objects and
people in the surroundings

66. Able to find new songs of different themes for different situations and
also to sing them by linking the words and lines musically

80. Able to enjoy nature, express it in pictures, and to add colours to
drawings

67. Able to encourage the performance of peers

81. Able to understand picture stories, enjoy pictures and present an
appreciation of the stories

68. Able to listen to songs on different occasions and to present the ones
one likes
69. Able to handle musical instruments individually and in groups in an
entertaining manner

82. Able to do printing and spray work on and with different objects
83. Able to engage in water games

70. Able to make toys

84. Able to engage in construction activities of toys, interesting objects,
collage, etc, using natural objects/waste materials

71. Able to make rhythmic sounds with a small stick by tapping on vessels
turned upside down

85. Collect pictures, leaves, interesting objects and pictures of artists and
arrange them properly

72. Able to listen to stories and enjoy them

86. Able to observe various art forms (paintings, songs, dance) and enjoy
them

73. Able to narrate stories with emotion
74. Able to make stories, narrate them, and to enact the roles of characters

87. Able to present ideas through two dimensional and three dimensional
constructs.

75. Able to perform the roles of characters in stories, experiences and
situations
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Hints of activities which can be given to 3+, 4+ learners according to their skill
1. Area of development
Facets of intelligence

:
:

Movement of the body
Kinesthetic Intelligence
Spatial intelligence

Able to do the activities independently by moving most of the muscles of the body
Activities 3+

Activities 4+

Engage in independent play
•
Walking freely
•
Run
•
Jump
•
Jump over bricks
•
Walk

Engage in independent play
•
Walk on bricks
•
Walk in a line
•
Walk on a rope
•
Free running
•
Jump up on two legs/hop
•
Jump over
•
Jump a specified distance/leap

•
•

Crawl
Climb up and down the steps/pulling objects/lifting objects

•
•
•

Crawl
Climb up and down a ladder
Climb a tree

•
•
•

Play in playing corners
Ride tricycle
Roll the balls

•
•
•
•

Play in playing corners
Riding tricycle
Throw a ball to a partner
Kick a ball

•
•

Swing on swings
Play with toys

•
•

Swing
Play using toys
(See-saw, merry go round...)
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Able to perform activities (according to instructions) by moving most of the muscles in the body in an independent and controlled way.
For example the child is able to perform simple activities by moving the fine muscles of face, shoulder, wrist, joints, fingers, knee and
feet.
Activities 4+
Activities 3+
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply coloured glue/Maida on a paper/draw pictures with fingers
Knead and roll clay, maida and plasticine
Dip palm in colours and make impressions on paper
Colour pictures using crayons
Printing (using finger, vegetables, twigs)
Drawing on board and floor
Rolling paper
Tearing paper (into small pieces)
Pasting the pieces of paper on another paper
Acting with emotion (using finger figures)
Rotate the picture using finger figures
Minute activities using hand
- String flowers, big beads, cut pieces of stem of papaya leaf etc.
-

•

•
•
•

using the spine of the coconut leaf (eerkil)
Picking up toffees.

Blow milkweed, dry leaves, balloons, etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print on paper with a paper on which glue or maida is applied
Knead, roll and make shapes using clay, maida and plasticine
Draw a spot on a picture using a finger dipped in colour, and draw
pictures
Colour drawings using crayons
Colour drawings using the brush like part of a coconuts bunch (klanjil)
Printing (using finger, vegetables, twigs, leaves, rolled paper)
Draw pictures on board and floor
Cut out pictures
Stick torn piece of paper
Tear small pieces of paper and stick them on the outline
Exercise by moving the wrist and palm
Aerobics

•
•

Rolling the spin top, rolling small pieces of cloth into lamp wicks
Making a paper fan

•

Fine activities using hands
• String beads or flowers

•
•
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• Picking up beads
• Separating grains
Blowing off a candle
Blow paper, milkweed, dry leaf, etc.

4+

3+

Engage in activites related to utensils, food
•
•
•
•
•

Peel banana
Cut banana
Pour food particles from one bottle to another
Opening the lid of a bottle
Stir, using spoon to dissolve sugar/salt

•
•
•

Peel and cut banana and eat using a fork
Fill water
Prepare a salad

Can draw pictures freely using fingers, spine of coconut leaves, pencil, water, chalk, crayon and sketch pen
•
•

•
•

Draw pictures with fingers, water, chalk and crayon
Draw on sand with fingers

Draw pictures using fingers, water, chalk and crayon
Draw with ear bud dipped in colour

Draw and colour freely (Crayon, sketch pen, water colour, saw dust, paper, cloth...)
•

Colour using crayon and sketch pen

•

Draw pictures and colour using crayon, pencil, water colour, paper
and cloth

•
•
•

Fold paper, cloth, etc
Tear paper as required
Paste torn pieces of paper

Can cut and paste paper and cloth
•
•
•

Fold paper
Tear paper into big pieces
Paste torn paper
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4+

3+

Can cut using Scissors
•

Cut using scissors

•
•

Construction of small toys (match box train)
Making different figures using, paper, clay, leaves, twigs, thread, flower,
beads, seeds, maida, etc.

•
•

Dance, Aerobics
Create rhythmic sound using drums

Engage in construction using things from the surroundings
•

Construction using cardboard, match box, building box and wooden
pieces

Can create sounds rhythmically and move body parts freely
•
•

Action song
Clap rhythmically

Can make use of the body as required to bend down, move sideways, crawl or walk on knees
•
•
•
•

Narrating and acting scenes requiring bodily movements like bending
down, crawling
Holding water in one's palm
Pouring water into bottles with narrow necks
Walk on bricks as though to escape from falling into water.

•
•
•
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Narrating and acting scenes requiring bodily movements like bending
down, crawling
Taking water in one's palm and filling vessels
Coming out from under benches and desks and other furniture.

Can perform daily activities by using large and fine muscles
•
•
•
•

Taking food
Brush the teeth
Undress oneself
Put on one's dress

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eat without spilling
Brush the teeth
Undress
Put on one's dress
Button the shirt and undo it
Tie shoelaces

•

Screw and unscrew a nail with a screw driver

•

Colour between the lines

Can conduct activities using simple things
•

Removing the lid of a tin using a spoon
Engage in (pre-writing) activities

•
•
•

Colour between lines
Draw directions
Draw letter patterns
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2. Area of development
Facets of intelligence

-

Language development

-

Linguistic Intelligence
Musical Intelligence

Can speak, understand pictures, objects and nature (prereading)
Can watch and listen to objects, events, experiences and stories in the surroundings
•
•
•
•

Game to identify sounds (birds, animals, vehicles)
Listen to action songs
Listen to songs (ICT)
Listen to stories (ICT)

Games to imitate sounds (birds...)
Listen to songs, stories, drama (ICT)

•
•

Can share with others events, descriptions, stories that have been/heard
•

Talk about those things they watch and hear

•
•
•

Explain the process of a game
Narrate events in a story in the proper order
Narrate events in great detail

Can perform stories, songs, events (with voice modulation, tone, gestures, rhythm, movements)
•
•

Sing action song
Story telling

•
•

Sing and act with tone and rhythm
Narrate stories, events with proper voice modulation and expressions

•

Guess and narrate stories from observing pictures

Narrate stories observing picture stories

•

Narrate stories after listening to them and arranging pictures in the proper order
•
Narrate the story in the proper order
Narrate favourite parts of a story read to them
•
Arrange pictures and tell the story
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Link the lines of ballads with pictures
•

Sing ballads

•

Sing ballads, finding pictures related to the lines of the song

Observe objects and events, note down facts and details, present the details
•
•

•
•
•
•

Look at the picture and narrate a story
Speak about the objects one likes

Narrate the events in a picture
Describe a picture
Connect a picture with a description
Create and tell stories

Can connect and speak about the features of surrounding objects, events, situations from experience
•

Speak about one's favourite food, game, journey

•

Describe a favourite food, game or journey in detail.
Experience of eating idli
Idli is round
Idli is white
Easy to eat
Not hard at all.
Kitchen utensils, speak about the
use of good for a kitchen set.

Enquire, understand, and speak about favourite topics and events in daily life (house, school, playgroups, festivals...)
•

Enquire to teachers and friends about objects/plants/seeds/flowers that
attracts the child during nature walk

•

•
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Enquire of parents, teacher, friends, elders
Enquire to teachers and friends about objects/plants/seeds/flowers
that attracts the child during nature walk
Explain later the features learnt earlier

The child can speak in detail opinions to friends and elders in public or otherwise on experiences, observations and instructions received
so far
•

Expressing one's opinion in group activities like decorating class rooms,
cleaning, gardening...
(How? When? What preparations to make?)

•

Expressing opinions, observations and suggestions to different groups
on activities such as decorating class rooms, cleaning, gardening, etc.
e.g. Making floral designs on the floor
How to do it? What should be done? (Eliciting opinion)
Where to place the flowers?
How to decorate? (suggestions)
Did you like the floral design? (judgment)

Enact as other characters in puppetry, role-play and imitation games
•
•

Talking about one's own qualities, boasting (fruits/vegetables...)
Role presentation

•

Add dialogues to role play, puppetry, pretend and act

Can share one's own thoughts, feelings, imagination, among others (peers, elders...)
•

Express emotions on a given occasion

•
•

Frame and tell stories from imagination and share
Express emotions (happiness, sadness, curiosity) on given occasions
e.g. While telling the story of elephant the teacher says - Elephant needs a pair of sandals.
- What materials can be used to make a sandal for the elephant?
- How does an elephant walk wearing sandals?
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Can engage in conversation as a member of a group, giving others a chance, and waiting for one's turn
•

Engage in conversation on a specific situation

•
•

Engage in conversation maintaining the continuity, on a specific situation
Participate in discussions

Can use the acquired vocabulary and sentence patterns to communicate with confidence on a variety of themes on different occasions

•

Make use of the acquired vocabulary appropriate to situations

•

Make use of vocabulary and sentence patterns (expressions like 'How
beautiful! Hi)

Can listen to children's stories and express them in different forms (dialogue, acting, pictures...)
•

Express ideas in the form of action, pictures, etc.

•
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Express ideas in the form of role-play, conversation, picturisation, acting,
etc.

3. Area of development
Facets of development

-

Knowledge enrichment
Logic, Mathematical Intelligence
Naturalistic intelligence

Can observe and speak about objects and living things using the sense organs (colour, size, shape, smell, sound, taste, burnish...)
•

Games to identify sounds (Cawing of crow, coughing...)

•

Games to identify sounds (Cawing of crow, coughing...)

•
•
•

Identify colours
Listen to songs and stories about colours
Separate different objects according to their colours (cards, beads,
flowers...)

•
•
•
•

Identify colours
Listen to songs and stories about colours
Colour
Arrange colours in different patterns

•
•
•

Smell and tell
Arrange odourless flowers from the fragrant
Taste things

•
•
•

Smell and tell
Identify smell of different leaves and flowers
Taste things

•
•

Identify smooth and rough objects (variety of leaves, cloth, stones)
Play games to identify shapes (circle, square...)

•
•

Identify smooth and rough objects (variety of leaves, cloth, stones)
Identify familiar shapes (circle, square...)

Engage in activities to find things and express inferences on the ... of knowledge acquired from experience
•

•
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Express findings after conducting simple experiments
e.g. Sink or float.

Can enquire in detail the cause and effect of different objects, animals and plants
•

Question songs, about the objects around us.
e.g. 'Why, Who, Where, When and How?'

•
•

Question-answer songs
Constructing riddles about objects, animals, plants and nature

Can observe different objects and pictures to mark the odd one out and explain the reason for it
•
•
•

Find objects that are connected (skirt, blouse)
Identify birds/animals
Separate fruits and vegetables

•
•

Pictures and facts
Identify the similarity and differences and speak about it

Can identify and speak about insects, butterflies, pet animals, wild animals, birds, etc.
•
•

Walk in nature (identify and speak about the names and features of
creatures seen)
Explaining a picture

•
•
•

Nature walk
Identify different creatures and their habitat
See various creatures face to face

•
•
•

Nature walk
Sharing of experiences
Describe the changes in nature

Observe rain, summer, winter. Share experiences
•
•

Nature walk
Sharing experiences
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Know about health habits, cleanliness
•

•
•

•
•

Sing songs about health/cleanliness, washing hands, good eating habits, •
brushing teeth, bathing, combing hair, cutting nails, toilet habits
•

Sing songs about health/cleanliness, washing hands, good eating habits,
brushing teeth, bathing, combing hair, cutting nails
Cleaning programme (cleaning of class and toys, keeping toys in their
place
Observe objects of different shapes (round, square, circular, long...) and try to explain with examples and engage in construction and
drawing
Game to identify shape (circle, square, ...)
•
Collect objects in a variety of shapes from songs, stories and
roleplay.
What is round?
Papad is round
•
Completing shapes (circle, square)
Match box is a rectangle
•
Origami using square paper
………………………
•
Making various geometrical forms (circle, square)
………………………
•
Using material of various shapes to create geometric forms
Speak about familiar shapes
Identify shapes - circle, squares
Can observe and tell the position on the basis of mathematical understanding

•
•
•

Mathematical games
Mathematical stories
Picture reading:
Up - Down
Near - Far
Above - Below

•
•
•
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Mathematical games
Mathematical stories
Picture Reading:
Left - Right
First - Last
In between - in the middle of
There - here

Can use mathematical language in comparing objects
•
•
•
•
•

Mathematical songs
Listen to stories
Mathematical games
Picture reading
Activities using leaves, objects and beads (more, less, a little, a lot of,
around, till it touches the sky)

•
•
•

Mathematical songs
Listen to stories
Mathematical games (picture reading, activities involving mathematics
equal, same, only this much, gigantic, tiny, ...)

•
•

Completing pictures (flowers, vehicles, body parts, patterns, …)
Completing picture puzzles

Can explain the connection between a part and the whole
•
•

Completing pictures
(Flowers, house…)
Completing picture puzzles

Separate and arrange things on the basis of colour, shape, length, size etc.
•
•
•

Mathematical games
Picture reading
Activities (colour, size, length)

•
•
•

Mathematical games
Picture reading
Activities (colour, size, length, weight, width)

•
•
•

Vegetable printing
Stringing beads
Decoration

Arrange and exhibit mathematical patterns beautifully
•
•
•

Finger printing
Vegetable printing
String different coloured beads together
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Can express observations on time and age
•
•

Night - day game (morning, noon, night)
Stories, songs (yesterday, today, tomorrow
Old - new,
Elder sister - elder brother,
Younger sister - younger brother
Grandfather - grandmother)

•

Night - Day, Morning - evening (dawn, noon, evening, dusk, night,
early morning)
Stories / songs (Yesterday - today - tomorrow)
Younger ones - elders
Old - new
Arrange and speak earlier incidences in proper order (After that ...)

•

•

Can count up to 5 and connect a number and objects of the same number
•
•
•

Listen to number songs
Listen to stories about numbers
Count and say the number of people in the family/in the neighbour's
family

•
•
•
•

Listen and sing number songs
Tell number stories
Match picture and number
Arrange Match box and blocks according to numbers

•

Collection (various geometrical shapes)

Can engage in simple mathematical projects
•

Collection (e.g. Collection of round objects)

$

$

$

$

$

$

Can solve mathematical problems
•
•
•
•

Complete simple picture puzzles
Jigsaw puzzles (maximum 4 pieces)
Jotting different mathematical shapes
Finding the way

•
•
•
•
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Complete simple picture puzzles
Jigsaw puzzles (maximum five pieces)
Making different mathematical shapes
Finding the way

3. Area of development
Facets of intelligence
1.

:
:

Emotional and Social development
Interpersonal Intelligence
Intrapersonal Intelligence

Individual
Learns about health and hygiene habits

•
•
•
•
•

Keeping the body clean
(Washing hands, brushing teeth, bathing, cutting nails, combing hair)
Wearing clean clothes
Keeping the surroundings clean
(Proper use of waste bins, keeping toys back in place after a game.
Appropriate food habits (washing hands and mouth before and after
having food)
Appropriate toilet training

•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal cleanliness
Cleanliness in dress
Cleanliness of surroundings (keeping the class, the learning equipment
the toys, etc. clean)
Keeping things neat and tidy, in proper order
Proper food habits (avoiding wasting of food)
Appropriate toilet habits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brushing teeth
Washing hands
Using towels and handkerchiefs
Putting on footwear
Combing hair
Dressing, undressing and keeping clothes neatly folded
Playing
Keeping things neat and tidy in their proper order
Using the toilet

Can fulfil simple needs (age appropriate) without help
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brushing teeth
Washing hands
Using towels and handkerchiefs
Wearing sandals
Combing hair
Dressing and undressing
Using the toilet
Playing
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Can say their own names and their parent's names
•
•
•

Say one's own name
Say the name of father/mother/brother/sister
Can name places (home/school, etc.)

2.

Social

•
•
•

Say one's own name
Say the names of father/mother/brother/sister
Can give one's address and the phone number of one's parents

Can share toys/food and other objects with others, and wait patiently for one's own turn (cooperation)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Listening to stories
Free play
Group games
Enjoy taking turns to play
Having food together with others

Listening to stories
Group activities
Taking turns to play
Having food with others
Sharing learning materials and toys
Celebrating birthdays

Can engage in games, constructive activities and other activities individually, in groups, and with elders in an attitude of cooperation and
showing leadership skills when required
•
•
•
•

Group activities
Group songs
Birthday celebrations
Welcoming/elders and others

•
•
•
•
•
•

Group activities
Birthday celebrations
Keeping the classroom clean
Respecting elders
Showing respect to elders, welcoming them
Taking leadership in games

•

Applaud to encourage friends after their song/stories/constructive
activities

Can applaud the positive qualities of others and encourage them
•

Applauding to encourage friends after they have sung a song
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Able to have a cheerful, face to face, talk with peers and elders, familiar and to be familiarised, without inhibition
•
•

Talking to elders
Greeting elders and others

•
•
•
•
•

Making new acquaintances
Greeting others
Giving respect
Group activities
Role play

Able to communicate with others by facial expression, signs, gestures and voice modulation
•
•

Action song
Narration

•
•
•

Imitation games
Role play
Narration

Able to identify various relations (father, mother, elder brother, elder sister, younger brother, younger sister, grandfather, grandmother,
uncle, aunt) and maintain the behaviour proper to the relationship
•
•
•

Imitation games
Songs
Stories

•
•
•

Songs
Stories
Role play

•
•
•

Name special dishes
Narrate experiences
Share food

Knows various dishes and shares food with others
•
•
•
•

Name special dishes
Listen to stories
Watch pictures
Share food
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Able to identify the people at home and around, address them with the respect due to their age and position and talk to them freely
•
•

Listen to stories
Greeting elders and others, giving due respect

•
•
•

Listen to stories
Role-play
Getting acquainted others, giving due respect

Able to narrate stories, events and situations to engage in activities that make others happy
•

Analyse situations (eg. Elder brother/sister, younger brother/sister
quarrelling for toys)

•
•

Analyse situations
Analyse stories
(eg. The story of the crow and fox snatching bread)
Was the action of the fox the right thing to do?

•
•
•
•

Nature walk
Listen to stories that inculcate love and care of plants and animals.
Gardening, taking care of plants
Feeding birds/animals

•

Assist the differently abled.

•
•
•

Reach school on time
Complete class work in time
Engaging in activities according to the time table

•
•

Group games
Group work

(3) Emotional
Able to tend and care for plants and animals
•
•
•
•

Nature walk
Listen to songs/stories about plants and animals
Watering plants
Feeding fish and birds
Able to be compassionate and sympathetic with others

•

Listen to stories that promote compassion
Keep time

•
•

Reach school on time
Engage in activities according to a time table
Engage in group games

•

Group games
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5. Area of development
Facets of intelligence

-

Development of creative and aesthetic sensibility
Musical Intelligence
Visual Spatial Intelligence

Able to listen carefully to and appreciate a variety of songs (group songs, folk refrains and songs, riddle songs, ballads, dialogue songs
etc.)
•

Listen to ballads, dialogue songs (audio)

•

Riddle songs, group songs, refrains, etc. (audio)

Able to sing familiar songs in the proper rhythm
•

Solo songs and group songs

•

Able to sing familiar songs individually and in groups, in the proper
rhythm

Able to sing songs by adding words to songs or lines or find suitable songs on different themes to sing on different occasions
•

Adding words or lines to songs on various themes

•
•
•

Adding words or lines to songs on various themes
Finding new songs to sing
Making up new songs to sing

•
•

Sing in groups
Encourage others by clapping hands and giving gifts

Able to applaud and encourage the performance of peers
•

Sing in small groups, clap hands to encourage others

Able to listen to songs and present songs of their choice on different occasions
•
•

Listen to action songs, lullabies and film songs (audio)
Present songs in entertainment programmes

•
•
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Listen to a variety of songs (audio)
Presents songs in entertainment programmes

Able to play musical instruments individually and in groups and to appreciate their performance
•
•

Engage in group songs using drums and rattles
Listen to songs with instrumental accompaniant

•
•

Listen to and watch songs and music performances
Sing individually and in groups, using musical instruments.

•
•
•

Flute made of coconut leaves (olappipi)
Cart made of/nuts of coconut
Various toys

•

Beat to a rhythm on vessels with a small stick/twig

•
•

Listen to a story (audio)
Listen to stories with the help of role play/puppetry

•

Narrate the events of a story in an expressive manner

Able to make toys
•
•

Match box, drums and rattles
Match box dolls
Able to beat to a rhythm on steel plates or vessels

•

Beat to a rhythm on vessels with a stick/twig

Able to listen to and enjoy/appreciate stories
•

Listen to stories (audio)

Able to narrate stories in an expressive and enjoyable manner
•

Narrate interesting bits of stories

Able to create stories, narrate them, and enact the roles of the main characters
•

Create stories and narrate them with the help of the teacher

•
•
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Create stories and narrate them in an expressive manner
Enact the role of the main characters in the story.

Able to enact the roles of characters in stories, experiences, situations (Role play)
•

Role play (father/mother)

•

Role play (school)

Able to communicate/perform by imagining oneself and others (persons/objects/animals) in various roles
•
•

Imitation game
Game with masks of animals/birds

•
•
•
•

Game using masks
Boasting (game)
Using sticks/other things to represent various objects and present a
story.
Kitchen set (orchestra)

•
•
•
•

Sing songs
Narrate stories
Role play
Action songs

•

Present an idea in different forms of art

•
•

Games using voice mimicry
Group games

Able to present artistic and creative skills in public
•
•
•

Sing songs
Present action songs
Narrate stories
Able to present simple subjects/themes into different art forms

•

Present a theme in different forms of art
Able to mimic the sound and actions of creatures/objects/people

•

Games using voice mimicry
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Able to appreciate nature, express it in drawings and colour the pictures drawn
•
•

Add colour to pictures with crayons
Draw pictures and add colour to them

•
•
•

Add colour with different materials
Draw pictures and add colour to them
Create a picture corner in the class

Able to listen to stories from picture books, enjoy them and express one's appreciation of them
•
•

Listen to stories from picture books
Speak about pictures

•
•

Listen to stories from picture books
Create stories using pictures

•
•

Printing with thread, vegetable, stick, wax and leaves.
Spray work

•

Water games using various objects

Able to do printing and spray work using various objects
•
•
•

Leaf printing
Printing with rolled up paper
Vegetable printing
Able to enjoy water games

•

Games with paper boats, and the lids of bottles and vessels

Able to engage in constructive work to make toys, curios, collages using various objects (objects from nature/waste materials)
•
•

Origami
Toys

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Origami
Toys
Curios
Collage
Creates objects of different shapes
Sort and paste origami shapes

Able to collect and arrange pictures, leaves, feathers, curios and portraits
•

Paste leaves, feathers

•

Create an album

Able to observe and enjoy various art forms (pictures, songs, dance...)
•

Observe pictures, watch dance puppetry shows etc.

•

Observe pictures, watch dance and puppetry shows and enjoy the
experience

Able to design and give shape to ideas in two dimensions and three dimensions
•

Making two dimensional toys (house, toys) with match stick, spine of
coconut leaves, nuts of coconut etc.
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•
•

Create shapes and forms using clay, dough, plasticine.
Make toys using matchbox, empty packets, spine of coconut leaves,
nuts of coconuts etc.

Preface
A group of preschool children are at various levels and different phases of
development in terms of prerequisite knowledge skills and interest. Activities
in preschool should focus on construction of knowledge utilizing the senses.
Parental support, family environment and socio-cultural background are
the key factors that influence the child's skill development.
Such development and knowledge acquisition are not limited to the time
spent in the preschool. All kinds of opportunities for meaningful interaction,
the influence of the visual media, playing games with friends - all these offer
scope for knowledge acquisition and personality development.

In the light of various developmental domains and multiple intelligence, it
can be observed that the developmental needs of children vary. So, for the
comprehensive development of the child, we need to adopt varied learning
strategies. The age of the child, its innate nature, its needs, abilities and
interests, should be considered in evolving appropriate learning strategies.
The local area and the social, cultural, linguistic and economic background
of the child are deep influences on its special interests. Preschool activities
should satisfy these needs of every child. This unit suggests varied learning
strategies with examples to help teachers to frame appropriate strategies.

Children need activity, not lectures. It is the participation that is
important, and not perfection. The teacher should draw from a store
of different learning strategies including stories, songs, drama,
puppetry, ballads, action songs, group songs, nature walk, and other
experiences to develop mathematical knowledge or skills in science,
problem solving activities, imaginative games, role play and
character acting, inside and outside the classroom, keeping in mind
the various skills of the children and the different themes of
instruction. Always bear in mind that learning activities should be
diverse, experimental, appropriate and informal.
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•

Story

Oh... My Kite!

-

Story presentation : Scope and methods
Everyone, irrespective of age, enjoys a story. Children love to listen to some
stories again and again. Every child has the ability to create stories from his/
her imagination and to present them expressively. Listening to stories and
narrating them enable the child to develop his/her linguistic competence.
Stories can be used for the growth and development of other skills and
abilities too. Child educators and parents should be aware of the basic
principles of story selection, and the various techniques and strategies of
narration and presentation.

To speak with
confidence

What are the preparations needed for the story?

To observe the social
background
To develop
creative thinking
To respond as an
individual

•
•

To express ideas

Stories that kindle imagination.
Stories that can be told collaboratively.
Stories that can be told with the help of pictures.
Stories that could encourage voice modulation or imitation.
Stories that are related to Nature.
Stories with songs.
Stories that can be told with the help of puppets.
Stories that can be told using masks, sand tray, big canvas, etc.

Can you arrange the collection of stories based on this classification?
•
•

To lead to To kindle the
reading
imagination

Have you ever wondered about the different ways in which stories can
be classified?

To grasp ideas

Select stories to suit the level of the children.
All the arrangements for the presentation of the stories should be
made.
Decide the strategies to suit the story.
The arrangements required to suit the technique of narration should
be done.

e.g. Sand Tray
Why
Stories

To develop linguistic
intelligence

-

To develop
vocabulary

•

To familiarise model
To develop
sentences
communication skills
To help in social To foster emotional
development
development
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Arrange the sand tray.
Create the characters for the sand tray.
If audio-visual equipment is needed, make sure that it is ready.

We should choose the introductory activity for the story, once the
arrangements have been made. The entry activity should create interest
and surprise, and should flow throughout the story.

Let's read a story
The Beautiful Kite
Boohoo.........Boohoo........
Who is crying over there? Devu looked at the corner.
Oh........Is that you?
Dressed in red, trailing small tails....my beautiful kite!
Why are you crying? ... Devu gently took the beautiful kite in her hand.
She tied a string to the kite, and then went out with it.
Wow...............a clear, blue sky!
Beautiful kite soared up the sky.
Higher and higher she went.
The beautiful kite looked down
Nodded and smiled.
Just then, Chakki an eagle, noticed the beautiful kite.
She thought of a prank.
She flew down.
She pecked at the string of the beautiful kite.
The beautiful kite......rolled and rolled and rolled
Upside down.......it dropped down and down again and further down.
Then a wind blew.
The beautiful kite flew far, far and far away.
Oh! My beautiful kite!
Devu cried aloud,
Cried louder still.
Hearing the cries, a little bird came there.

Devu was crying looking up to the sky.
The kite, its string snapped, up in the sky.
Little bird felt sad. She flew up and caught the kite string in her beak.
She flew with the kite to Devu.
Have you read the story?
In how many different ways can we present this story to preschool children?
Let's examine one possible way.
Teacher.....teacher..... Please tell us a story.
Oh...Why not?
What story do you want?
Tell us whatever story you like, teacher.
Ok. Are you ready?
Teacher pastes a cut- out of Devu on the canvas.
This is Devu. She heard someone cry, while she was playing.
Who is crying?
She looked around. Oh...Is it my kite? Dressed in red, trailing small tails....
My beautiful kite! Why are you crying? ....... Devu took the beautiful kite in
her hand. She tied a string to the kite (a child sticks a thread from the kite to
Devu's hand). The kite went out. Wow...............a clear blue sky! The
beautiful kite soared up the sky. Higher and higher she went.
The teacher says, making use of some gestures:
Then the beautiful kite looked down cheerfully. It looked down and nodded
happily to Devu.
Then comes Chakki, the female eagle.
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Teacher pastes the cutout of Chakki on the canvas.

In what other ways can we narrate stories using the big canvas?

Who is this? The children chorus "It's an eagle".

•

Display the characters during the narration. (Age: 3+, 4+)

What does the eagle do?

•

Children display the characters on the big canvas, while the teacher
narrates the story. (3+, 4+)

Chakki the eagle saw the beautiful kite. She thought of a prank. She
flew down. She pecked at the string.........it snapped.

•

Making cut-outs of characters, and creating a story, using the cut-outs
on the canvas. (4+)

"What will happen now?" Teacher gives the kids the opportunity to respond.

•

Complete a story based on the display of the story setting and
background. (4+)

•

After the narration of the story, the children can select cut-outs of the
characters and display these. (3+)

The children respond.

The cute little kite,
Went rolling, rolling and rolling
It dropped down and down again, and further down.

Cut-outs on the big canvas

Blown by the wind
It flew far, far, far away.
'Oh my kite'. Devu cried aloud.
She cried louder and louder still.
"What might have happened to the kite?" A chance for the children to
respond.
Teacher pastes a cut-out of a small bird on the canvas.

This is an effective method of preschool activity. It can be made use of for
various learning activities. It gives the children a complete visual experience.
Teacher can use it to display the products created by the children, in addition
to pictures and cut outs made by herself.

Method
Prepare a big canvas using a thermocol sheet
covered with a flannel or heat lawn puff
cloth. Fix it in a frame and hang it on the
classroom wall or nail it directly to the wall.

Hearing the cries, a little bird comes there.
Devu was crying, looking up to the sky. The kite,
its string snapped, blown here and there in the
sky.

Drawing pins can be used to fix pictures or
cut outs on the board. (Take special care

Little bird felt sad. She went up to the kite, caught
the string in her beak and flew with the kite to
Devu.
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while handling sharp objects.)
You can prepare cut outs by pasting painted or cut pictures on cards. You
can use origami figures as well.
Cutouts of the characters are pasted in appropriate places in the narration
(4+). For example, the cut-out of the kite in the sky and the child below.
The hawk flying to the kite string, the little bird on the branch, the blue sky
on the top of the canvas.

Different ways of story telling
n

Creative Sand Tray
Audio
Narration

ICT/ Visual technology

Ballads

Puppets
Presentation of stories Methods/Possibilities

Big canvas

Picture books

Collaboration among
children

Creative sand tray
Pictures

Masks

Creative Sand Tray is an effective tool in preschool learning. We can use
this to design learning activities on any theme.

Let us discuss the various ways of story telling using Sand Tray
Get the characters ready well in advance. Use picture cut-outs that can be
placed upright, too suit the characters in the story. Keep the Sand Tray
ready. What are the different ways in which we can use the sand tray in
presenting a story?
•
By arranging the miniature figures of the characters during the
presentation of the story.
•
Arrange the characters in the sand tray, while the teacher tells the story.
3+ and 4+ learners can arrange the characters in appropriate places.
•
Characters can be arranged in the sand tray well in advance, and then
the learners and the teacher collaborate to construct the story. (3+,
4+).
•
Children create a story of their own, arranging characters in the sand
tray.
•
Children create a story based on the background setting in the sand
tray (4+).
For example: A tree by a pond, a crane on the branch of a tree, fish in a
pond.
Teacher asks simple questions based on the background of the story.
Developing the story based on the responses of the children (4+).

Let's set up a sand tray
A square box (one half of a shirt pack/a wooden tray) can be taken. If half
filled with fine sand it will make a creative sand tray that can be used to
draw attention to the characters of the story.
(For example: A little bird perched near the
ears of a calf. Mother Cow beside the calf is
having its fill of hay.)
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Teacher converses with the children.

can paste cotton cloth to the back of the mask to make it last longer.

•

What is the mother cow doing? (3+)

•

Who is perched on the calf? (3+)

Children wear the mask of the characters in the story. They narrate the
story and act it out.

•

Why is the little bird perched on the calf? (3+)

•

What might the little bird have said to the calf?
(4+)

$

Teacher acts out the story, wearing masks of the characters.

n

Telling stories using ICT

Children and the teacher collaborate to develop the
story (3+, 4+)

How can we use ICT to tell stories?
•

Showing the video presentation of the stories

n

Telling stories using pictures

•

Playing the background noise and sounds in the story

How can we present stories with the help of
pictures?

•

Showing the video without audio output. Children give their inference
of the conversation of the characters

•

Listening to the full audio visual version.

•

Developing stories from pictures

•

Making use of books with illustrations

•

Picture relating to the beginning of the story

•

Picture relating to the ending of the story

•

Picture of an event in the story

•

Picture that shows the possibility of a story.

We can make similar use of the audio version.
•
•

Playing the full audio version
Making sounds audible

There are so many possibilities…
Find out other ways and means of telling stories

For example: We could narrate and explain a story using pictures of the
events in the story of the beautiful kite.
n Telling stories using masks
Let's make the masks of animals or other characters (such as King, Queen).
Draw the pictures and paste them on chart paper. Cut them out and you
have your mask. You can colour the mask to make it more attractive. You
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•
•
•
•
•

You could make use of the collaborative method of story telling.
Pausing stories at a critical point and allowing the students to complete
the story in their own way.
Children speak out the dialogues in the story.
Enacting one or more scenes of the story.
Arranging the characters on the big canvas.

Now 3+/4+ children can present the stories in suitable ways.

Have you finished telling the story? What should we do next? What
can we do?

What else is important in telling stories?

•

Use simple questions to ensure the understanding of the story
(comprehension)

•

Enact the context and events of the story

All these are ways of telling a story with the participation of the children.

Stories can be
The use of rhythm told with
can make a story appropriate
Ensure the participation of more interesting. gestures and
each and every student
expressions.
(special consideration should
Characters can be
be given, if required.)
enacted
Opportunity should
be given to the
children to create their
own stories.
Storytelling leads to
logical thinking and
creative thinking.
Story presentation
could lead to prereading activities.

The story is
narrated clearly with
voice modulation.
Points to
be noted
while
telling
stories

We should bear in
mind the various
possibilities of
storytelling
Use of audio
visual aids.

Stories can be told using
Storytelling should lead to
creative sand tray, big
close observation of the
canvas,
masks, pictures,
social surroundings.
picture books, etc.
The presentation can We should
be done with the help relate the
of puppets.
story to its
theme.

For example: The flight of Chakki, the eagle, the whirling of the
kite with the snapped string, the grief of Devu
•

Depict the characters

•

Speak about one's favourite character, and say why one likes the
character

•

Speak about the character one dislikes

•

Present some of the events of the story in the form of dialogue

•

Predict what happens at and after the end of the story

•

Re-tell stories heard earlier

•

Present the story in the form of role play

•

Present the story using masks and puppets

•

Arrange pictures following the course of the story.

Isn't it clear that there are various possibilities for combining activities with
story telling. We should plan it carefully to make it suitable to 3+, 4+ age
groups.
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Stories for preschool children have to be special. What should be the
features?
Encourages
Helps to analyse pre reading
activities Helps to create
characters and
points of view.
mental images.
Gives the
ability to
predict what
might follow.

Develops
Imagination

Helps develop
the ability to
observe and
understand
social
surroundings.
Develops values
and attitudes

Features of
preschool
stories

Provides an
enjoyable
experience

Provides
opportunities for
comprehension and
expression of ideas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fosters linguistic
ability

Leads to
emotional
development

Things to remember when selecting stories

•

Enriches vocabulary
Helps to
assimilate
common
words and
expressions.

Let's find an example of a mental image. Look at the way the beautiful kite
is presented in the story.
'Red dress

They should suit the child's nature
They should be interesting and delightful
They should have a rhythm
They should be told in simple words and short sentences
They should be told aloud
They could be read to the children
They should offer scope for mimicry
They should offer the possibility of repetition of words, sentences,
sounds, etc.
They should offer scope for enacting
They should foster creative thinking
They should offer the possibility of presentation by various mean
(creative sand tray, masks, puppetry...)
They could be told with the help of audio visual aids.
By listening to and telling stories, the vocabulary of a child is
enriched. The child acquires sentence patterns. It learns to present
stories by arranging the received information. Through stories the
child can attain higher skills like description, dialogues, use of
adjectives, etc. in discourses which use qualifiers and modifiers, etc.
Stories and presentation styles for children should have variety and
diversity (3+ and 4+).

Stories help in developing linguistic competence. Teacher should consciously
include the most distinctive usages in her narration. Exposure to a variety of
phrases and styles of usage leads to the development of linguistic competence.

Little tails
My beautiful kite'
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dßn.

In the story 'The Hare and the Tortoise' the tortoise moved slowly. The hare
hopped and jumped forward, stopping for a peaceful nap under a tree.
However, the tortoise moved steadily on, without being distracted. The
hare woke up with a start, and then ran as fast as he could. Shouldn't we
always allow scope for linguistic development in this way?

Assessment
It is desirable to assess the student's competence in the use of language
after each story presentation. How can this be done?
√

Role play
Oh! The tree is falling down...
All children love 'role play'. Imitating elders, enacting their own favourite
situations, etc., are common activities of all children. A Preschool teacher
has to ensure the social, emotional and intellectual development of the child.
There are some things to be done to prepare for a role play. What's the
story? How should it be developed? These need careful planning. The context
of the story should be described very clearly to the children. How many
characters are there? What should they do? When do they perform their
different roles? All this should be planned well. The children should know
what they are supposed to do or say, and when; and the positions of the
actors, and the visuals such as trees, vehicles or anything else. How should
they move? All these things need to be planned well in advance.

•

Can they remember the names of the characters in the story?

•

Can the child tell the story briefly?

•

Can the child present the entire story from beginning to end?

•

Can the child tell the story on his own?

•

Is the child able to use the words, phrases or sentence
patterns of the story in the presentation?

Once the role-play has begun, the teacher should observe how each
participant enacts the assigned role. At times, they might need on- the- spot
support. After the role-play, the teacher must appreciate the performance

•

Can the child create stories from contexts/situations?

of each and every one. The teacher should make them understand how to
make it better the next time. The teacher also may have to perform more

Is the child able to convey the mental images from stories
in other forms? (Picture, role play...) (4+)

than one role at times. Teacher should allow the children in the audience to
express their opinions too. The teacher could use simple questions to elicit
answers from them.

•
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Look at this example.
Grandpa and Grandma went to the grocery and placed the provisions
in a bag. They walked home slowly. Soon they got tired. Oh! I can't
walk anymore... (said Grandma). Let's rest under this tree for a
while (said Grandpa). They sat under the tree. KRAK... KRAK...
Grandpa heard the noise and looked up. A branch of the tree broke
and fell down on Grandpa's head. OW! Grandma shrieked as she
saw what had happened.

•

What might have happened to Grandpa then?

•

Children enact the responses to these questions.

Teacher should give whatever help is necessary to the children.

How can we turn this into a role-play? We might ask some simple questions
relating to the story. Children can enact the roles in response to the questions.

Let's see how we can present the rest of the story in a different kind of role
play.
•
Teacher shows an action movie suitable to the level of the children.
This is followed by discussion. The necessary materials are made ready.
•
Grandpa, Grandma, doctor, nurse. Grandpa in the hospital bed. Doctor
examines him. Grandma sits beside Grandpa. Nurse has a syringe in
her hand.
Materials
•
Stethoscope
•
Syringe
•
Dhotis
•
A walking stick

•

Who are the characters in the story?

•

How does Grandpa walk...?

•

How does Grandma walk...?

•

What did they tell each other?
-

•

Children enact the roles of Grandpa and Grandma walking with
the bag of groceries.
- They give voice to the dialogue of Grandpa and Grandma.
What happened when the branch of the tree fell on Grandpa's head?
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Children enact the scene in small groups. Do they make the dialogues on
their own? Teacher should help, if necessary.
•
Teacher shows the visual of a story. An animal story would be ideal.
(For example: The fox becoming the king of the jungle)
After watching the visual, teacher leads the children to the role play,
using the masks made ready in advance by them.
Here are some possible contexts for role play.
•
Doll's house
•
Kitchen

•
•

Song

Play area
Dialogues of the characters in a film.

We can make use of various possibilities for role - play. If the teacher
provides learning experiences in a proper way, the children will excel in
role-play.
Find other possibilities for role play and try these out.

The fly hops once, the fly hops twice
Teacher has arranged a clothes shop in the creative sand tray and presents
a narrative based on it.
•

Here is a clothes shop. Who all have come to the shop? (A crow, a
parrot, a crane and Ammu)

What are the abilities children attain from role-play?

•

Why do we visit a clothes shop? The children respond.

Role play:

•

What are the colours of the clothes we see in the shop?

Why do we use role-play in preschool?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develops, sense of cooperation and team spirit
Develops leadership qualities
Fosters love, trust, tolerance, etc.
Kindles creativity
Develops constructive thinking
Helps gaining communicative competence
Ensures social and emotional development
Allows children understand and improve
themselves
Develops self confidence
Promotes the right values and
attitudes.

(Black, green, white, and dresses with dots- teacher should display
'clothes' made from paper)
•

Does everyone buy the same kind of clothes?

•

What will each person select?

Teacher presents the song:
The crow has a lovely dress
A lovely black dress
The parrot has a lovely dress
A lovely..............dress.
The crane too has a lovely dress
A lovely............dress.
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Won't the children be able to add more words to make up a beautiful song?
Ammu has a lovely dress
A lovely dotted dress.
Teacher sings the entire song and children sing it in groups. After the song,
teacher starts a discussion to help build up ideas. He/she would need to
prepare simple questions to provoke thought and analysis. Moreover, she
can make use of questions relating to classroom situations. These should be
carefully planned to generate ideas, to develop skills and to foster the right
attitude in children.
When the children understand that 'dress' in the story refers to the feathers
of the birds, learning becomes more interesting, and can lead to the
appreciation of poetry. What questions can the teacher ask to make the
learning experience enjoyable?
•
Who are the characters referred to in the song?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They learn to recite the lines rhythmically
Comprehend the idea of the poem
Identify the figures of animals/characters in the creative sand tray
Identify the different colours of birds, animals and plants
Match the colours of the creatures to the colours of their own dresses
Assimilate the rhythm of the song and add suitable lines to it
Find answers to simple questions, and to frame questions and find
answers.

In what other ways can we present songs?
•
•
•
•
•

Use instruments such as bells and toy drums to beat the rhythm of the
songs
Use pictures and audio-visual aids
Using animation films
Make use of gestures/acting
Presenting the song lines by groups (for example : question- answer
songs)
Using audio aids

•

What are the colours of their dresses?

•

Why do we wear clothes?

•

We can change our dresses daily. Can the birds do that?

•
•

•

What does the 'dresses' of the birds mean?

What are the special features of preschool songs?

•

How do these clothes (feathers) help birds?

•

Such questions can be asked. The questions can be made simpler depending
on the level of the children. What learning experiences and skills do children
gain by presenting the answers to these questions?
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A crow came flapping down.
It sat on a rock.
The crow went flapping back.
The rock remained still.

•

A shed for a cow
A coop for a hen
A burrow for a snake
A home for me and Ammu mol.
And our parents too.

The fly hops four times
The fly hops five times

Riddles
East in the morning
Up at noon
Down the sea in the evening.
Who am I? Who am I?

You can make use of such simple and catchy songs.
What other features of songs do we need?
•
•
•
•
•

Songs that can be sung rhythmically
Songs that are short
Songs with repeated sounds / words
Songs that can be enacted.
Songs that can be related to themes

Answer: The Sun

Narrative song
Once a crow
Picked a bun
Flew up a branch
To eat the bun
There came a fox
Spoke to the crow
O! Singing Crow
Please sing me a song.
Then sang the crow
The bun fell down
Sly fox, at once
Ran away with the bun.

For children older than 4+, these are some other things we need to consider
•

Songs that are complete

•

Songs that evoke imagination

•

Songs that allow scope for adding lines to them

•

Riddle songs

•

Narrative songs

•

Songs about numbers.

Number songs

Songs to be completed
Yellow Yellow golden shower (Konnapoo flowers)
Dark red Ixora
Snow - white Jasmine
Cute little Bluebells.

The fly hops once
The fly hops twice
The fly hops thrice
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............................. 'mukkutti' flowers
Pink ..................................................
...........................................................
When you ask children to add lines to poems, 3+ children can be
asked to add just a word. Words can be added to the beginning, the
middle or even at the end. Children in the age group 4+ can be
asked to add lines to the song.

X∂mss\ Xmt\ X\
X∂mss\ Xmt\............
Hm........... XnØn-Ømcm XnØnssØ
XnsØbv XI sXbv sXbv tXmw
XmcnIw Xmcmtcm .. XI
XmcnIw Xmcm-tcm....

The example given shows how one can add words about 'colours' and
'flowers' to a song. Before presenting such a song, we should give the children
practice in identifying flowers and colours.

Variety in songs
You're familiar with the special features of songs in the preschool level.
Shouldn't we familiarise songs of varied tunes and rhythm to the children?

Aøø lcn Aøøm
Aøø lcn Aøøm
emee emee em...e...em...
emee emee em...e...em...
Gtemw... Gte-temw....
Gtemw... Gte-temw....

Most children would have memories of lullabies. Let us familiarise ourselves
with some lullaby phrases from our folk culture.
Rariram
Rariram

Rariram
Rariram

Rariram
Rariraro

Rariram
.................

Such words without any specific meaning, help children to develop a sense
of rhythm. Won't this experience help the child even to compose poems as
he moves up to higher classes? Here are some folklore phrases.

Similarly, we could also use tongue twisters for rhythmic language practice.
Some simple tongue twisters in Malayalam (and in English).
•

Big black bug.

Another group of songs emphasize rhythm alone. Such songs will have a
number of meaningless or nonsense words. For example:
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Singalaka..... Singalaka sing sing sing
Pingalakka pingalakka ping ping ping
It is seen that children easily pick up songs that are associated with games.
Since the game requires that the song be sung, all children learn to sing such
songs. In the section about games in this book, some of these songs are
given. Let's look at a song which should make the children form groups and
select a leader.
$
$

Njan enna Nee enna
Mannenna Punnakku
Vattam Vattam Naranga
Kothi Kothi Thinnumbol
Entha Chinchu Mindathe

Shouldn't we assess the abilities of the children when they present the songs?
What are the things the teacher should consider?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ready, One two three!

We do not assess all the factors together at a time. It is better to
assess them in different situations.

Teacher should make use of songs relating to the culture and the occupation
of the people of the locality.

The teacher needs to make use of songs that enrich both verbal
linguistic intelligence and musical rhythmical intelligence. By

What other songs could we introduce to the children?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple folk songs
Kerala boat songs
Mappila songs
Riddle songs
Festival songs
Film songs

Tune
Rhythm
Expression
Suitable gestures/steps
Contribution of the group
Co-operation and collaboration
Involvement
Pronunciation of words, articulation, and clarity.
Reciting in chorus

making the best possible use of a number of songs, we can ensure a
better learning experience for the children.

My Song Book
Each teacher should have a good collection of varied songs. Isn't it better to
arrange songs based on themes rather than making a random collection?
This will help you select the most suitable one. You should collect songs
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suitable for children in the ages 3+ and 4+. You can categorise songs according
to the type of song.
•

Riddle songs

•

Number songs

•

Story songs

•

Play songs

•

Patriotic songs

•

Prayer songs

•

Folk songs

•

Action songs

•

Riddle songs

•

Phrase songs of folk culture

Doll Games

My Doll
Ha... Ha... Ha. Is everyone present today? Children shouted quick
and cheerful responses to these questions of the monkey doll. Even
Shalvin, who had been crying in the class, was charmed by the
questions and gestures of the monkey doll.
Dolls attract children from early childhood. Playing with
dolls, dressing them up, putting them to sleep beside them
like their own mothers do, is quite normal in childhood.
They even talk to their dolls.

These may be collected in written form from books, or cut out from children's
magazines, and pasted in the book. How attractive it would be if we could
design the book with suitable pictures and colours?
Share the collection of books with your colleagues and the parents/guardians
of the children. They will also help you enrich your collection of songs.

We should consider how we can make use of this natural
faculty of the children, to help their education and
development.
Every child likes moving puppets more than dolls. Apart from the interest of
children in puppets that shake their heads and limbs and speak, the duty of
the teacher is to enable the children to attain competency in speech and to
develop motor skills.
o

Indulge in friendly conversation

o

Present minor incidents and events using puppets

These activities help the children generate language and apply it in the
appropriate context.
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Moreover, puppetry helps in the locomotor development of the children.
Even those with some stage fright could present the sounds and dialogues
of puppetry from behind the curtain, with confidence.

Different kinds of puppets
Any teacher can make the puppets required for teaching
preschool children. How can we make puppets that are
inexpensive or even free of cost from the materials available
to us?

Children could easily enact the imagine an object to be something else.
Children have the ability to see a character in each and every object they
come across (For example: they can take a piece of wood as a doll, a ring/
bangle as a wheel, a stick as a sword, etc.)
•

Dialogues should be natural

•

Use simple sentences to convey the ideas

•

Children usually enjoy colloquial dialogue in their local dialect

•

Movements of the puppets should suit the context

•

Finger puppets

•

It would be better to arrange appropriate situations and contexts

•

Paper Carton/carry bag puppets

•

•

Stick puppets/cut out puppets

Use of musical instruments, records, etc., will add to the enjoyment of
the puppet show.

•

Box puppets

•

Balloon puppets

Can't we present songs, stories, and conversation through puppetry? At
first, children should have ample visual experience of activities with the help
of puppetry. We could seek the help of parents, older students and other
teachers for this.

Puppets can be used during the presentation of a story or at the end of a
story. A puppet can represent one of the characters of the story and present
the appropriate dialogues.

Special features of the script

We can create simple situations with just one or two dialogues for 3+ children.
For 4+ students, question songs, and conversation from stories they know

Preparing the script for puppetry requires as much care as preparing the
dialogue of a play. Teacher should bear in mind the background, the
movements of the characters, the modulation of the dialogue, the clarity of
the concept etc. while getting the script ready.

can be used. The puppet that talks as a particular character needs suitable
movements. Only then will the audience understand which character is

For instance, let's take the story of 'The Lion and the Mouse'. When the
mouse fell on the sleeping lion, the lion woke up startled. The teacher pauses

speaking. Teacher should train the children properly.

the story here to use the puppets to deliver the dialogue of the lion and the
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mouse. (Teacher can also give the puppets to the children and make them
participate in constructing the dialogue.) What might the lion say? How
would the mouse reply? Teacher then continues the story. In this way, the
teacher can use puppets and scripts to introduce a story and its events, or
to explain it.
At the end of the story, puppets could be used to present the children's
favourite situations. Teacher could ask the children, what the lion and the
mouse might have told each other in the story. Two children can present the
dialogue. At times the script may be prepared by the children alone or with
the help of the teacher. This is one way of preparing a live script.
Puppetry is one of the best techniques to convey certain ideas to the children.
For instance, the nuisance of mosquitoes, houseflies, and germs could be
presented in a conversation with the help of puppets, so that the children
understand it better. Teacher should consciously prepare discourses suitable
to such situations.
Teacher can prepare scripts relating to the life cycle of the butterfly, animals
that give milk, or about the importance of good habits, and present these to
the children. The combined use of shadow puppets, string puppets, finger
puppets, etc., will allow for more action and help to present the story more
effectively.
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Situations for puppetry - some models
The Flower and the Butterfly
Many flowers in a garden. A butterfly flutters by.
Flower :
Butterfly :
Flower :
Butterfly :
Flower :
Butterfly :
Flower

:

Hi! Butterfly. What's the news?
You look so beautiful today. You're full of honey too.
You are so free. You can roam wherever you want. Please
tell me about the things you have seen.
I saw a lot of flowers and rivers as I came down the hills to
the valley.
Oh! You're lucky indeed.
You're also quite lucky. You've so many visitors every day.
Bees, honey bees, ants, How many visitors!
You're right. Many children too visit me every day.

The Wind and the Cloud
Finger puppets of a child and its mother.
Birds chirp, the wind blows. (Wind can be simulated with the help of a fan
or a cardboard moved in such a way that hung leaves or streamers sway in
the breeze.)
Unnikuttan enters, yawning.
Unnikuttan

: The wind is blowing. Today it has started
early in the morning. (Looks up). The
sky is dark. Mom... mom
Mom (only her voice is heard): Aren't you brushing your teeth or taking
bath, my dear?

Mom enters.
(The sound of the wind and the rumble of thunder
in the background)
Unnikuttan : Mom. When I woke up, the Sun
was not there. Where has he
gone?
Mom
: It's a rainy morning. Brush your
teeth and have your bath now.
I'm quite busy.
Unnikuttan

: No, mom. Tell me why is the sky is looking so black.

What should we remember while delivering a
dialogue?
•

Getting the expression right

•

Voice modulation

•

Movements of the puppets

Lion : Another lion! Where is he?
Hare : Near the well, there.
Lion : Oho! Then, I will finish him off.
The sound should reflect the cruel nature
of the lion. Similarly, the voice of
the hare should suggest
meekness, fear and humility.
When the children listen to the
proper voice modulation with
change of mood, and expression,
they realise the changes they need to bring in while presenting stories.
Our aim is not to make them present the dialogue by heart. They need to
present the dialogue in their own words, after grasping the events of the
story. That is also used to assess the development of their language skills.

•

While preparing a puppetry script...

Have you heard the story of the hare that made the lion jump into the well?
The ferocious lion comes upon the trembling hare. Let's listen to the dialogue
between the two.
Lion : Where have you been for so long? Grrr...

•
•
•
•

Hare : Oh! ... I...On my way...

What should we evaluate in a puppetry presentation?

Lion : What was there on the way...?
Hare : Another lion... sss... stopped me.
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A theme (including events and ideas)
The age, gender, costume, etc., of the characters must be considered.
Prepare apt dialogue
Design the appropriate background.

•
•
•
•
•

Presentation with voice modulation and appropriate expression.
Proper pronunciation and clarity.
Ability to move the puppets according to the contexts of the story.
The dialogues are to be presented in the proper order by the characters.
The child could present the dialogue in his own words appropriately.

Puppets, Puppets

either by painting it or by pasting it on to the paper.

String Puppet
Take a piece of cotton string (one foot long). Fold it into two, and make one
end in the shape of a head. The other end can be made in the shape of the
chest, or the legs, as required, to make the puppet.

Plastic bottle

A teacher who is imaginative can make a puppet out of anything. For example,
plastic bottles, paper cups, umbrellas, match boxes, empty cans, empty
medicine boxes, old cloth, ice-cream balls, cups, sticks, coconut shells and
husks, leaves, cardboard, thick sheets of paper, newspapers etc., could be
used to make puppets.

You could make puppets by cutting empty plastic bottles in the shape of
animal figures and pasting paper on to it. One can easily make the heads of
people or animals using plastic bottles

Paper glass

As a person who understands the nature and needs of the children, one
should try to make puppets in simple ways. If we include the children too in
puppet making, it will foster a sense of confidence in them.

Paper glass, bindi, sticks, etc. can be used to make puppets of various
kinds.

Let us learn about some puppets.

Fill a paper bag with any trash. Make a face by painting or pasting a face on
it. The bigger its size, the more beautiful will be the puppet. Fix a stick firmly

Match box puppet
You can make a stick puppet, covering an empty matchbox with a white
paper and fixing it on a thin stick. You could make the face of the puppet

Puppets out of paper

through the bag. If unable to find a stick or a piece of bamboo you can
make a stick out of paper and glue. In this way, we can make puppets out
of paper plates, cardboards, etc.

Ball Puppets
Take a rubber ball and paint a face on it. You can make a small hole under
the face and fix a stick through it to make a ball puppet. Or else, you could
stuff some old cloth into a small bag in the shape of a ball puppet. It is
possible to make a ball puppet out of a coconut shell or a plastic bottle. You
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could make a puppet out of anything that has the shape and frame suitable
for a puppet. Make a dress for the puppet using a piece of cloth, and fix it
to the puppet with a stick.

Finger Puppet
a.

You could make a finger puppet by drawing a face on your thumb
and covering it with a piece of cloth. It is quite interesting to make
finger puppets of your two thumbs and let them create a conversational
game!
''Where is the thumb, man?
Where is the thumb, man?
Here am I.
Here am I!
How are you today, sir?
How are you today, sir?
Very well, thank you!
Very well, thank you!
I'm going, good bye!
I'm going too, good bye!''
It is always interesting to use finger puppets when we recite such
songs.

b.

You could make a cone from a small square piece of paper; fix it on
your finger, and paste faces, pictures or objects on it to create a
larger finger puppet.

c.

You can make some rings out of chart paper and fix it on your finger
after pasting pictures on it to create finger puppets.

Flat puppet
This is a good way to make animal puppets. Draw an animal face on
a card board and cut it out. Colour it. Fix a stick on it using gum or
cello tape to make a flat puppet. Flat puppets can also be made
from paper plates, or from the pictures of animals in books and
magazines.
X-ray film/Chart paper puppet
You can cut X-ray films in conical shapes to make the faces of
animals. It is easy to make the body of animals using cone-shaped
X-ray film of different sizes. Fix ears, horns, etc., by sticking paper
to it. You can move the puppets either by a stick through the cone
or by holding a stick in your hand. If X-ray film is not available, you
can use chart paper.
Origami Puppet
You could make puppets out of origami figures. For example, a
crow, a peacock, a crane, a swan, a fish, a frog, etc.
There are various other puppets that can be used in the classroom.
It is possible to arrange a puppet making workshop when teachers
meet for training sessions. Wouldn't that be a worthwhile creative
endeavour?
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Games

Haven't we noticed children playing such games very enthusiastically?

Role of games in the overall development of
children

Homeless squirrel, come
quickly
Language is love, game is the method
This is the most suitable statement of the preschool learning method. Playing
is an innate trait of a child. Children like to learn through games. When small
children engage in an activity it is like a game for them. Many of these
activities appear like games, but they are serious activities from the child's
point of view. Acquisition of knowledge takes place unknowingly through
games.
Milk of lime,
Turkey berries two
Leaves are green
Flowers are yellow
Catch the thief
Who goes this way?

The best activity for kinaesthetic and locomotor development is games. In
addition to the kinaesthetic and locomotor development, games open various
possibilities for language development, scholastic development, premathematical skills and socio-emotional development. Games that can be
played by singing songs, games played by asking questions, etc., provide
circumstances for children to develop their language skills. No other activities
pave the way for scientific development like jigsaw puzzles and games which
enhance logical thinking. We should not ignore the fact that games create
various circumstances that speed up the socio-emotional development of a
child. Preparation of tools for games sharpens the creative skills of the child.

3+, 4+ Age groups and games

Children like to sing with their friends in a rhythmic pattern.
'Lemon milk, Chundanga (a vegetable) twins, homeless squirrel, ripe
arecanut, come quickly to catch the thief (to pluck the flowers).
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One of the most important things to note is that the children of 3+ and 4+
age groups do not find any difficulty in playing games when compared with
other activities. The happiness they derive while engaging in games, consoling
each other, applauding, etc., enhances the emotional development of children.
Games like imitation games, free games, games which can be played in
groups, are to be selected for the 3+ age group. Games which need to be
played strictly on the basis of rules can be selected for the 4+ age group.

What are the experiences a child acquires when
participating in games?
•

Development of fine and other muscles

•

Gets the opportunity to engage in natural conversation

•

Gets acquainted with the etiquette of group games

•

Gets the opportunity to think about how to win the game and to act
according to the situation

•

Gets the opportunity to observe and collect the equipment needed for
playing games

•

Gets the opportunity to create and handle the equipment for playing
games.

for exercise etc., are various games that can be used as preschool
learning tools.

Games
There are highly talented toddlers in preschools. We need to think what
support can be given to these talented children to create their own games. If
the children are provided with discarded materials and objects they will
transform them into equipment for playing games. Children lose no time to
engage in games making use of these instruments. The capacity of the child
to observe his surroundings and to create toys on his own helps him achieve
this goal. The child's curiosity and scientific knowledge are beneficial to
him.
Game corners should be set up in preschools for children to engage in games.
Game corners play a vital role in making the 3+ and 4+ age groups active
participants in games which pave the way for physical and mental
development.

Games and Adaptation

All the major themes to be covered in the preschool syllabus can be
successfully completed with the help of games. Individual games,
pair games, games that can be played in large groups, board games,
imitation games, indoor and outdoor games, free games, guided
games, games which can be arranged with the help of ICT, games

The teacher must try to incorporate games and activities which can ensure
the participation of all the children and also to ensure the desired skill
development. The teacher should ensure that the differently abled children
also get opportunity to involve in game activities with self confidence and
pleasure.
(For more details please refer to the chapter, What is Adaptation? How?)
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I.

Individual games
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5. Koodillathannan Homeless squirrel
6. ……………….-

With their own toys
Using fixed equipment (Swing, merry go round)
Communicating with plants and flowers
Imitation (E.g.: Mothering a doll, making mud cakes.)
Computer/Video games
Making toys/equipment for playing
Making of play sheds, playhouse, etc.
Completion of jigsaw puzzles.

IV. Imitation games

V.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

II. Games which can be played in pair groups
• Side game
• Noughts and crosses
• Queen and her children
• Board games
• Domino games
• Playing with pebbles
III. Games which help language development (games with play
songs)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Poo parikkanporumo Manikyachempazhukka Kulakulamunthiri
Narangappal
-

1. Mother and child
2. Making porridge and curry
3. Teacher and students
4. Bus-driver and conductor
Games that can be played in large groups that lead to kinesthetic
development
Various games
Tiger and the cow
Fox and the hen
Snatching the handkerchief
Crow game
Cops and robbers/Thief and police

Formation of concepts through games
Games can be utilized for the formation of concepts and to reinforce those
concepts. For example, while taking the theme 'animals', to introduce the
fact that animals differ in their physical features, the teacher can introduce
the game titled 'kombarakombe'.

Kombarakombe

Coming to pluck flowers?
Ripe arecanut
Bunch of grapes
Lime milk (A version of 'oranges
and lemons')

The teacher supplies various badges of horned, winged, tiped, quadruped
and reptile creatures.
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The children are asked to sit in a circle. Teacher says the name of one of the
creatures (e.g. creatures with horns). Then she asks the students who possess
the badges of animals with that particular features to change their seats.

imkv{XIfnIƒ
Let it rain...

•

How effective was the participation?

Entering the class of her loving children, Nirmala teacher was reminded
by Ammu, "Teacher, you told the previous day that you would perform
a magic for us."

•

How many of them could participate in the games, imbibing the
concepts?

"Yes. All of you can sit down". I'm going to begin the magic." Nirmal
teacher continued.

•

What are the impediments faced by children while they engage in games?

The children sat down holding their breath in excitement.

How can we evaluate game activities?

How is adaptation made possible through games?
Identify the various strategies that can be employed to make all the learners
active participants in the games.

The teacher placed a glass on the table. "Athiramol, come and fill it
with water."Athira was excited. She ran and fetched some water in a
container and poured it into the glass.

•

After distributing the badges with the pictures of animals, the animals
sharing a peculiar feature are asked to come closer.

"Now there is water in the glass, isn't there?" she asked.

•

Let children wear the badges and imitate the movements of that
particular animal.

If the kombarakombe game is played just after these activities, won't the
children participate in the game remembering their roles and special features.

"Yes teacher"- All the children nodded.
Is the glass full?
"No. A little more water is needed to fill the glass." Adithyan said.
"What is the colour of the water?"Nirmala teacher asked
"Plain water doesn't have any colour, teacher." Ammu shared her
knowledge.
The teacher added a pinch of potassium permanganate to the water in
the glass.
A violet colour started filling the glass like a cloud thereby changing
the colour of the water. The colour spread and looked like violet flowers.
"Wow ... look, wow... look! A violet flower in the water!"
All the children stood up with excitement.
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Teacher went on adding more and more granules of potassium
permanganate to the glass. Slowly, the entire glass was filled with water
of a violet colour.

What things are there in our surroundings that can instill curiosity and interest
among the learners? How can we introduce these as a pre-school activity in
connection with a specific theme?

"Teacher, can you tell us the secret?"The children went on asking her.

Let's look at the examples

Children are just like this. Children like to watch amazing things. Children
do not mind spending hours engaged in activites that excite them. They
make use of their senses to observe things around them. This arouses their
curiosity and strengthens their ability to search for causes and effects. Children
go on asking questions. Such observation skills help them in the formation
of concepts. A window of knowledge is opened for them.

•

The shrinking and spreading out of the leaves of the touch-me not
plant

•

A bud blooming into a beautiful flower

•

The ripening of a fruit and the change of its colour from green to yellow

•

Sprouting of a seed

•

The moon travelling with us

•

The journey of milkweed seeds

•

The shape and size of a shadow and its movement.

In the preschool stage the neurons in the brain form mutual connections at a
faster rate. The experiences children acquire in this stage remain with them
forever.
The experiences imbibed by the children at such a very young age will be
stored in the brain by the neurons.
Children develop the ability of concept formation inherently by linking each
new experience with the experiences of the part. This synthesis via the
synapses of the brain will strengthen the child's understanding of the
knowledge he/she has acquired. Therefore science games are considered
to be important learning strategies in the pre school stage.
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•
It's the teacher's duty to ensure a child's attention and observation of these
interesting facts by providing appropriate situations.
-

Presentation of the situation, so as to arouse curiosity

-

Encourage them to ask questions
Assign the students to find out the answer

- Encourage them to examine whether their findings are correct.
The teacher should ensure the ability to encourage the process of constructing
knowledge by these methods.

Theme: Water/Rain

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Activities for observation
1. Boiling of water
2. Dissolving of salt or sugar in water
3. Floating and sinking of objects
4. The floating of paper boats
5. Reflection on water
6. Spraying water to form rainbow

Flight of birds
Crawling of creatures
Nests of birds
Anthills
Ant's nest made of leaves
The movements of a grasshopper
The chameleon changing colour
Eggs hatching and the young ones
coming out of them.

7. The drying of wet clothes
8. Handkerchief which doesn't get wet (Scientific wonder).

Theme: Plants
Activities for observation
1. Observation of the shapes and
colours of different leaves
2. Sprouting of seeds
3. Different seeds, their colour and shapes
4. The journey of milkweed seeds
5. Blooming of buds
6. Nectar of plantain and its visitors
7. Touch-me-not plant and its special features.

Theme: Animals
Activities for observation
1. The flight of butterflies and dragonflies with colourful wings

The activities for observation, materials, method of observation which the
teacher needs to prepare are given in Chapter 10 - 'Learning Resources'
The teacher must ensure that the activities prepared for observation suit the
age group of the children. The activities which need closer observation can
be given to children of 4+ age groups. While the child in the 3+ age group
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should be given activities related to the wonders of science and other factors
that arouse their curiosity, a 4+ age group child should be given activities
which will lead him/her on to further experimentation.

•

- Comparing pictures/models
- Comparing incidents (heard stories, anecdotes)
Identifying the odd one out (after observing the pictures, objects,
shadow and picture)

The teacher should evaluate and give necessary feedback to the students
especially regarding their skills of observation, grasping the concepts,
communication skills and experimentation.

•

Jigsaw puzzles (blocks, pictures, etc.)

•

Play activities (fruits, vegetables, flower, Kombarakombe)

Activities related to scientific experience

•

Multi sensory experience - Memory test.

•

The teacher asks the children to comment on the features of
pictures, incidents and circumstances/after observing them.

•

Identify the similarities and differences and talk about them.
- Comparing objects

Some cutouts/shapes of some vehicles are kept on the table. The children
are asked to observe these vehicles. After that the teacher takes a vehicle
and keeps it in a box without the knowledge of the children. Now, the
teacher asks the children to identify the vehicle which was removed. They
observe the whole set of vehicles on the table and then identify the one
removed. Then the teacher opens the box to check whether the answers
given by the children are right or wrong.
This activity can be done in yet another way. The teacher can provide a clue
about the features of the hidden vehicle.
•

Size

•

Shape

•

Number of pictures

•

Use

Now, it becomes easy for the children to guess the name.
This activity can also be changed by asking the children to tell the features
of the hidden vehicle.
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What are the skills being developed in children through game
activities?

•
Observation
•
Analytical description
•
Memory
•
Identifying the features
Isn't it necessary to provide activities that will enhance the cognitive
development of children?
•

Describe the features after observing the pictures, incidents and
circumstances. Those who have keen observation skills will be able to
respond.

•

Identifying the similarities and differences after making a comparison.
A child is asked to find out the difference from a set of given pictures.
Here also, keen observation takes place.

•

Finding the odd one out - Picture, facts, etc., can be provided.

•
•
•
•

Attaching/Connecting the shadow and the picture.
Jigsaw puzzles (blocks, pictures)
Pre mathematical activities
Game activities
e.g.: Fruits, vegetables, games with flowers.
The children are asked to form a circle after saying 'fruit', 'vegetable'
and 'flower.' When one child comes in front, the teacher says 'fruit'.
Then that particular child should tell the names of different fruits. The
game continues giving the children an opportunity to tell the names of
vegetables, flowers, etc.
A child can play the particular game only if he/she knows the names of
fruits, vegetables and flowers. They must also know how to differentiate
them.
•
Kombarakombe
•
Fruit salad
All these are games which aim at the cognitive development of the
child. In pre school classes many of the activities should be given in
connection with the multi-sensory experience of the children.
The activities should be arranged in such a way that the child gets the
opportunity to observe, hear, touch, smell and taste different objects
through different activities. The child is blind folded and asked to identify
a potato or a tomato and the child successfully completes the task
after touching it or smelling it.
•
The child will find out which is the tomato and which is the potato.
•
Identifies curry leaves and the leaves of lemon plant which are wrapped
in clothes - experiencing the fragrance.
These activities will help in developing the multi-sensory perception of the
students and thereby developing the scientific acumen of children.
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Mathematical games
One and One make two
"Today I'll sing a song for you. Everyone has to sing together. You need to
repeat the gestures the teacher makes." Beena Teacher started singing this
number song.
Ht∂ Ht∂ H∂t√m
IpSbv°v Imev H∂t√m
ct≠ ct≠ c≠t√m
tImgn°v ImepIƒ c≠t√m
aqt∂ aqt∂ aq∂t√m
tXßbv°p IÆp-Iƒ aq∂t√m
\mte \mte \met√m
]q®bv°v Imep-Iƒ \met√m

thirst by drinking the water in the pitcher? We can narrate it by introducing
concepts from mathematics. What are the changes that must be added in
order to teach concepts from mathematics?
Once a thirsty crow saw a pitcher with a little water at its
bottom ..................... Suddenly an idea flashed upon it. I
will drop stones. One .... two....... three..... four .....
five....... The crow pecked each stone and started dropping
it into the pitcher....................... After quenching its thirst
the crow flew away. Won't there be such possibilities in
other stories too? The teacher must create situations in
the classroom.
A child gets the opportunity to do various activities
associated with the theme, house. The child draws the picture of a house
and adds colour to it. He makes the shape of a house by fixing the paper,
after getting instructions from the teacher in mathematical terms.

At© At© A©t√m
sX®n-°n-X-fp-Iƒ A©t√m
Pictures are displayed while the song is being sung. When each number is
uttered the teacher shows it using her fingers. The children are asked to
imitate the teacher.

Giving the same colour to two windows, drawing a door, drawing the step
lengthwise, drawing a large house, a small house these are examples of
some exercises that can be given to the children.

Such activities which promote concepts from mathematics are carried out
in the preschool stage. What prerequisite knowledge does the toddler ought
to have in mathematics? Large - small, near - far, more - less, etc. Don't you
think that these are the pre-requisites a child should have in mathematics?
Activities can be planned utilizing the prior knowledge the child has. There
are opportunities to develop mathematical skills through stories, songs,
construction activities, drawing pictures, and games.

Teacher asks them to draw a big house. Later, they are asked to draw a
smaller one. Such activities which are challenging will arouse the interest of
the children.

Hope you have narrated the story of how the thirsty crow quenched its
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Another activity that can be given is to arrange the cutouts of different sized
houses in a fixed span of time. Don't you think that this will be an interesting
activity?

Kitchen can be considered as a subtheme of 'house'. There are various
possibilities of teaching mathematical skills in connection with the theme of
the kitchen. Number of utensils, measurements, cooking, etc.

The teacher goes on by saying, "Now, show an object smaller than this?

The possibilities of phrases like one glass of water, one cup of water, two
buckets of water, etc., are there. Cooking is an interesting activity for children.
Look at this activity, making a salad:

What are the other possibilities?

We can make a salad. What are the ingredients needed for making the
salad? Onion, tomato, salt, curds. Onion can be chopped into small pieces.
After that tomatoes can be sliced into small pieces. Add one spoon of salt
to this. Add one spoon of curd and then stir it properly. Now our salad is
ready. These instructions can be given to the children to prepare the salad.
Cooking is an activity which makes use of measurement and numbers.
Activities like grouping and differentiating can also be carried out.
We can ask the students to group natural fruits and vegetables or to use
models/pictures of fruits and vegetables. We can also ask them to group
mangoes, apples, cucumbers. Which group is bigger? Which one is smaller?
Questions like this can be asked.
Which group is bigger? Which one is smaller? Questions like this can be
asked to make the children give the answers.
This can be carried out as a game activity. The teacher keeps a school bag
on the table. The teacher then asks the children to show an object which is
smaller than the school bag. The children show the object.

Now show another object smaller than this one. Instructions can be given
to help the children develop micro level observation skills.

The teacher asks the class to arrange the leaves from big to small and vice
versa. After the sound of the whistle, the teacher instructs a child to draw a
large circle. Then the teacher asks them to draw a smaller circle. The teacher
then asks, "How many times can we draw smaller circles like this?
Possibilities to develop mathematical skills should be a part of these activities
which employ natural situations and concepts. Geographical concepts and
concepts related to quality are in reality pre mathematical skills.
Near - far, below - above, etc. are geographic mathematical concepts,
while large group - small group, large box - small box, those which are long
- those which are short, etc., are mathematical concepts of quality.
While learning mathematics one has to follow the phases of ELPS.
E - Experience, L - Language, P - Picture, S - Symbol. The first 3 phases
are to be practised in pre schools. S (Symbol) is not needed in this phase.
Making use of the previous knowledge of the child and providing adequate
learning experience is necessary at this point. Use appropriate mathematical
language for this.
Connect the outline of pictures/models (5 flowers, 4 birds) Mathematical
skills need to be developed gradually through the phases mentioned above.
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Drawing
Interesting pictures
Let us read about an experience
As part of the investigation, to find out the impact of preschool education, I
went to Thalavil preschool. Sivananda was the youngest one in the class.
When I reached there, she was crying to see her mother. Though teachers
tried to console, she didn't stop. After some time she stopped crying and
the teacher started the class.
The teacher continued the discussion on the theme, house: Following the
discussion, the teacher asked the children to draw a picture of a house they
had seen.
I tiptoed towards Shivananda. Taking her closer to me we sat apart from
others. I placed a paper and crayons in her hand. As she was feeling
disinterested she scratched something on the paper. I changed it into a circle,
then I drew eyes, nose and ears. Again she started scratching. That was
also given a human form. She liked that activity. She went on scratching. I
was also not ready to give up. The paper was filled with different shapes.
Her face lit up.
I took a tumbler and placed it on the paper and drew circles with the help
of it. Following my example, Sivananda also started drawing circles keeping
the tumbler on the paper. I drew some lines on the circle and changed it into
a ball. She drew circles again for the second time. I changed it into a tortoise.
This process continued. Then she started drawing and colouring with great
delight.
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Her class mates showed the teacher the
picture of the houses they had painted. I
took a paper and drew a house for
Sivananda. She started colouring the
house enthusiastically.
•

Have you ever had such
experiences?

•

How did you intervene in such
situations considering the child's
age, interest and emotions?

•

How can pictures be useful to
capture the child's attention and concentration?

The relevance of drawing pictures
Before acquiring the skill of writing, drawing pictures is the most important
mode of presentation for children. Drawing is one of the most strategically
important teaching methods to present one's observations, interest, and
thoughts. Children can draw pictures using the concepts they have learnt by
hearing and seeing. The skill the child imbibes during his pre-school stage
develops in the later stages of learning.
What conclusions can be derived by analysing the pictures drawn by
the child?
•

Observation skill

•

Grasping the concepts

•

Comprehensive understanding of the concepts

•

The child's ability to identify the objects in his surroundings and their
features

•

Awareness of colours

•

Ability to draw, shortcomings, if any

•

Writing materials Ability/limitations in the use of paper, pencil and crayon

•

Isn't it our duty to look for all this carefully and ensure our support to
develop the drawing skills of the children?

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Various Drawing Techniques
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Scribbling
Drawing within the lines provided
Connecting the dots
Completing an outline drawing
Drawing pictures using stencils
Cutout picture
Pictures prepared by blowing colours
Finger painting
Thread pictures

Marbling
Vegetable printing
Leaf printing
Independing drawing
Colouring
Wax pictures
Collage
Spray printing

A Preschool teacher can make use of various techniques in teaching drawing.
Let's find some activities which can be done easily.
Every child has the innate talent to draw pictures. You might have seen
children presenting their ideas/concepts by drawing pictures rather than
writing.

Scribbling
Three year old Najumol approached her father with a piece of paper.
Father............... Father............ please ... this, Look here! Here is the
picture of you and mom drawn by me.
Her father could see only some vague lines, circles and dots in the
paper.
''Where is your father in this picture?'' He asked his daughter.
Look here, the one with moustache is the father. This is me. The
father found it difficult to identify the father, mother and daughter
in the scribble.
For the child, these scribbled lines undoubtedly are clear pictures. It is through
this scribbling that the child imbibes the primary lessons of writing and drawing.
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Drawing within the lines provided
The child gradually moves to the stage of drawing stick figures which includes
straight lines and circles. We can see children drawing pictures of animals or
humans without many body parts. Sometimes they draw pictures which do
not have any resemblance to the original form. Later the ability to draw
objects from nature and geometric forms like circles, squares or triangles is
developed. The teacher must make use of this ability of the child.
The duty of a pre-school teacher should be to lead the child from the stage
of free drawing to the stage of drawing objects and ideas.
In short the journey of the child from free drawing to controlled
drawing should be ensured by the teacher. The ability to draw pictures
after close observation of details is the foundation of drawing
pictures. The teacher can help the students improve their ability by
showing models and cutouts, by giving timely feedback and also by
motivating them to draw more pictures.

the feature of symmetry needs to be considered. In addition to developing
the observation skills, advanced thought processes can also be initiated
through such activities.

Stencil/cut-out pictures
A stencil can be prepared by drawing outlines of pictures on cards, X-ray
films or plastic sheets and by cutting them out.
This is an effective method for teaching the children of age 3 to draw pictures.
With pencils and crayons we can help them draw the pictures using the
outline given. Children should be given training to handle writing equipment
like pencils and crayons. The children make use of their finer kinaesthetic
abilities by drawing over the blank spaces of the stencil. Moreover they are
delighted when they see the pictures that are formed on the paper. We can
prepare suitable stencils related to each theme for drawing pictures.

Connecting the dots

Cut-outs

For 4 year old children, activities like joining the dots and recreating pictures
after colouring the sample pictures can be given. A child gets trained to
draw pictures by joining one dot to another using straight lines. Moreover,
this develops the ability to observe the pictures closely and recreate the
models provided to them.

While pictures using stencils can be prepared by pressing one side on the

Completing partially drawn pictures
When a picture which is not complete is given to a child, he completes it
using the techniques he has learned. When a picture needs to be completed,
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paper, pictures using cut-outs can be prepared by pressing it to the middle
of the paper. Since this demands more attention and accuracy, these tasks
can be given to children who are above four years. Here, the child needs to
be careful to complete the picture by moving along the outlines of the cutouts provided to them. It would be good if the cut-outs given to the children
at the pre-school level are large enough for them to handle.

Pictures prepared by blowing colours

Leaf printing

Place a drop of water colour on a piece of paper and blow the water colour
using a straw. The colour spreads in different directions. We can make
flowers by dipping a folded paper in colour and pressing it on the lines
formed on the paper. We can add green colour to pictures of leaves by this
method.

Applying paint to leaves and pressing them against paper is one of the
techniques to be practised. It is advisable to keep all the painted leaves on
the paper and to press them with a cardboard.

Finger painting
Finger pictures are created by dipping the fingers in colour and pressing
them to a piece of paper. We can make use of our palm and fingers for
creating these pictures. After creating these images on a piece of paper we
can use a sketch pen to draw lines and circles to create flowers, birds,
animals and other objects.

Thread pictures
Take a piece of paper and fold it in the middle. Unfold the paper and place
a thread dipped in colour after twisting and turning it and placing it on the
folded part keeping one end of the thread projecting out. Now fold the
paper again. Press the paper with a cardboard or paper and then pull the
end of the thread. Now, we can see the picture on either side of the paper.
We can make a variety of pictures using different colours.

Vegetable printing
Vegetables like lady's finger, onion, beans, capsicum and parts of vegetables
like the petiol sheaths of colocasia and plantain leaf can be used for colouring
after slicing them and dipping the slices in different colours and pressing
them on to pieces of cloth or paper. Similiarly, we can make beautiful designs
of flowers and other objects.

Place the leaves upside down on a paper and use the crayons to draw the
pattern. Finally we can see the leaves.

Spray painting
Take a few cut-outs of pictures or leaves and keep them on a piece of
paper. Now take an old toothbrush and dip it in a bottle of colour. Then we
have to move fingers against the bristles to spray the colour on a piece of
paper. After scattering different colours along the sides of the picture or leaf
it should be taken away. What remains on the paper will be the shadow of
the picture or leaf and also the droplets of colours surrounding it. When we
spray different colours it becomes more colourful and beautiful.

Collage
Collage is prepared by fixing colorful pieces of paper or clothes on a piece
of paper or cardboard. In preschool classes it would be good to fix suitable
colorful papers to an outline picture. When they engage themselves in micro
activities like tearing the paper, cutting it into small pieces, pasting gum, etc,
it will help in the development of the muscles of the fingers. To make the
picture attractive they will select appropriate colours using their creativity
and imagination.
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Wax painting
A picture is drawn on a white paper using a candle or a white crayon and
given to the children. Then dark colours are painted on the white paper.
Now, we can see the picture created out of wax or crayon appearing on the
surface of the paper. This will be an interesting experience for the children.

Marbling
Drop different coloured drops of enamel paint into a flat bowl filled with
water. Stir it using a stick. Different designs can be seen on the surface of
the water. Now place a piece of paper on the surface of the water and then
lift it. We can create designs like marble on the surface of the paper. To
make children do this activity, both sides of the paper should be folded and
the children should hold the folds and dip the paper on the surface of the
water. This will help them complete the activity without getting their hand in
contact with the paint.

the floor using chalks of different colours. Those who were trained to draw
only small pictures now get an opportunity to draw larger pictures. If floors
cannot be spared for drawing pictures, the teacher can make use of child friendly blackboards.

Colouring
It would be good to use crayons as a colouring tool for 3+ age groups and
4+ age groups. The teacher can also make use of colour pencils, sketch
pens, water colours, etc.
In the initial stages, children will not be able to paint within the given space.
Several activities need to be given to develop the skill of colouring within
the borders. Children should be given the opportunity to select suitable
colours and also to explain the logic of using a specific colour.
In the initial stages, children can be given sponge pieces or ear buds instead
of brushes for water colouring.

Independing drawing

Before asking the children to draw pictures, shouldn't they be given an

Drawing is a powerful medium for children to express their ideas, emotions
and experiences. Drawing also helps those who find difficulty in expressing

opportunity to see pictures and to read them? The walls of the pre school
building can be made attractive with child friendly pictures.

their ideas verbally. This will enable them to introspect the learning experiences
gained from each particular theme and will culminate in the acquisition of

It would be good if these pictures depict jovial characters loved by children.

new ideas and experiences.
Different methods to be followed for Independent Drawing
For example, we can give the children the opportunity to draw pictures on
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It would be good if we could have an art corner in pre schools. What
should be there in an art corner?
•

Equipment needed for drawing. (Paper, crayon, sketch pens, pencils,
water colours, water, palette, bowls, sponge cakes, ear buds, brushes,
tooth brushes, colour papers, old magazines, gum ...)

•

Display board for displaying the pictures drawn by the children

•

Sample pictures

•

Picture books

Don't you think that this will increase the observation skills of the child? The
self realization he/she acquires after comparing his/her pictures with those
of other children improves his/her learning. Hence after each picture is
completed the teacher has to evaluate it for the best results.

Portfolio
Pictures are the most important documents to prove the development of
skills of a preschool child. We can understand the progress made by the
child by observing the changes in the child's art from his/her first days in the
preschool.
The teacher can compile all the products created by the child and create a
portfolio bag. The teacher can prepare notes assessing the child and thereby
make the parents and others convince the progress of the child.
The school must provide the opportunity to display the pictures drawn by
the children, selecting their best works.
•

Which is the best work?

•

What are the special features of this picture?
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prepared by the teachers. Different objects can be prepared using paper.
See how a paper boat can be made by cutting the paper in triangular form/
shape and then folding it once only.

Wagon, Wagon, Jackfruit tree leaf Wagon
Children like to imitate. They exhibit this characteristic in their drawings and
construction activities. Children are interested in presenting, in their own
ways the models of objects seen in nature. There are several preschool
activities for making use of the inborn talents of children. Creating different
kinds of objects by folding papers, creating toys out of seeds and leaves
creating pictures by cutting and folding, etc. are all constructive activities
that can be undertaken by children.

When they engage themselves in constructive
activities...

2 --˛˛˛˛

3

The boats which are made like this can be decorated by adding colour.
There are possibilities for several activities such as arranging the paper boats
in lines, grouping them on the basis of colour, etc. Here construction gets a
wider meaning. The child gets the opportunity to construct and also to indulge
in activities using the constructed object.
With the help of coconut leaves we can make a watch, a fan, a pair of
spectacles, a doll, a snake, etc. Toy vehicles can be made out of nuts of
coconuts and jackfruit trees leaves. Pictures can be made by fixing seeds in
a collage, dolls can be made by filling cotton in socks, houses can be made
using paper boxes, etc. All these are various activities that can be given to
the children.

•
•
•
•

Get the opportunity to develop the fine muscles
Possibilities for developing their creativity and aesthetic sensibility
Possibilities for socio - emotional development
Possibility for the co-ordination of eyes and hands

•

Develops an interest in nature and also to make use of discarded
objects/objects found in nature
Constructing something is an interesting activity for the child.

•

1

It would be difficult for children of 3+ and 4+ age groups to do activities
that involve a lot of technology. There are still some differences within 3+
and 4+ age groups.
Opportunity must be given to the child to observe and appreciate the models
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Nature Walk

After each activity given under the title 'construction', the next activity should
be planned and executed by the teacher. Any one of the activities like game
activity, pre mathematical activity and language activity can be carried out
after enough preparation by the teacher. The teacher must take time for
prior preparation.
Children like the toys they prepare more than the ones they get from shops.
They will be proud creators. This builds up self confidence. It also helps
them develop the habit of making use of discarded materials.

Let's get around ... and find out
As far as preschool children are concerned the most important source of
knowledge is their first hand experience. The child expands his boundaries
of knowledge by hearing, seeing, and doing things. There are indoor and
outdoor activities. The sum total of what happens inside and outside the
class is the textbook of the child.
Nature walk is beneficial as it helps a child to know nature directly. They
learn about living things, minerals, various natural phenomena, water
resources, etc, through the 'Nature Walk'.
What are the benefits of nature walk?
• Develops keen observation skills
• Develops the skill to narrate what they have seen
• Develops the skill to describe experience
• Develops the tendency to collect objects

•

The child develops the ability to observe his/her surroundings keenly,
and develops the ability to find things which he needs to make different
objects.
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Thus the child gains a lot of skills from a nature walk.

•

Nature walk has more relevance than a simple trip. It should be
planned accordingly.

After the nature walk
•

Narrate what they have seen

•

Fix the place to be visited

•

Draw pictures of the things they have seen

•

Ensure that the desired objective is achieved

•

Answer the questions raised by the teachers.

•

Ensure the safety of the selected places

•

Significance of the place and the reason for visiting the place should be
discussed in the class before the journey

If planned systematically, the nature walk can be made interesting and
informative for the children.

•

Inform the parents and if possible ask them to join the team

•

The questions, What is to be done? What to look out for? What to
collect? etc., must be discussed with the children

These need to be planned before the nature walk.
What are the things to be taken care of during the nature walk?
•

Ensure that all the children participate in the activity

•

Motivate the children to ask questions and express their opinion

•

Ensure that keen observation takes place after they listen to the questions
and the instructions
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Ensure that the places chosen for the visit are safe.

What does a child need to observe when he/she visits a pond?
-

Water

-

Plants on the land and in the water

-

Living beings in the pond

-

Living beings that they see in the
surroundings of the pond (crane,
kingfisher, etc.)

The teacher should intervene to draw the attention of
the student, whenever necessary.

Themes
Every child in the preschool stage should acquire various skills. For the
purpose of transaction each of them has to be arranged as skill statements.
A child needs to acquire these skills through the transaction activities. Hence
the teacher should plan the process and the activities related with the
experience imbibing the skill statements. Thirty themes have been formulated
for classroom transaction (Refer to the table.) These themes have been
summarised. (See the web diagram.)

What should be ensured while considering themes?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It shouldn't be a medium for cramming the concepts
It should be arranged according to the geographical and climatic features of the locality
Plan activities in such a way as to develop a child's multi dimensional
skills
Provide varied interesting experiences related to themes so as to inspire the child to continue education
It should not slip into the category of formal learning
Provide experiences considering their interrelationship with the themes
Various experiences must be given to 3+ and 4+ age groups after

identifying their physical and mental growth, their nature and their needs.
Age needs to be considered while selecting the themes, for example,
for a 4 year old child themes like public places, TV, Radio etc, can be
considered
•
Activities should be planned in such a way by relating the factors influencing physical and mental development of children
•
Ensure spiralling. Spiralling can be ensured by considering the sub
themes.
For example, while considering the theme 'Creatures' sub themes like 'pet
animals' and 'pet birds' can be given. Birds, butterflies and insects can be
included in the next set of themes, followed by reptiles.
The method that can be adopted should be capable of providing experiences
to the child by relating the themes to the developmental areas and skills.
Themes that can be considered in preschool are given below. The teacher
can make necessary changes considering the special features and the climate
of the locality.
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How to make use of grids?

Themes for Preschool
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Theme
Family
Home and Surroundings
My body, My cleanliness
Rain and Climate
Plants, Fruits
Food
Celebrations: Independence Day
Health, Diseases, Hospital
Flowers, Garden, Butterflies
Onam, Ramzan
Vegetables
Gandhi Jayanthi
Creatures - Pet animals, Pet birds
Wild animals
Soil, Farming
Occupation
Children's Day
Birds
Insects, Reptiles
clothes
Christmas
Vehicles
My Village
Public Institutions
Arts, local festivals
Sky
Games, Entertainments
News Media
(Radio, TV, Phone, newspaper)
Water, Ponds, the Sea
Forest, Trees

Month
June

July
August
September

October
November
December

The teacher provides suitable skill and learning experiences for 3+, 4+ age
group children in the grid format. These grids will be helpful to teachers for
making necessary changes, taking into consideration various regional factors.
Grids are prepared by including themes, concepts, skills and learning
experiences (3+, 4+). Learning experiences are not complete. Only hints
are provided. The teacher is free to include more learning experiences. More
skills can also be added to the list of given skills.
Hints given for the development of multiple intelligence are provided in the
first two categories of themes. In the rest of the themes the teacher needs to
examine all the areas and the skills related. When planning is done for teaching
a related theme, skills are to be examined and learning experiences need to
be analyzed in a natural manner. While introducing the theme 'birds', the
story of the dove and the ant can be narrated to them and the concepts they
have learned related to 'Sink or Float' must be incorporated in the story and
thus it has to be made comprehensive. The learning experiences mentioned
above are related to different skills. When a learning manual is prepared in
relation to the grid, it is better to go through the part titled 'Try out' given in
the handbook for reference.

January
February

March
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Useful Grids for planning themes
Theme 1 - Family

Duration: June

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1. The members of the family get along with each other in love, respect
and co-operation
2. Each member of the family has his/her own duties and responsibilities

1. Family consists of father, mother and children
2. The members of the family (father, mother, sister, brother,
grandfather, grandmother) live together in the same house

Abilities

Learning Experiences (3+)

Kinaesthetic development - Kinesthetic •
intelligence
•
• Able to engage in free and simple activities/

Learning Experiences (4+)

•
Rhythmic Movement
Simple/independent games with the help of the •
teacher

games in a controlled manner making the best
use of the muscles in the body

•

Language Development - Linguistic •
intelligence
•
• Able to watch and listen to stories, anecdotes

Rhythmic movement
Enacting a song which is related to the family
("Mother, Good Mother" "The house has a
mother")
Organized games/activities

•
Free conversation related to the family
Listen to action songs (ICT), hearing stories
(ICT)

Listen to action songs related to family
Listen to songs (ICT)
Listen to stories(ICT)

Asking and responding to simple questions •
pertaining to their own family
Recognising family members from the pictures

Collecting pictures related to family,
Describing pictures, Connecting description
heard, with the picture
Creating and narrating stories

and experiences related to family

•

Able to make observations and interpretations on •
the basis of the age of the family members

•

•
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Abilities

Learning Experiences (3+)

Learning Experiences (4+)

• Family members are identified according to their
Cognitive development
age (brother, sister, grandfather, grandmother,
• Able to make observations and interpretations
little brother, little sister)
about family members on the basis of their age

• Family members are identified according to
their age (brother, sister, grandfather,
grandmother, little brother, little sister)

Compares family members, living beings, • Talking about family members classifying them
materials, etc, based on their features such as
according to their height
Small/big
Tall/short
Young/old, etc.

• Giving different colours to tools of different
sizes that are given in the picture
• Arranging materials according to their size
(umbrella, sandals, shirt, etc)
• Speaking about small family, big family, etc,
by connecting stories, songs and pictures

Social and Emotional development
• Tells his/her name, name of mother/father,
5. Tells others his/her name, names of parents, etc.
brother/sister, etc
• Tells about his/her likes/dislikes
• Tells about the place where he/she stays

• Telling one's own name
• Telling the names of parents, brother, sister,
etc
• Telling the name of place where the house is
located
• Singing songs

•

Able to identify different relationships like father, • Story (Grandparents and children)
mother, elder brother, elder sister, younger • Identify Family relationships
brother, younger sister, grandfather, grandmother,
uncle, aunt, etc.

• To act out different incidents from the story
• Role play ('Rice and curry game')
• To retell a story in one's own language

•

Able to behave without shyness and to talk with • Listen to stories related to the family members
respect to everyone, identifying the age of the • Welcoming and respecting elders and others
individuals in his/her family and the people
around

• Listen to stories
• Role play-Family
• Respecting and welcoming elders and others

•

Creative-Aesthetic Development
• Solo and Group singing
• Able to sing songs related to family in a rhythmic • Action songs
manner
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• Sing familiar songs rhythmically in solo and
group
• Action song
• Puppet show

Theme 2 - House and Surroundings

Duration : June

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1. Mother, father, grandfather, grandmother, elder brother, elder sister, etc,
are members of the family. They do various jobs/tasks
2. There are different kinds of furniture at home like bed, table, chair and
household utensils
3. Domestic animals like cat, dog, cow, hen, duck, fish, etc, are looked after
at home
4. A variety of plants are grown around the house
5. The members of the family interact with each other with love and respect

1. House is the place where mother, father, grandfather, sister and elder
brother live together harmoniously
2. Kitchen is the place for cooking food, bedroom for sleeping and bathroom
for taking bath
3. There are furniture like table, bed, chair, and household utensils

Abilities
Kinaesthetic development - Kinaesthetic
intelligence

•

•

Able to do simple activities making use of the
fine muscles of the face, shoulder, wrist,
fingers and knee

Able to draw pictures freely/independently
and add colour (crayon, sketch pen, water
colours, saw dust, paper, cloth, etc)

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•
•
•
•
•

Ascending and descending steps
Swinging
'Enter the House game'
Planned games
Movements of birds and animals (leapfrog,
rabbit, elephant, butterfly)

•
•
•

•
•

Giving colour to the pictures of the house
Using crayons, paint, etc to give colour

•

•
•
•

•
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Ascending and descending steps
Swinging
Movements of birds and animals (leapfrog, rabbit,
elephant, butterfly)
Enter the house game
Planned games
Constructing models of houses using clay, wheat
flour, etc.
Pasting gum (made from stirred dough) on paper
and taking a printout by sticking another paper on it
Give colour to pictures using crayon, pencil, water
colour, etc.

Abilities
•

Able to engage in construction/building activities
using materials from the surroundings

Learning experiences (3+)
•

Building various things using wooden blocks,
building blocks, match box, card board box,
etc.

Learning experiences (4+)
• Making small toys (vehicle using coconut
bud, Match box train, etc)

• Making houses of different shapes using
paper, clay, leaves, sticks, thread, flowers,
etc.

Language development (linguistic intelligence)
• Able to share incidents, information, stories, etc.
others without any loss of ideas

•

Scholastic development/mathematical
intelligence/natural intelligence
• Able to enquire, understand and speak or
favourite matters, on diverse daily events or
celebration

•

To describe the relation between the different
parts of an object and a whole object

Tells about the use of various rooms in the
house
Tells about favourite food, games, journey, etc.

• Describing the methods of game in a given

•
•

Observe houses, Find out the differences
Tell teachers and friends about the houses
they have seen during nature walk

• To tell teachers and friends about the houses

•
•

Complete pictures (flower, house)
Simple picture puzzles

• Complete pictures (Flower, House)
• Picture puzzles

•
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order (kaliveedu)
• Observing houses and talk about their roof
(tiled, thatched, concrete, straw, etc.)
• Tells about the use of different rooms,
implements, etc.
that they have observed while on a nature
walk.
• To find the differences between houses and
talk about them
• To find the different household implements
in a picture and talk about it
• To compare houses based on their size

Abilities
Social and Emotional Development, intra
personal intelligence, inter personal intelligence
• To be able to do things maintaining personal
hygiene and the cleanliness of the surroundings

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•

Watch puppet show on cleanliness and also
to perform it
To arrange toys in the right place
Toilet training

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Able to perform role play based on stories (role
play), experiences and contexts

•

Listening to stories

•

•
•

Able to love, protect and tend plants and animals

•
•
•

Listen to stories/songs related to animals
Watering plants
Feeding fish and birds

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cleaning the house/pre-school with the
help of mother/teacher
Using waste bins
Watching videos on personal hygiene and
speaking about this
Role play
Arranging toys in the right place
Toilet training
Analysing stories
(e.g. Story featuring crow and fox how the
fox snatched a piece of bread from the crow)
Was the fox right?
Crow and grandmother (Story)
Observing the cages/dwelling place of
animals
Listening to stories/songs about the love
and protection of animals and plants.
Gardening
Feeding domestic birds and animals
Observing the nests of domestic birds and
dwelling places of animals
Engage in group games

Theme 3 - Me and My Body (Cleanliness)

Duration : July

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. Keep the body clean- take bath, brush the teeth, Clip the nails and wear
clean clothes
2. Unhygienic practices lead to diseases
3. Keep the house, surroundings and classroom neat and clean

Abilities

1. Keep the body clean - take bath, brush the teeth, clip the nails and wear
clean clothes
2. Unhygienic practices lead to diseases
3. Keep the house, surroundings and classroom neat and clean

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to make rhythmic sounds and move
different parts of the body freely

•
•

Perform action songs related to the body
Sing songs related to health and hygiene

•

Getting sensitised to healthy habits and
cleanliness

•

Free talk, personal hygiene. (Washing hands, •
brushing teeth, taking bath, combing hair)
Toilet training
•
Maintaining personal hygiene
•
(Washing hands, brushing teeth, taking bath,
clipping nails, combing hair)

Cleanliness activities (cleaning toys and keeping
them at the right place)
Free talk (Personal hygiene)
Maintaining body hygiene

Wearing clean clothes
•
Cleanliness of the surroundings (using waste •
bin appropriately, keeping toys in the right
•
place)

Maintaining Body hygiene
Wearing clean clothes
Cleanliness of the surroundings
(cleaning class room, tools/toys, etc)

•
•

•

To live/work, maintaining cleanliness and
healthy habits

•
•
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•
•

Sing and act action songs related to the body
Sing songs related to health and hygiene

Abilities
Cognitive development
• Able to fulfill simple needs without depending on
others

Learning experiences (3+)
•

Learning experiences (4+)

To get awareness about the following from •
videos, story, puppetry, observing pictures, etc.
- Brushing teeth
- Washing hands
- (Wiping), mopping
- Wearing sandals
- Combing hair
- Dressing and undressing
- Using the toilet

•
•

Aesthetic and creative development
• To find out songs related to Health and Hygiene
and to sing them. Able to sing songs by joining
words and lines. Able to draw pictures and add
colour to them

•
•
•
•

Singing songs related to Health and Hygiene by •
joining appropriate words
Drawing pictures, Adding colour to
•
Making a human shaped toy with baby coconut
Imprint of palm
•

•
•
•

Social and emotional development
• To be able to avoid deeds that hurt others and to
think about how our actions affect the feelings of
people around us

•

Engage in free and independent talk (personal •
hygiene and cleanliness of the surroundings)
•
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To get awareness about the following from
video, story, puppetry, picture reading, etc.
- Brushing teeth
- Washing hands
- Wiping mopping
- Wearing sandals
- Combing hair
- Wearing clothes, dressing and undressing
- Taking bath
- Arranging things neatly. e.g. Neatly
arranged table.
Use of toilet
Children talk about the dangers of defecating
in open spaces
Give colour to a picture realising what can
be used and what should not be used
Sings songs by joining different words related
to health and hygiene
Drawing pictures and colouring them
Making human shaped toys using coconut
buds
Boasting game
Riddles
Observe and respond to pictures
Conduct role play

Theme 4 - Rain and Weather

Month : July

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.

We get water from rain
There are seasons with heavy rainfall and seasons without much rainfall.
Wind, flashes of lightning and thunder occur along with rain
Use water carefully

Abilities

1. We get water from rain
2. There are seasons with heavy rainfall and seasons without much rainfall
(summer, winter and cold seasons)
3. At times, there will be strong wind, flashes of lightning and thunder
along with the rain
4. Rain brings in a cool atmosphere
5. Use water carefully
6. Plants grow, bud, during rainy season

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

Bodily kinaesthetic development
•
• Independently using fingers, eerkil (spine of a
coconut leaf), pencil, water chalk crayons and
sketch pen

Drawing pictures using fingers, water, chalk, •
crayon, slate pencil etc.

Able to make rhythmic sounds and move •
different parts of the body in an effortless •
•
manner

Action song
•
Rhythmic clapping
•
Drawing pictures related to rain and giving
colours to them
•
Boat Sailing game

•

•

•

•
Language development
• Able to tell ideas by reading pictures, observing •
•
objects and being with nature

Narrating experiences related to rain
Singing songs related to rain
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•
•
•
•
•

Drawing pictures using chalk, crayon, pencil, eerkil
(spine of a coconut leaf), etc.
Drawing pictures by dipping ear buds/small brush in
colours
Dance/Aerobics
Playing by making rhythmic sounds with rattles,
drums, etc.
Drawing pictures related to rain and adding colour to
them
Boat sailing game
Draw umbrellas and give colour to them
Picture reading, Reading the characteristics of objects
Narrating experiences related to rain
Singing rain songs
Narrating stories related to rain - Arranging picture
stories (related to rain)

Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)
• Talking about a favourite rain journey
• Talking about an experience related to rain
• Telling about the use of tools related to rain

To be able to describe anecdotes, experiences, •
stories and characteristics of different objects,
based on their own experiences by linking ideas
logically

Giving colours to pictures of umbrella, hat,
etc.

•
Cognitive development
• Able to reason out concepts and asks questions •
about objects, animals and plants

Singing 'Question-Answer' Songs
Posing riddles related to objects, animals and
plants

•
•

Singing 'Question-Answer' songs
Posing riddles related to natural phenomena,
objects, animals, plants, etc.

Able to identify changes in nature and share the •
experiences (rain, summer, winter, cold season, •
•
etc)
•

Nature walk
Sharing experiences
Observing pictures and talking about them
Learning by experience (heat, cold)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature Walk
Sharing Experiences
Telling about the changes in rainy season
Observe the picture and tell the differences
Experiencing heat, cold and sunshine
Describing pictures in a chart
Completing the rest of the story

•

like umbrella, hat, coat, draw pictures of the
tools and give colours to them
• Draw the picture of a child holding an umbrella
• Add an umbrella to the picture of a child
without an umbrella
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Abilities

•

Learning experiences (3+)

Social and emotional development •
Language development
To be able to listen to and enjoy songs related to •
rain. (group song, oral songs, question - answer •
songs, ballads, dialogues, games, etc.)

Listening to ballads and dialogue songs
(Audio)
Story of the Clod and the dry leaf
'Get into the umbrella' game

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•

•

Able to sing familiar songs in a rhythmic
manner

Creative and Aesthetic development
• Making curios, toys, etc, making use of waste
materials and natural materials

Listening to ballads, dialogue songs, question
songs, group song, oral songs, etc (Audio)
Performing according to situations
Listening to the story of the clod and the dry
leaf, their journey to Kasi
'Get into the umbrella' game

•
•

Singing songs (Group and Solo)
Singing songs related to rain using rattles

•
•

Singing songs rhythmically in groups and solo
Singing songs making use of rhythmic toys
like rattle.

•

Drawing using umbrella stencil, giving colours

•
•

Making paper boats
Drawing using umbrella stencil and giving
colours
Making paper umbrella
An umbrella collage
Pasting pictures of different types of umbrella

•
•
•
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Theme 5 - Plants - Fuits

Month : July

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.

Different types of plants are grown around the house
There are different types of fruits
Fruits have fragrance (smell), colour and taste
Plants have different uses

Abilities
•

•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Different types of plants are grown around the house
There are different types of fruits
Fruits are different in their shape, size, fragrance and taste
Fruits are good for health
Plants have different uses

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

Able to draw pictures independently and give •
colour to them (crayon, water colour, saw dust,
paper, cloth)

Giving colour to pictures of fruits using •
crayons

Able to speak of many ideas after reading •
pictures and observing natural objects

Talking about fruits

•
•
•
•
•
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Giving colour to pictures of plants, fruits, etc, using
crayons
Giving colour to pictures of fruits using crayons, pen,
water colour, paper and cloth
Picture reading (Pictures of plants, fruits, etc.)
Fruits boast about itself
Acting out 'eating fruits'
Acting wearing masks of different fruits

Abilities
• Able to count from one to five and to correlate the •

Learning experiences (3+)
To tell the number of fruits in a picture

numerals with the number of objects

Learning experiences (4+)
• Tell the number of fruits from the given picture
• Speak about the quantity of leaves, fruits
(which is more, which is less.)

• Connect the number of fruits with the picture
• Arrange fruits in pairs
• Able to link the characteristics of fruits and talk •
about them on the basis of one's own experience •

To talk about fruits
• Talking about favourite fruits
To add colour to pictures of fruits and to talk • Experience of having eaten fruit, taste
about them
• Talking about the characteristics of fruits in
the picture

• Able to talk about the special features of fruits •
and different parts of the plants on the basis of the •

Free Talk
Listen to songs and stories related to fruits

•
•
•
•

Classification of fruits and add colours

• Finding similarities and talking about them
• Classification
• Giving true colours

five senses

• Observe pictures of fruits and to say which is the •
odd one out in the group and give the reason
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Free Talk
Identifying the fragrance of flowers and leaves
Can taste
Listening to/talk of stories and songs related
to fruits
• Classifying fruits (coloured cards, beads,
Flowers)

Abilities
• Able to arrange and classify fruits and leaves
considering indicators such as colour and shape,
size, length, etc.

• Arrange a mathematical pattern aesthetically
referring to a model pattern

• To protect, care for and love plants and animals

• To discover and sing new songs related to fruits
and plants. To add new words and lines to the
songs and sing them

• To enjoy the beauty of nature, express it through
pictures and add colours to them

• To engage in inventive learning activities and
present conclusions about them

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Mathematical games - Fruit Store
• Mathematical games - Fruit Store
• Picture reading
• Arranging fruits and leaves (colour, shape, size,
• Activities related to colour, size and length
length)
etc.
• Picture reading
•
•
•
•

Arrange fruits and leaves in the given pattern
Finger printing
Vegetable printing
String together beads of different colours

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Nature walk
Listening to stories/songs related to plants
Growing plants
Watering plants

• Nature walk
• Listening to stories and songs related to protecting

Arranging leaves and flowers in a given pattern
Vegetable printing
Stringing together beads
Decoration work
Finger puppet (fruit)

and loving plants and animals

• Making gardens and tending to them
• Watering plants

• Adding new words to songs about to fruits • Adding words and sentences to songs related to
and plants and to sing them

• Leaf printing
• Printing rolled paper (paper roll printing)

fruits and plants and singing them
• Composing new songs and singing them

• Leaf printing
• Leaf museum

• Talk about the different parts of plants
• Telling names of different parts of plants observing
• 'Smelling game' (curry leaves, tulsi, lemon
them
tree leaves)
• Telling the characteristics of different leaves
observing them (Colour, odour, size)

• 'Smelling the leaf' game(curry leaves, Tulsi, Lemon
tree leaf, coriander leaf, paddy leaves)

• Classify leaves according to their smell
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Theme - 6 - Food

`

Month : July

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1. All living beings eat food when they are hungry
2. There are different varieties of food (rice, idli, sweets, fruits,
vegetables, etc)
3. There are food items with salty, sweet, spicy and bitter taste
4. Eat healthy and hygienic food
5. Eat raw food after washing it in water

1. All living beings eat food when they are hungry
2. There are different varieties of food (rice, idli, sweets, fruits, vegetables,
etc)
3. Food items can be salty, sweet or spicy
4. Eat hygienic and healthy food

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

•
Muscle Development
• Engage in activities making use of tools related •
to cooking
•
•

•
Language Development
• Find and present the details of food and related •
resources

•

Learning experiences (4+)

Peeling banana
Transfering substances from one vessel to
another
Uncork a bottle
Dissolving sugar and salt stirring it with a
spoon

•

Picture reading
Talking about favourite food
Drawing pictures and adding colours

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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Slicing banana into pieces and eating them using a
spoon
Filling water
Making salads
Slicing fruits
Uncork a bottle
Dissolving salt and sugar
Talking about the incidents in the picture
Describing a picture
Creating make-believe stories (Monkey and the grand
mother)
Talking about favourite food

Abilities
•

Able to talk about the characteristics of food and •
share experiences about it
•

•

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

Talking about food
Sharing the experience of eating a biscuit
Telling about the food of domestic animals

• The state of being hungry acting, telling about
the need of eating food

• Relating salt, sweet and spicy with food items
and talking about them

• Talking about the use of kitchen set
• Watching videos and talking about the content
• Talking about the food of domestic animals
•

Conduct role play, imitation games, etc., •
according to the situation

Cognitive Development
• Able to talk about the special features of food
items by observations and making good use of
the ... senses (colour, size, shape, odour, taste,
thickness, slimy texture)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Talking about fruits and vegetables

• Saying the dialogues of roleplay, puppetry, make
believe games, etc

Identify household utensils (sounds, identification,
plastic, metal spoons, steel glass, plastic ladle)
Recognising colours
Listen to songs, stories, etc., related to colour
Classification of food according to its colour
Smell and tell game
Taste and talk game (Sugar, table salt, water,
coconut oil) Identify the shape game (round)
Dosa, Appam, Pappad

• Singing 'Question - Answer' songs related to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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food
Identify and compare kitchen utensils (identify
sounds, plastic, metal spoons, steel glass,
plastic ladle)
Classify kitchen tools according to their size
Give colours to pictures
Listening to songs and stories related to colours
Identify colour games
Giving colours
Arranging colours differently
'Taste and talk game' salt powder, sugar, black
tea, coconut oil
'Identify the shape' game - Appam, Dosa,
Biscuit, Pappad

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

• Able to find objects of different shapes from the •
kitchen; picturise and exemplify them; count them
if they are small in number

•

• Able to maintain dietary routine suiting one's age •

Tell the names of household utensils in the
kitchen set
Count the number of household utensils (e.g.
Spoon; 2 Nos)

• Classify utensils based on its shape and size

Breakfast, Lunch, Supper

• Good food habits (Eat food without wasting

and time of day
Aesthetic and Creative Development
• Able to enjoy and listen carefully to group songs,
oral songs, question answer songs, ballads, and
dialogues related to a variety of food items

Learning experiences (4+)
like flat, round, long; tell the names and
picturise them
• Count the number of household utensils (e.g.
Spoon 2 Nos)
• Picturization based on cut - outs

it)

•

Listening to Ballads, Dialogue songs (Audio)

• Listening to oral songs, group songs, Question
answer songs, Dialogue songs and Ballads
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Theme 7 - Celebrations, Independence Day

Month: August

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1. There are different kinds of celebrations like birthday, wedding, etc
2. There are a variety of celebrations like Onam, Christmas,etc.
Celebrations have their own special features (Floral Carpet, Santa
Claus,etc. There are celebrations in school also (Independence day,
Gandhi Jayanthi, Children's Day, etc).
3. We decorate our house and surroundings for the festival

1. We celebrate birthdays, weddings, and other festivals at home
2. There are different kinds of celebrations. Each one has its own special
features and characteristics (Floral carpet, Santa Claus, cake, etc)
3. Decorating the house and its surroundings during celebrations

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to add colour to pictures related to
festivals (Crayon, water colour, sawdust,
paper, cloth)

•

Add colour to pictures using crayons.

•

Drawing pictures and adding colours making use
of crayon, pencil, water colour, paper, cloth, etc

•

Able to talk about one's own opinions,
suggestions and observations related to
different situations to friends, elders and in
public

•

Talking about the cleaning activities and •
decoration of classroom following
suggestions/ instructions. (How? When?
What preparations need?)

Decorating classroom, cleaning activities, making
a garden, offering opinions when engaged in group
activities, e.g. Floral Carpet making, Ramzan,
Christmas and other celebrations. How to prepare
for it? What are the things that should be done?
Opinion, Did you like the floral carpet? (Conclusion)
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Abilities
•

Able to cut and fold and paste paper and cloth

Learning experiences (3+)
•

Making festoons, Decorating classroom

Learning experiences (4+)
• Making festoons and decorating both inside and
outside the classroom (using paper, leaf, cloth)

• Making badges
•

•

•

•

Able to take initiative as a leader in games and
constructive activities in groups or solo;
cooperating with elders

•
•
•

Decorating the classroom
Participation in programmes related to art
Participation in games

• Participation in games
• Participation in various programmes related to

Able to encourage and applaud the talents and
good deeds of others

•

Encourage and applaud the presentation of
songs, stories and picture

• Applauding and encouraging the presentation

Able to talk delightfully with friends and elders
without any inhibition and able to make new
friends and to meet elders

•

Able to wait for one's turn and share toys, food
and other things with friends

•

Participate in celebrations

art. Patriotic songs

of songs, story, roleplay and pictures
• Giving gifts in one's own way

• Participating in festivals/celebrations and talking
about them

• Group activities
• Role play
Arranging feasts related to celebrations. Eating
food together

• Arranging feasts for celebrations, Dining
together

• Games (waiting for one's turn)
• Mass drill
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Theme 8 - Health, Disease, Hospital

Month : August

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1. There are different types of diseases
2. Cleanliness is essential for good health
3. Illnesses are treated in the hospital
4. Doctors and Nurses work in the hospital
5. Personal hygiene and cleanliness of the surroundings are to be maintained
for protection from disease

1. There are different kinds of diseases
2. Cleanliness is essential for good health
3. Illnesses are treated in the hospital
4. Doctors and Nurses work in the hospital

Abilities
• Realise the need for healthy habits and
cleanliness of the surroundings and work
towards that goal

Learning experiences (3+)

• Singing songs related to health and hygiene • Singing songs related to health and hygiene
(washing hands, Eating right, brushing teeth, • Cleaning activities, cleaning of glass and toys and
•
•
•
•

• To be able to fulfil one's own needs in a way

Learning experiences (4+)

taking bath, combing hair, clipping nails.)
Maintaining personal hygiene
Wearing clean clothes
Cleanliness of the surroundings
Appropriate toilet training

arranging them in the right places

• Free talk (Washing hands, brushing teeth, bathing,
clipping nails, combing hair)

• Proper use of waste bin, keeping the toys in the right
place

• Checking whether hands are clean (simple • Picture reading (insects spread diseases, polluted

appropriate to age, without depending on others

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

test)
Brushing the teeth
Washing hands
Mopping
Wearing sandals
Combing hair
Dressing and undressing
Use of toilet
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•
•
•
•
•
•

water, food kept uncovered)
Watching videos and responding to them
Brushing teeth
Washing hands
Mopping
Wearing sandals
Combing hair

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•

•

Able to live/work/act maintaining health and
hygiene

•
•

Reading pictures and responding to them
Games using Doctor set

Dress, Undress, folding clothes
Playing games
Arrange materials in the right order
Use of toilet

• Hospital- Role play
• Making Waste boxes
• Picture reading (Doctor, Nurse), Narrating
experiences.

• Play using Doctor set toys
•

To be able to communicate with others through
facial expressions, voice modulation and gestures

•
•

Games
Make believe games
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• Imitation games, Role Play, Acting

Theme : 9 - Flowers, Garden, Butterflies

Month : September

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Flowering plants are widely grown in and around our houses
Flowers are of different colours
There are fragrant and non fragrant flowers
Flowers attract butterflies

Abilities
• Able to do free as well as controlled simple

Learning experiences (3+)
• Action songs related to flowers

activities using the muscles of the body
(following instructions)

• Drawing pictures freely/independently using
colours and talking about them

Different types of plants are grown at home
There are flower bearing plants
Flowers are of different colours
There are fragrant and non fragrant flowers
Butterflies, ladybirds, honeybees suck nectar from the flowers
Plants grown in water (Aquatic Plants) also bear flowers
Flowers are used for decoration

Learning experiences (4+)
• Action songs related to flowers e.g. Pooparikkan
porumo, porumo, ammava..., ammava... evide
pokunnu. (come and pluck flowers, uncle..., uncle...
where are you going?)
1, 2, 3, 4 clap

•
•
•
•

Colouring pictures using crayons
• Colouring pictures using crayons
Tearing out pictures and sticking them to paper • Klanjil (Coconut stalk) brush
Drawing flowers in sand
• Dipping in paint and applying colours freely.
Arranging flowers in a flower vase
Describing pictures
• Tearing out pictures and sticking them to paper
• Drawing pictures on the board and the walls
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•

Picture reading
Talking about flowers

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•

•

Talk about the characteristics of flowers and
plants that are grown in and around the home

•

Free talk - Answering questions

•
•

Cognitive Development
• To listen and to ask questions/enquire about
details about flowers, garden and butterflies

•

To compare flowers and present the details using
mathematical language

•
•

Talk about plants/flowers that the children have
seen while on the nature walk to their teachers
To participate in groups to decorate classroom
and engage in cleaning activities according to
instructions given

•
•

To add colour to pictures of different sizes
'How many flowers do you know?' game

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Observing a picture drawn using flower/
collage, sand, saw dust
Decorating sand with flowers
Arranging flowers in a flower vase
String together a garland
Talking about flowers and plants in and
around home
Talking asking about objects that the children
had seen on the nature walk to parents,
teachers, friends, elders, etc.
Talking about the similarities and differences
of flowers after observing them
To participate in activities such as classroom
decoration, cleaning activities, making
gardens, etc, in groups

'Identify the flowers' game
'Name the flowers' game
Identify from the picture, small group, large
group, circling, adding colour
Petals-Sticking together paper petals
Flowers-Boasting game

Abilities
•

To talk about the findings after observing
flowers, butterflies and plants making use of the
five senses

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•

Smell things and tell about them
Identify fragrant and non fragrant flowers
Taste and talk

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•
•

Classifying fragrant and non fragrant flowers
Identify smooth and rough objects (different
types of leaves, flowers)
Talking about familiar shapes
Singing Question and answer songs
Telling stories related to flowers, gardens and
butterflies

•

To talk about flowers/pictures from observation
and find the odd one out in groups

•

Talk about the colours of flowers

•

Classify flowers based on colour and
fragrance

•

Able to talk about observations, opinions,
suggestions in different situations to friends,
elders and to the public

•

Able to participate in activities like classroom
decoration, garden making, etc, according to
instructions

•

-

Making floral carpets
How to design it (Opinions)
Where to arrange flowers, How to arrange
flowers? (Suggestions)
Did you like the floral carpet?

-

•

Able to observe and enjoy art forms related to
flowers (Dance, songs, Acting, Video)

•
•
•
•

Tending gardens
Listening to songs and singing them
Listening to stories and speaking about them
Drawing pictures-adding colours

•
•
•
•

Role play - maintaining a garden
Listening to stories, narrating, acting
Add colour to pictures
Drawing - pasting pictures

•

To collect, arrange and keep pictures, leaves and
feathers

•
•

Nature Walk
Sticking leaves and feathers to papers, boards
etc.

•
•
•

Nature walk
Collecting pictures and sticking them to paper
Sticking leaves and feathers to paper, boards
etc.
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Theme 10 - Onam, Ramzan

Period - September

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. There are different celebrations like Onam, Ramzan etc. Each has its
own special features
2. The classroom, school and its premises are decorated as a part of these
celebrations

Abilities
• Able to perform independently making use of
most of the muscles in the body

• Able to speak out opinions, and observations
about celebrations in public and to elders and
friends

1. There are different celebrations like Onam, Ramzan etc. Each has its own
special features. Some are celebrated in schools
2. The classroom, home and premises are decorated as a part of the
celebrations

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•
•
•
•
•

Involving in games freely
Swinging
Playing ball games
Pre planned activities
Rhythmic harmonious movements

•

Perform activities like decorating classroom, •
cleaning and gardening in groups
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•
•
•
•
•

Involving in games freely
Swinging
Playing ball games
Pre planned games
Rhythmic harmonious movements

Able to voice his/her opinions, suggestions on group
activities like decorating classroom, cleaning and
gardening
Eg: Setting floral carpet (Athapookalam) Ramzan
celebrations - How to get it ready? What should ...
do? (opinions)
Where to place flowers in a floral carpet? How
to set it? (Suggestions)
Did you like the floral carpet? Why? (Inference)

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to take up leadership roles and take part in
games and constructive activities related to
celebrations in groups or individually with a cooperative attitude

•
•

Group activity
Group song

•
•
•
•
•

Group activity
Birthday celebrations
Cleaning classrooms
Respect and welcome elders
Play games

•

Able to introduce and share special delicacies of
festivals like Onam, Christmas and Ramzan
(Sadya, Biriyani, Cake ...)

•
•
•
•

Tasting delicacies of festive occasions
Listening to stories
Picture reading
Sharing

•
•
•

Tasting delicacies of festive occasions
Sharing experiences
Sharing food

•

Able to listen to and enjoy group songs, folk tunes,
question answer songs, story songs, conversation
songs etc.

•

Listening to Story songs, conversation songs •
(Audio)
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Listening to story songs, conversation songs,
question answer songs, group songs, vocal
(audio) folk tunes

Theme 11 - Vegetables

Period - September

(3+)
Ideas/Concepts
1. There are different types of vegetables
2. They differ in size and colour
3. Vegetables can be eaten raw or cooked

Abilities

(4+)
1. Different vegetables can be cultivated
2. Vegetables are grown in and around houses
3. Vegetables can be eaten raw or cooked
4. They differ in size, shape and colour
5. Vegetables can grow on creepers and plants
6. Vegetables should be included in one's diet

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Able to perform free and guided simple
activities.

• Fruit vegetable - Game
• Fruit vegetable game
• In the pond, out of the pond - game (Fruit in, • In the pond, out of the pond (Fruit in, Vegetable out)
vegetable out)

• Able to perform activities coordinating the fine
muscles

• Colour pictures of fruits, vegetables using
crayons
• Draw and colour cutouts
• Paste pictures of vegetables to a paper, board
etc.

• Able to perform activities using kitchen utensils

• Cutting vegetables into pieces with the help • Cutting vegetables into pieces using knife, with the
of the teacher
help of the teacher
• Performing activities related to cooking, using kitchen
utensils
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• Colour using crayons, chalk, slate pencils
• Draw and paint cut out pictures
• Cut pictures of vegetables using scissors and stick
them on to a paper, board, etc.
• Finger puppet making

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Able to convey to others whatever has been seen, • Speak about the vegetables at home.
heard and grasped without loss of ideas
• Identification game (colour, size, taste)
• Picture reading about vegetables
• Listen to stories - narrate stories
• Sing songs
• Vegetables - boasting game

• Free talk on vegetables grown at home.
• Identification game (size, colour, taste, small
plants)
• Picture reading
• Listen to stories - making stories. Narrate stories.
• Listen to songs - Make songs - sing songs
• Puppet dance
• Boasting game (special features)

• Able to involve in identification activities and to • Speak about vegetables
make inferences

• Simple experiment - sink or float
• Speak about features of vegetables

• Differentiate big group, small group
• Able to compare things using mathematical • Identify small and big in groups
language
• Colour big vegetables and small vegetables • Circle big and small
• Count from 1 - 5
with different colours
• Sings songs related to Mathematics, identify
• Count pictures and vegetables
numbers in songs
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

• Able to identify patterns and arrange them • Able to create patterns using vegetables
aesthetically

Learning experiences (4+)
• Able to create shapes using vegetables and
identify patterns in it

• Able to depict ideas through 2D, 3D constructions • Makes shapes of vegetables using clay, maida. • Making collage using vegetables
• Makes sand collage (by pasting gum on a card • Making vegetable models using clay, plastic and
kneaded dough
with the picture of a vegetable and then
• Making shapes of vegetables using other
spreading sand on it)
materials like egg shells
• Making sand collage
• Vegetable printing (Cloth, Paper)
• Able to present art forms based on simple ideas

• Watching puppet show (The need to eat • Puppet show - watching, performing (The need
vegetables)
to eat vegetables daily)
• Action song
• Action song
• Role play - vegetable market
• Role play - vegetable market
• Games

• Able to involve in constructive activities in groups • Distributing salad with the help of teacher
• Making and distributing Lime juice
and with elders
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• Planting vegetable saplings (vegetable garden)
• Making salad - sharing

Theme 12 - Gandhi Jayanthi

Period : October

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. Days like Gandhi Jayanthi, Children's Day, etc. are celebrated in
schools
2. School, houses and premises are decorated during such celebrations

Abilities

1. Days like Gandhi Jayanthi, Children's Day, etc. are celebrated in schools
2. Houses, premises and schools are decorated for such celebrations

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Able to colour pictures related to Gandhi
Jayanthi

• Able to colour pictures using crayon, pencils

• Able to listen and create stories/songs related
to Gandhi Jayanthi

• Listens to stories/sings songs related to Gandhi • Listens to songs stories/sings songs related to Gandhi
Jayanthi
Jayanthi

• Able to cut, fold, stick, clothes and paper

• Makes streamers and decorate premises with • Makes streamers
• Decorates classroom
the streamers
• Makes and uses badges
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• Colour pictures using crayon, pencil

Theme 13 - Living Things - Pet Animals, Pet Birds

Period : October

(3+)

(4+)

Idea/Concepts
1. Animals like cow, goat, ox, dog, cat, rabbit can be reared at home
2. Domestic animals are useful (give milk, protects the home)
3. Some birds are reared at home
4. Some birds are useful (hen, duck ...)

Abilities

1. Animals like cow, goat, ox, dog, cat, rabbit are reared at home.
2. Domestic animals are useful (give milk, protects the home)
3. Some birds are reared at home
4. Some birds are useful (hen, duck ...)

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Able to make use of body to crawl, bow, move
side ways, kneel, as required

• Movements of birds and animals (Leapfrog, •
Rabbit, Elephant, Butterfly)
• Games, Stories, Songs
•
•
•

• Able to perform simple activities using the fine
muscles of body

• Colours pictures of living things using crayons • Colour pictures using crayons
• Colour using brush or brush made of coconut stalk
• Picture reading, reading for information
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Movements of birds and animals (Leap frog, Rabbit,
Elephant, Butterfly)
Games, stories, songs
Mime
Walking under desk, table, chair

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

• Able to grasp stories incidents/things/experiences • Identification of sounds (Birds, Animals, • Mimicry game (Birds)
Vehicles)
• Listening to songs, story, plays (ICT)
• Closely observe action songs
• 'Kombara kombara' game
• Listen to songs (ICT)
• Listen to stories (ICT)
• 'Kombara kombara' game
• Able to present stories, songs, incidents related to • Singing action song
animals and birds with expression (Gestures, • Story telling
modulation, pitch, action)
• Observe or picture and speak about it
• Observe the sand box and speak about it

•
•
•
•

Observe play mode and speak about it
Rearrange incidents in a story and narrate
Give detailed description of incidents
Observe the big picture and speak about it

• Able to present details and findings based on things • Asking teachers and friends about birds/animals • Ask teachers and friends about things seen during
and incidents
seen during trekking/nature walk
trekking/nature walk, like plants, seeds, flowers
• Talk about pictures
etc.
• Talk about favorite things
• Speak on incidents in pictures
• Puppet show
• Explain pictures
• Connect pictures and descriptions
• Make up stories
• Puppet making, puppet dance
• Able to guess stories from a picture sequence

• Speak about picture in a chart

• Guess and speak about chart pictures
• Complete the story

• Able to involve in activities that provide happiness • Analyse incidents (Eg: Sister, Brother, younger • Analyse incidents
to others by analysing stories, incidents and
• Analyse stories
brother, younger sister - quarrel for toys)
instances
(Eg: Story of the crow and fox who snatched the
• Story telling, listening to stories
bread)
Did the fox do the right thing?
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Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to observe and identify odd ones in pic- •
tures, objects and give the reasons for the choice

Identify birds/animals

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•

•

Singing songs individually and in groups

•

Birds and animals - find out similarities and
dissimilarities (colour, size, height, length)
Find out the ones that belong to a group and
those that do not belong to the group
Repeat songs individually and in groups

•

Able to reproduce songs in the proper rhythm

•

Able to collect and file pictures, leaves, feath- •
ers etc. in order

Sticking pictures (animals, birds) sticking •
feathers etc., to a board
•
•

Collecting and sticking leaves, feathers and
pictures to a board
Making albums on animals
How to make? What to do? (suggestions)

•

Able to present details and findings of objects •
•
and incidents

Narration based on pictures
Speak on favourite items

•
•

Collection of leaves. (leaf museum)
Preparation of bird – animal album

•

Able to differentiate and identify features of do- •
mestic animals – wild animals; domestic birds – •
wild birds and identify their habitation and ex•
plain their main characteristics
•

Free talk
Identify and talk about birds, animals from
picture (picture card) and videos
Colour pictures
Mime/acting with masks on

•
•

Free talk
Differentiate domestic animals and wild animals using picture cards
Speculation (guess and say)
Colour the picture – join the picture of mother
and child
Mime
Listen to stories, story making
React/respond to a presented video item

•
•
•
•
•
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to imitate the sounds of living things and
objects making use of the five senses

•

Sound identification game (sound of a crow, •
sound of a cough)

Sound identification game (sound of a
crow, sound of a cough)

•

Able to ask rational questions about birds/animals.
(Why cannot a cat fly?)

•

Sing question answer songs on the things around •
e.g. 'Why why why?'

Singing question answer songs about
living things, birds, animals

•

Able to find out the odd one out in pictures and
things and give the reason for the choice

•
•

Identify birds/animals
Question answer songs about things around
e.g. 'Why why why?'

•

Ask riddles on birds/animals
Sing question answer songs
Ask riddles on things, natural phenomena, animals and plants
Identify birds/animals

Trekking (nature walk), speaking about the ani- •
mals around and their features
Picture reading
•
•

Trekking (nature walk). Identify (butterflies, animals birds and find out their
features
Watch different species of living things
Trekking/nature walk

•

Able to identify insects, butterflies, animals, domestic animals, wild animals, birds, domestic birds,
wild birds and find out their features. Able to explain these in detail and speak about their habitation

•
•
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•
•
•

Abilities
•

Able to love, care for, nurture and protect plants
and animals

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•
•
•
•

Trekking/nature walk
Listen to songs/stories of animals and plants
Water the plants
Feeds fish, birds etc.

•
•
•
•

Trekking/nature walk
Listens to stories and songs that promote well
being of plants and animals
Making and tending gardens
Feed domestic birds/animals

•

Able to enjoy and listen to stories

•

Listen to stories (audio)

•

Listen to stories (audio) role play, puppet
show

•

Able to express/present concepts/ideas imaging one self as another and also one object as
another

•
•

Imitation game
Play game with masks of animals and birds

•
•
•
•

Play games with masks
Appraisal
Imagination game – imagine a stick to be
something else and present an activity
Kitchen set (orchestra)

•

Able to imitate the voice, movements of animals, things and people around

•
•

Imitation games (voice)
Group activities/games

•
•

Imitation games
Group games

•

Able to collect and place in order the pictures
of great artists, pictures, leaves, feathers, handicrafts and pictures of great men

•

Pasting leaves, feathers to paper

•

Collecting and pasting leaves, feathers, pictures and handicrafts
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Theme 14 - Wild Animals

Duration : October

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

There are different kinds of animals in forests
There are big and small animals

Abilities
•

In the forest there are different kinds of animals
There are big and small animals
There are carnivorous and herbivorous animals. Some animals eat
meat and others eat plants

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

Able to perform simple activities using most
of the muscles in the body (according to the
directions given)

•

•

Able to involve in writing activities

•
•

Showing the way
Connect dots and complete the picture

•
•

Showing the way
Complete a picture by connecting the dots

•

The learner listens to children’s stories related to animals and presents them in different ways (oral, performance, picture)

•

Speaks about the materials read

•

Demonstrate the ability to engage in role play,
drawing, enacting (can use masks)

•
•
•

Imitates movement of animals. (elephant, •
lion, deer)
•
Colour pictures using crayons
•
Crumpling papers
•
Making animal figures
•
•
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Imitate animal movements. (elephant, lion, deer)
Movements wearing masks
Colouring pictures using crayons
Elephant tusker game
Picture drawing – colouring
Reading materials, reading pictures

Abilities
•

Able to present ideas related to directions and space
using mathematical language

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Sing a song to the movement of a fin- •
•
ger
Simple exercises (using animal masks)
•
How many people (game)

•
•

Able to arrange and rearrange based on more than
one criterion, like size, shape and height

•

•

•

Able to accept and appreciate the talents and good
deeds of others

•
•

Organize picture cards based on size •
and height
•
Boasting (game), respond to a video
•
•

Rearrange picture cards based on different criteria
Narrates the characteristics of animals
Boasting game - special features
Comprehends watching a video and ... explain
a relationship

Applauds a friend for singing well
Give away prizes

Applauding a friend on completion of a performance, a song or story
Giving away prizes
Shaking hands to congratulate others

•
•
•

•

Collect the pictures of animals, birds, insects, and
reptiles and pastes on paper them

•

Sing a song to the movement of a finger
Rearrange animal figures into forms (Jigsaw
puzzle)
Exercise game – with the help of animal masks
(left hand, right hand both hands, in front, at
the back, rise)
How many people (game)

Collects and pastes the pictures of ani- •
mals – both domestic and wild, insects
•
and birds
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Animals – domestic, wild, birds both at home
and in jungle
Pastes pictures of insects, reptiles as indicated
above

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Sharing heard stories, narratives and incidents with- •
out losing conceptual clarity

Narration of matters heard and seen •
about animals (food habits)

Narration of known facts about animals
(habitation, food habits, food)

•

Able to present stories, songs, narratives, emotion- •
ally. (voice modulation, expression, textures, tone
and movement)

Sing action songs and narrate stories •
about animals.
•
e.g. The story in the desert

Acts and sings …
Narrates incidents, stories with emotion (animal story) and voice modulation

•

Able to perform puppet show, role play, etc, •
•
emphathetically

Boasting game of vegetables, fruits
Mime using animal masks

•

Dialogue presentation in role play, puppet show
and pretend games.

•

Able to listen to and enjoy songs. (group songs, •
folk songs, story songs, conversational songs etc)

Listen to story songs, conversation songs •
(audio)

Listen to story songs, conversation songs, question - answer songs, group songs, folk songs,
(audio) etc.
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to elaborate fables, stories, incidents and situ- •
ations and engage in activities that provide happiness to others.

Listens to, narrates the story - story of •
‘The Fox and the Stork’, ‘The Elephant
and the Tailor’, ‘The Hare and the Tortoise’ as illustrated in the big picture.
•

•

Able to use the body according to the situation by •
bending, moving sideways, crawling or kneeling
•

Action song
Across the river
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•
•
•
•

Presenting stories with the help of Big picture
Doll
Sand art
Listens to these stories and then narrates
'The Fox and the Stork'
'The Crow and the Fox'
'The Elephant and the Tailor'
'The Hare and the Tortoise' – shares the stories with others.
Action song
Across the river
Aerobics
Cat walk, elephant walk, deer walk, etc.

Theme 15 - Soil, Cultivation

Duration : October

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plants are grown in soil
We cultivate various plants
Implements are needed for cultivation

Abilities

Plants grow in soil
There are micro organisms in soil (earthworm, antlion)
Humans cultivate different plants
Seeds and stems can be used for vegetative propagation
Implements are needed for cultivation
Animals and machinery are helpful in cultivation

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to perform simple activities using the •
fine muscles of the shoulder, wrist, fingers,
knee, foot, etc.

Knead mud and make different shapes and
also mud cakes

•

Knead mud and make different shapes and also
mud cakes

•

Share ideas after viewing pictures and video •
•
of cultivation (prereading)

Comprehends matters in videos
Identifies agro-implements on pictures

•
•
•
•

Comprehends matters in video and pictures
Visits agricultural land and shares knowledge
Watches video/pictures and shares ideas
Explains the use of animals and machinery in cultivation

•

Share ideas, songs and stories of agricul- •
ture with others after reading pictures and
•
watching videos. (prereading)

Cultivation at home - Friendly talk (on what
is heard and seen)
Identifies agro-implements (known and
learnt)

•
•
•

Friendly talk – agriculture, machinery
Stories related to cultivation
Sing harvest songs and acting out
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to organize pictures in the order of presenta- •
tion

Narrates story given in picture format

•

Identifies characteristics of various soils and dif- •
ferentiates them using the five senses. (colours,
shape, size, softness, smell, etc)

Observes soil with the help of hand lens •

Observes soil with the help of hand lens

•

Able to count from 0 to 5 and is able to connect the •
objects and the numbers
•

Counts pictures of machinery 1-3
•
Colours the farm products. (Eg. Five co- •
conuts – teacher asks to colour any two.
How many are coloured? How many are •
not?

Counts agro - implements from pictures 1-5
Counts coconut, yam, plantain bunch in pictures, circles the biggest of these.
Places stones, tamarind seed to equal the number in the pictures

•

Able to present details and findings as read from •
pictures and materials

Identify paddy cultivation, plantain culti- •
vation and coconut cultivation from pictures
•
•

Identify paddy cultivation, plantain cultivation
and coconut cultivation from pictures
Read from big picture and sand art
Able to picturise on big picture and sand art,
listen to stories
Demonstrates the ability to create stories on
agriculture

•

•
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Point out favourite bits of stories

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to listen to and sing songs. (Group songs, har- •
vest songs, vocal songs, action songs, agriculture
songs, story songs)
•

Action songs in the form of question answers
The learners along with the teacher enjoy songs

•
•
•
•

Singing with visual and audio clips
Enjoys song by singing
Singing connecting lines
Enjoys group singing

•

Able to involve in hypothetical activities and form •
conclusions

Sprouting seeds

•

Observes sprouting of seeds, elaborates on
this
Able to speak about different parts of the
plants (also about seeds) used for cultivation,
based on their past observation

•
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Theme - Vocation

Duration : October

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

People do various jobs in our country
We get wages for doing work

Abilities
•

Able to work using simple machines

There are people who do various jobs
They fulfil their needs from the money they earn
Tools are required to do jobs

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Introducing different tools like scissors,
screw driver, etc.
Tightening and loosening of screws, opening of lids

•
•
•
•

Micro level activities using hands
Threading beads, making flower garlands
Threading a needle
Perform various activities using punching machine, screw driver, spanner, etc. (tightening and
loosening of screw using screw driver)

•
•
•
•

Cutting paper as per requirement
Cut and paste paper
Cut with scissors
Pasting – making collage

•

Able to fold, cut and paste paper, cloth etc. •
•
•
•

Folding paper
Cutting paper into big pieces
Pasting paper pieces
Folding clothes

•

Involves in creative work using different •
substances available in the premises

Making toys using matchbox, carboard •
boxes, etc.
•
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Making simple toys like train (coconut bud, train)
Creating different shapes using paper, clay, twigs,
thread, flowers, beads, maida, etc.

Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to share ideas regarding jobs, from what he/ •
she has heard and seen
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Free speech/household activities
•
Conversation related to jobs and various •
tools of work
Tools of those who work - discussion
•

•
•
•

Free speech/household activities
Communicate about jobs including (household) job with others
Recognizes and communicates about jobs and
uniforms and tools, with audio visual aids (Bus,
auto, hospital)
Adding colour to pictures
Tools of those who work-discussion
Trip to a place of work

•

Able to listen and appreciate different types of •
songs (group songs, folk tunes, question-answer
songs, story songs)

Listening to story songs and also songs •
in the form of conversation (audio)

Listening to the audio of story songs and songs
in the form of conversation

•

Able to sing songs related to agriculture melodi- •
ously

Sings individually and in groups

•

Sings individually and in groups melodiously

•

Able to present stories and events related to vari- •
ous jobs from an emotional perspective
•
•
•

Action song (in your place)
Story related to jobs
Jobs – acting
Story song

•
•
•
•

Action song
Story related to vocation
Jobs – acting (fisherman, conductor)
Story song (The old man with the hat, puppet
show)

•

Creates an album using pictures connected with •
various jobs

Collects pictures related to various jobs •

Collects, pastes and creates albums of various pictures
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Theme 17 - Children’s Day

Duration : November

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. Ideas related to celebrations
2. Many programmes are conducted in connection with the Children's
Day celebrations.

Abilities

1.
2.

Various programmes related to children’s day are conducted.
The pre-school and its premises are decorated as part of children’s
day celebrations.

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to draw and paint pictures related to
Children’s Day celebrations. (Crayon, pencil, water colour, sawdust, paper, etc.

•

Colouring pictures using crayons

•

Draws pictures and colours them using crayon,
pencil, water colour.

•

Able to voice opinions, suggestions, views
to peers and elders in an open forum.

•

Decorates classroom as per directions.

•
•

Decorates classrooms individually and in groups.
Expresses personal opinions.

•

Able to fold and cut paper, cloth.

•

Prepares streamers with ornamented pa- •
pers.
•
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Prepares streamers.
Decorates the classroom and its premises.

Theme 18 - Birds

Period : November

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. There are different types of birds around us

1. There are different types of birds around us

2. Some are domestic birds

3. Birds differ in colour, size, shape, sound etc.

3. They differ in colour, size, shape, sound, etc.

4. Birds are useful in different ways

2. Some are domestic birds

4. Domestic birds like hen, duck, etc., give us eggs

Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to do simple and free actions utlising •
almost all the muscles of the body
•
•

Games related to imitating the birds
Action song. (The Crow came Flying…)
Movement of birds

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•

•

Observes the picture of birds, and details •
the findings
•

•

Able to involve in prewriting exercise

•
•
•
•

Looking at birds/pictures of birds and describes beak, head, body, wings, tail, legs,
etc.
Talking about a favourite bird (its colour,
sound, size)

Games related to imitating the birds
Action song
Performance, like acting or singing songs related
to animals, birds, etc.
Miming

•
•
•
•

Looking at birds/pictures describe its qualities
Identifies the bird after hearing its description
Talks about incidents as seen in the picture
Sharing of details regarding a favourite bird, stating the reasons

Connects the dots and completes the pic- •
ture and names it
•
Draws pictures on sand with fingers.
Colouring the outline pictures of birds. •
(crayon)
Draws with the stencil picture of birds

Describes a self drawn bird/coloured bird
Completes picture of birds by joining dots, identifies it and talks about it
Draws pictures of birds using chalk, pencil, etc.
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•

•
•

Draws figures on sand with fingers
Draws pictures using ear buds dipped in water
colour.
Plays, drawing picture of birds (teacher and
students join together to complete the picture
of birds)
Completes the partially drawn picture of birds.
(head, beak, legs, tail)
Draws into the cut out of birds
Draw pictures

Self talk about birds, domestic birds, gets •
opportunity to speak about birds. (name,
colour, size, sound, uses)
•
Selects familiar birds from collection of •
pictures and imitates their movement,
sound. Tells about their habitat

Makes free speech about birds, domestic birds,
gets opportunity to speak. (name of birds...)
Repetition, Boasting game
Select familiar birds from collection of pictures
and imitates their movement, sound. Talks about
their habitat

•

•

•

Able to tell about birds from self observation

•

•

•

Taking turns in group discussion

•

Involves in a conversation with group •
members on domestic birds
•

In a group of three, each one involves in conversation about the feathers of birds collected.
Participates in a group discussion on domestic
birds, their usefulness, etc.

•

Able to evaluate the performance of classmates and •
motivate them

Game miming/solo song/group song (en- •
courages group members by clapping
hands)

Tells stories related to birds, animals, sings
songs, role play, answering puzzles (encourages
by clapping of hands)
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Abilities
•
•
•

•

Learning experiences (3+)

Makes albums with collected pictures and feath- •
ers
Involves in enquiries and is able to frame conclusions
Involves in making handicrafts/collage from waste
materials

Sticking pictures of birds to a board

Observes and listens carefully to stories, incidents •
and experiences around and gives responses to
questions asked
•

Game: identifying sounds (of birds, ani- •
mals)
•
Responds to stories heard (The Pigeon •
who Rescued the Ant) The Ant and the
Parrot
Listens to stories with the aid of ICT
•

Sharing of one's experiences related to birds
Game of imitation (birds)
Responds to stories/experiences/incidents related. (The Pigeon who Rescued the Ant/The
Ant and the Parrot/The Hunter the Ant and
the Pigeon…)
Listens to stories, plays (using ICT)

Sings action songs
Tells stories observing pictures

Arranges the incidents of a story in order and
says it aloud
Details the incidents from given clues

•

•

Learning experiences (4+)

Builds up stories by observing picture stories of birds •
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Pictures of birds with their feathers attached
'Sink or float'- Group activity. (Using feathers, paper, leaf, sticks, broom sticks, stones…)
Collage of birds (group activity)
Display of collages
Assessment of children
Puppet of birds, making bird models from egg
shells - presentation

Theme 19 - Insects, Reptiles

Period : December

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1.

1.
2.
3.

2.
3.
4.
5.

There are a lot of insects inside and outside our houses
Some insects and reptiles are harmful to us
Insects and reptiles differ in their shape, size and colour

Abilities

There are a lot of insects inside and outside our houses. Identifies
their names
Reptiles reside in their burrows
Some insects and reptiles are harmful to us
Some insects are useful to us (bees, butterflies, ants)
Insects and reptiles differ in their shape, colour and size

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Adapts to situations and can make use of •
the body by bending, shifting side ways,
crawling, kneeling and walking on bent
knees, expanding and shrinking

Tell stories imitating movements of insects
and reptiles to demonstrate body movements like bending, crawling, kneeling
down, etc.

•

Imitates the body movements of insects, reptiles
and demonstrates their body movements like
bending, crawling, as in the story being told

•

Reads pictures and details the ideas in it (pre- •
reading)

Picture reading

•
•

Picture reading
Details the special features of pictures

•

Talks about the peculiarities of insects, rep- •
tiles around us connecting with one's own •
experience

Self talk
Views videos of insects, reptiles and talks
about their peculiarities from visual experience

•

Self talk - Observes pictures, views videos and
relates peculiarities from one's own experiences
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Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Identifies and describes the characteristics of in- •
sects, butterflies, reptiles and their habitats
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Nature walk (identifies the creatures •
seen, names them, tells their characteristics)
•
Picture reading
Identifies the names of useful insects
•
•

Nature walk-identifies insects, butterflies etc,
describing their characteristics, identifying
their habitats
Observes different creatures, tells their characteristics
Looks at pictures of insects/reptiles and tells
about their habitat
Identifies useful insects and names them

•

Observes pictures and finds the odd one out, stat- •
ing the reason

Picture cards (of birds, insects, butter- •
flies, domestic animals, reptiles)

Differentiates birds, animals, insects, butterflies domestic animals and reptiles from picture cards

•

Talks convincingly about things connected with •
•
nature

Speaks from observation
•
Enacting role play/stories/songs, about in- •
sects or reptiles

Speaks from observation
Demonstrates a story or sings about insects
reptiles

•

Describes the relationship between parts of an ob- •
•
ject and the complete object

Completes the picture (insects/reptiles) •
•
Solves picture puzzles
•

Completes the picture (body parts)
Completes the picture puzzles
Completes the picture, adding the tail
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Categorises insects/reptiles considering more than •
one of their characteristic features, on the basis of
colour, shape, size, length
•

Picture reading (different types of in- •
sects)
•
Categorises on the basis of colour, size,
length, etc.

Mathematical games
From a variety of pictures provided, able to
guess the colour, shape, size of insects/reptiles, using previous related knowledge

•

Able to appreciate and listen attentively to a vari- •
ety of songs of insects, reptiles, etc. (Chorus, ques- •
tion and answer songs, story songs, conversations,
etc)

Story songs
Listens to conversations (audio)

•
•

Story songs
Listens to conversations, question and answer
songs, chorus, orally transmitted folk songs
(audio)

•

Collects and files pictures

Collects and sticks pictures of reptiles, •
insects, etc.
•

Categorises insects found inside and outside
the house
Collects and sticks pictures of reptiles, insects,
etc.

•
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Theme 20 - Clothes

Period : December

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. Different types of clothes
2. Clothes meant for elderly people, children, men and women
3. Uses of clothes to cover the body, to get protection from heat, cold, etc.

Abilities

1.
2.
3.
4.

Different types of clothes
Clothes meant for older people, men, women, and children
Uses of clothes - to cover the body, to protect it from heat, cold, etc.
Clothes are of different materials (coarse, soft, thick)

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to cut, fold and stick paper, clothes, •
etc.
•
•
•

Folding paper
Tearing paper into large pieces
Sticking the torn pieces
Folding clothes

•
•
•
•

Folds papers, clothes, etc.
Tears paper into a number of pieces
Sticks the torn pieces
Folding one's own clothes

•

Closely observes and co-ordinates routine •
activities
•

Dressing and undressing
Put on buttons

•
•

Dress up, undress
Put on buttons of shirt, unbuttons, zips up, etc.

•

Able to describe, form inferences of dress •
of grown ups, children, looking at pictures. •
Able to detail and form inferences by look- •
ing at pictures of children and elderly people

Look at pictures and tell details
Talk about one's favourite dress
Talk about clothes worn at home

•

Talks of contexts depicted in pictures connecting
it with one's own experiences
Talks in detail about a picture
Connects heard descriptions with those seen in
the picture
Weaves a story connected with clothes
Relation between clothes and celebrations

•
•
•
•
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to observe and find out characteristics (spe- •
cial features) of clothes using the five senses.
(colour, smell, softness, coarseness, design)
•

Observes and tells the specialities of dif- •
ferent types of cloth (group) (colour, softness, smell, design)
Differentiates between soft cloth and •
coarse cloth

Observes and tells the specialities of different types of cloth (group) (colour, smell, softness, coarse, design
Diffentiates between soft clothes and coarse
ones

•

Observes picture/clothes and is able to find the odd •
•
one out from the group and states the reason

Free communication about clothes
•
Finds out the dresses that are connected •
with each other (skirt, blouse, saree, •
churidhar/trousers/frocks, mundu, etc)
(dresses worn by boys, those worn by
girls)

Free communication-clothes
Sorts/finds clothes that are connected
Finds the specialities of clothes and states their
similarities and differences (colour, design
etc.)

•

Able to do activities, maintaining the habit of clean- •
liness
•

Free communication-talks of own experience
Maintains the habit of cleanliness, interacts with other children (talks to children
about cleanliness in dress)

•
•
•
•
•

Free communication-talks of own experience.
Maintains cleanliness in dress
Short discussion with other children
Neat and tidy dress habits
Washing of clothes, drying, ironing of dresses,
etc.

•

Able to compare measures with non-standard •
(handy) scales like feet, stick, hand to elbow, spoon,
match stick

Ribbons of varying lengths are given to •
the children to measure cloth in different ways

Ribbons of varying lengths and cloth are given
to children and they are asked to measure
them in different ways, making a guess of the
measurements. It should be administered with
the support of a story/using puppets, etc.

•

Able to find out mathematical patterns in clothes •
•
and to appreciate aesthetic beauty

Finds out patterns in dresses/clothes, etc. •
Vegetable printing
•
•

Finds out patterns in dresses/clothes
Vegetable printing
Finger printing
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Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to make observations, interpretations of •
clothes, with regard to time, season, and age of the
wearer
•

•
•

•

•
Able to engage in discovery activities and present •
the inferences
•
•

Match the dress game. Matching the
dress worn by people of different age?/
groups, game using pictures
Identifies the clothes worn in different
seasons (video, pictures)
monsoon clothes
winter clothes, clothes for summer seasons
(woollen clothes, cotton clothes, coats,
etc.)
Why do we wear clothes? Discussion
Which is the best time to dry clothes?
sharing of experiences
Summer seasons, rainy season
Washing of clothes (water game)
Drying of clothes - observes the changes
and speaks about them
Will it float, will it sink? (different types
of cloth)

Learning experiences (4+)
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Able to act out the role of characters in stories, •
incidents, experiences, wearing costumes befitting
the role
Able to create different types of pictures, collage, •
using thread
•

Match the dress game. Matching the dress
worn by people of different ages/Game using
pictures
Identifies the clothes worn in different seasons video/pictures
Monsoon clothes
Winter clothes
Summer clothes
(Woollen clothes, cotton clothes, coat etc.)
Which is the best time to dry clothes? sharing
of experiences
During the day (in the sun)
rainy season (night)
Why do we dress up? Discussion.
Activities related to washing of clothes - acting - tells the order of activity (the beginning
the next activity-end)
Washing of clothes using detergent soap. (water game)
Drying of clothes-inside, out in the sun-speaks
after observation
Will it sink? Will it float? Different types of
cloth are used - speaks from observation

Role play - father, mother, brother, sis- •
ter, etc.

Role play (father, mother, king, queen, costumes, Gandhiji)

Creating a thread picture (thread dipped •
in ink or colour pressed under paper and
pulled from different side
Collage of cloth
•
•

Creating a thread picture. (thread dipped in
ink or colour pressed under paper and pulled
from different sides
Collage of clothes
Making pictures using gum. Sticking twine (of
different colour) to these
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Theme 21 - Christmas

Period : December

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.

Decorates houses, surroundings, schools as part of celebrations
Each place has its own festivals

Abilities

1.
2.

Decorates houses, surroundings, schools as part of celebrations
Each place has its own festivals

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to speak in different situations, to friends, •
grown ups, to a public audience - opinions,
suggestions gathered from observation

Decorates the class room, cleaning activi- •
ties, keeping a garden - able to voice opinions while engaged in group work (how,
when, what preparations)

•

Able to work individually, in groups, in cooperation with elders, or take up a responsible role, in games, in making things connected with Christmas celebration

•
•
•
•

Group activities
Group song
Christmas celebrations
Welcoming elders and others

•
•
•
•

Group activities
Christmas celebrations
Cleaning the classrooms
Respecting elders, welcoming them

•

Familiar with a variety of food items (sadhya,
biriyani, cake) prepared during festivals celebrations (Onam, Christmas, Ramzan) and
to share them

•
•
•
•
•

Speaks of special food items
Stories
Pictures
Sharing
Imitation games

•
•
•

Speaks of special food items
Speaks of experiences
Shares food

•

Able to perform favourite items, listen to •
songs related to Christmas
•

Listen to action songs, lullabies, film songs, •
(audio)
•
Conduct programmes
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Gives opinions, observations, suggestions while
decorating classrooms, or engaged in cleaning
activies, or making a garden or doing group work

Listen to variety of songs (audio)
Conduct a variety of programmes

Theme 22 - Vehicles

Period : January

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1) There are different types of vehicles
2) Vehicles are used for travelling and transportating goods
3) There are vehicles which travel through land, water and air

Abilities

1)
2)
3)
4)

There are different types of vehicles
Vehicles are used for travelling, and transporting goods
There are vehicles which travel through land, water and air
There are specified places to board the vehicles or to alight from them
(bus stand, railway stations, boat jettys, air ports)

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•
•

•

Able to produce rhythmic sound and move •
•
organs freely
•
•
•
•

Action song connected with vehicles
Imitation of vehicle movements
Boat song (game)
Parking game
Horse race
Bus game

•

Able to make a variety of models of ve- •
hicles, using paper and other things around •
•
us

Makes models of vehicles. Origami (boat) •
•
Makes match box vehicles
Assembles parts of vehicles to make a
•
vehicle
•
•
•
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Action song connected with vehicles
Imitations of vehicle movements
Boat song (game)
Parking game
Bus game

Origami models (boat)
Make vehicles using jackfruit tree leaves, coconut buds, splinters, paper boxes, etc.
Making of match box vehicle
Assemble parts to make a vehicle
Game of making toys (boat is put in water-water
games)
Collage (vehicles)

Abilities
•

Engages in pre writing activities

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•

•

Able to share with others information, stories, songs •
etc of vehicles, seen and heard
•
•
•

•

Able to present details of vehicles by looking at •
toys, pictures, videos of vehicles, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Arranges beads to picturise vehicles, •
names them
•
Draws vehicles using stencils
Adds colour to pictures
•
•
•
•

Joins dots and completes picture of vehicles
Makes cutouts of vehicles and adds colour to
them
Completes the picture of vehicles
Draws the wheel of vehicles
Draws roads and adds colour
Draws railway lines and adds colour

Free communication
Hears, makes, tells stories connected
with vehicles
Looks at pictures and makes up stories
Vehicle songs (sings and acts)

•

Free communication (speaks of a travel experience)
Hears, makes, tells stories related to vehicles
Looks at pictures and completes the story
Performs vehicle songs
Travel experience regading speed, halt, other
experiences

Makes a description of vehicle from videos, pictures
Steering wheel
Wheel/seat
Horn/bell
Driver (pictures of bus, car, lorry)
Similar discussions can be conducted on
trains, ships, aeroplanes, etc.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Makes a description of each vehicle viewing
videos, pictures
Steering wheel
Wheel/seat
Horn/bell
Driver (pictures of bus, car, lorry)
Similar discussions can be conducted on trains,
ships, aeroplanes etc.
Connects the picture with the descriptions
heard

Abilities
•

•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to view pictures of vehicles, toys and pick the •
odd one out, stating reasons
•

Identifies the vehicles in the pictures (of •
land, sea, sky)
Finds the differences between vehicles •
and speaks about them

Identifies the vehicles in the picture and
categorises them (road, sea, sky)
Finds the differences between these vehicles
and tells about them

•

Selects a toy vehicle matching the pic- •
ture

Speaks, connecting the pictures and the mode
of transport

Acquires the ability to speak about different parts •
of the vehicle in mathematical terms
•

Mathematical songs
•
Tells the number of wheels, viewing the •
vehicle/picture
Categorises as big - small
•
•

Mathematical songs
Tells the number of wheels, viewing the vehicle/picture
Categorises as big - small
Can take more passengers-less passengers,
height, length

Listens to childrens literature/stories and •
performs in variety of ways
- Acting
- Boasting game

Listens to children's literature/stories and performs in a variety of ways
- Acting
- Role play
- Picturisation
- Boasting game
- Making up stories and telling them

•

•

Learning experiences (4+)

Acquires the ability to read and listen to children's •
writings related to vehicles and integrates these in
different ways
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Theme 23 - My Village

Period - January

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.

1.
2.

My house is surrounded by neighbouring houses, trees, living creatures, hills, rivers, etc.

Abilities
•

3.

My place has a name
My house is surrounded by neighbouring houses, trees, living creatures, hills, rivers, etc.
There are also houses, roads, shops and buildings

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to draw pictures independently and add •
colour to them
•
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Draws a house and its surroundings and •
colours it
Views and talks about my village modelled
on the clay tray, adds more details
•
Add colour to a picture of the village
•

House, its surroundings are drawn with all features and colour added (streams, house, hills, trees
etc.)
Facilitated by the teacher, model of my village is
designed on the clay tray
Adds colour to the picture of the village

•

Acquires the ability to listen, to speak and •
gather, and grasp details about My Village

Sightseeing of the village, asks and talks •
about things seen (rivers, streams, trees,
bridge, people, cultivation, etc.)

Sight seeing of the village, asks and talks of things
seen (rivers, streams, trees, bridge, people, cultivation, etc.)

•

Acquires the ability to present the details •
and findings from the pictures

Views the picture of the village and speaks •
of things that are attractive, connects the
village picture with the things seen
•
•

Views the pictures of the village and speaks about
it
Asks questions connected with the picture
Speaks about a favourite thing - connects it with
the things heard about the village

•

Able to speak connecting travel experiences •
with incidents

Free talk - Travel

Free talk - tour with teacher, students and parents

•
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Acquires the ability to listen to children's literature/ •
travelogues) and to integrate what is heard, through
acting (dramatisation) role play and through pictures

Listens to the model reading of the •
teacher
- Gives responses to questions
- Acts not
- Draws pictures
•

Gives responses to questions on the content
read not by the teacher
- Acts not
- Picturisation-adds colour
Role play

•

Listens to songs/stories/related to villages and to •
present self created stories about the village
•

Listens to and tells stories related to 'My •
Village' (village-town etc.)
Grandmothers tell stories. Listens to
grandma stories
•
•

Listens to stories/songs/related to 'my village'.
Relates heard stories in own language, acting
out the part that was liked most by the child.
(village - town etc...)
Hears songs related to villages, group singing
Elders/grand mothers tell related stories about
their childhood days, villages, etc.
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Theme 24 - Public Places

Period : January

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.

There is a pre school and hospital in my town
There are special markets to purchase fish, vegetables etc.

Abilities

1.
2.

There are schools, preschools' banks, hospital etc. in my town
There are markets to purchase fish, vegetables, grocery (rice), etc.

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to share ideas about institutions that •
have been seen or heard and comprehended •
and conveys it to others without any loss

Free speech
•
Tells about things that has been heard and •
seen. Tells about experience related to preschool, hospital etc.

Free speech
Tell about things that has been seen and heard
shares experience related to preschool, aganavadi,
hospital, markets etc.

•

Able to perform details by looking at the •
video
•

Looks at picture and tells
Tells about incidents seen in the video

•
•
•

Tells about incidents in with details
Tells about incidents in the pictures
Describes the pictures with heard details, Connects pictures with heard details
Tells connecting with own experience

•
•

Able to do puppet show, role play, •
characterisation (chamanju kali) making
a comparison with others
•

Role play of hospital, teacher, student, Po- •
lice station (game)
•
Sees puppet show - tells what is seen
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Role play - of hospital, teacher, student, police station, Maveli store game
Sees the puppet show - tells what is seen - plays
puppet

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Visits nearby public institutions and shares experi- •
ences

Visits some nearby public institutions and •
tells what is seen

Visits the nearby public institutions and tells
what is seen

•

Acquires the ability to present ideas about area land •
and directions using mathematical language and
symbols
•

Talks about things arranged in big picture
Telling the way from one's house to pre
school
Game of finding out the way
Adds colour to pictures

•
•
•
•

Arranges what in seen in a sand box
Speaks about the way from home to preschool
Tracing the way on a work sheet
Adds colour to pictures

•
•
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Theme 25 - Arts: Local Festivals

Period : February

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1. There are different types of festivals celebrated in our town
2. Musical instruments are used in connection with the festivals

Abilities
•

Able to perform art forms, sing songs with
rhythm and proper tune

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There are different types of art forms in our town
These art forms require a variety of costumes
Different kinds of festivals are celebrated in our home town
There are musical instruments connected with these festivals
Procession of elephants, decorated umbrellas, fireworks, boat race,
etc., take place in connection with these festivals

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•
•
•

Action song-elephants lineup in the temple
countyard Ampalamuttathana nirannu…
Presents the pomp and sound of festivals
Speaks of musical instruments as seen in
the picture
Listens to sound made by rhythmically
striking with a stick on different objects
Produces the sound of musical instruments

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Action song in the rhythm of folk songs with music
Sings and plays, take steps in a rhythmic way
along with the music
Boat race song; Drum song; Festival song
Song accompanied by percussion beats
Pomp of festivity
Disscusion on musical instruments (picture)
Clapping hands rhythmically
Produces sound from musical instruments
Listens to sounds heard on striking with a stick on
different objects, and talks about them
Listens to music from jalatharangam (vessels filled
with water)

Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Observes the picture of musical instruments, local •
art forms and speak comprehensively about musi•
cal instruments
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Views videos, pictures and talks about •
them
Says the names of some musical instru- •
ments
Adds colour to pictures

Talks about what is seen in videos or pictures
relating it with own experiences
Adds colour to the pictures

Free/self talk

Free talk

•

Shares experiences related to festivals in sequence •
•

•

Perform songs and other art forms with self confidence

Presents art programmes during various •
occasions like children's conventions,
PTA school assembly, annual day celebration etc. in groups or individually

Presents art programmes during various occasions like class conventions, children's
school conventions, PTA school assembly,
annual day celebration etc. in groups or individually

•

Able to appreciate simple picture books, read out •
and answer simple questions

Reads picture books, narrates what one •
has read

Reads the picture books, tells about the picture seen, makes up stories and songs from
pictures

•

Able to make musical instruments, appreciate them, •
and to handle them individually and in groups

Makes toy drum with bottle caps, match- •
boxes, water bottles, etc. and sing songs
to the accompaniment of the same

Makes toy drum musical instruments using
bottle caps, match boxes, water bottles, etc.
and sing songs to the accompaniment of the
same

•

Listens and appreciates stories, songs etc.

•

Listens to and talks stories with the help •
of audio and video

Listens to stories with the help of audio visual
aids and then performs them in one's own
words
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•

Abilities
•

Acquires the ability to count to 8 and speaks con- •
necting objects with digits

Learning experiences (3+)
Game of festival market, toy stall

Learning experiences (4+)
•

Toys of birds, vehicles to be bought with paper currencies. Matches with number objects
and pictures

3
•
•

How many burst balloons?
How many members? – game

•

Collects and sticks pictures of festivals, art forms, •
musical instruments and makes a picture album

Collects pictures, sticks them to charts •
and tell what they are

Collects pictures by various means, sticks
them to charts and makes an album

•

Able to observe and appreciate different art forms, •
sing songs, form steps and dance rhythmically
•

Observes pictures, videos and tells about •
what is seen
Sees and listens to audios and videos and •
dances with rhythm

Observes pictures, listens to audios and tells
what is seen
Sees and listens to audio/video and dances
with rhythm
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Theme 26 - The Sky

Period : February

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas Concepts
1. The sun, moon, stars, clouds etc. are seen in the sky
2. Sun is seen during the day, the moon and the stars at night time
3. When the sun rises, there is light

Abilities

1.
2.
3.

The sun, moon, stars clouds, etc. are seen in the sky
Sun is seen in the day, the moon and the stars at night
When the sun rises, there is light, when the sun sets, it becomes dark

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to draw and give colour to pictures of •
sky (using crayons, sketch pens, water
colour)

Adds colour to pictures using crayons, •
sketch pens, etc.

Able to draw and give colour to pictures using
crayons, pen, water colour, paper cloth pieces, etc.

•

Able to tell about events ... happen, and to •
picturise them

Independent speech - (day sky, night sky) •
•

Independent talk (sky during the day and at night)
Picturization

•
•

Able to tell about things related to nature. •
Able to tell others things about nature from
one's own experience

Experiences and speaks about day and •
•
night
•

Observes and tells
Learns from experience
Presents stories/songs (morning - noon-night-sunlight-heat-sunshine)
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Abilities
•

Able to observe and interpret on the basis of time, •
•
season, age, etc.

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

Night-Day game (morning, noon, night) •
Stories, songs (yesterday, today, tomorrow, old-new)
•

Night-Day game (morning, noon, evening,
dusk, night, dawn)
Stories/songs (yesterday, today, tomorrow,
old-new)
Sings familiar songs individually and and in
groups, rhythmically

•

Able to sing rhythmically familiar songs related to •
the sky

Sings individually and in groups

•

Sings individually and in groups

•

Able to share convincingly with others one's own •
thoughts, emotions, imagination etc. (with friends,
and elders)

Draws and adds colours to pictures

•
•

Creates and tells imaginative stories
Expresses appropriate emotions (happiness,
sadness)
Looks clouds in the sky and speaks about them
Drawing and colouring

•
•
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Theme 27 - Games, Entertainments

Period : February

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. There are different kinds of games
2. Games can be played with or without toys

Abilities

There are different kinds of games
Toys are of different kinds - they can be bought or made
Games can be played with or without toys
There are certain guidelines to be followed in games. There are games
which can be played in pairs or in groups

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to perform free and controlled simple •
activities making use of almost all muscles
of the body

Blowing of paper, milkweed leaf, balloon •
(planned games)

Blowing out candles (planned games)

•

Able to involve in constructive activities us- •
ing available materials

Construction using wood pieces, building •
blocks, matchbox, cardboard box
•

Constructing small toys-baby coconut cart and
matchbox cart
Making various shapes from paper, clay, sticks,
thread, flowers, beads, seeds, maida, etc.

•

Able to make use of the parts of the body •
by crawling, bowing, expanding kneeling
and changing sides as required

Story telling and actions to promote physical •
activities like crawling, bowing

Story telling and expressions to promote physical activities like crawling, bowing and walking
on one's knees
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to accept and appreciate the talents and good •
deeds of others

Participation in pre school physical •
activities

•

Able to solve problems softly without losing pres- •
ence of mind in adverse situations

Group games

•
•
•

Group activities
Group games
Sharing toys, seats, waiting for one's turn

•

Able to make musical instruments, toys

Matchbox jingles (Theepetti kilukku)
Matchbox doll (Theepetti pava)

•
•
•

A wind instrument made of coconut leaves
(Olapeepi) Leaf Blower
Coconut bud cart (Machinga vandi)
Making different toys

Identifies the names of games in video/ •
pictures
Identifies/collects different entertain- •
ment/games
•
Doll decoration
•

Identifies games on video/pictures (e.g. football, cricket)
Talks about favourite games
Identifies different games/entertainments e.g.
playing in water
Decorating the doll

Participates in independent games
Picture reading

Playing independent games by observing
guidelines
Giving instructions using mathematical language (near, far, back, front, first, last)
Picture reading - identifies position of ball and
player

•

Able to narrate details of video/picture

•
•

•
•
•

•

Able to use mathematical language to talk about •
and identify players position and position of instru- •
ments

•
•
•
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Applauding and encouraging on the completion of song/story/construction activities

Theme 28 - Radio, TV, Phone

Period : March

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There are different ways to get news
Phone is used to disseminate information
TV is used to get news and to enjoy entertainment programmes
Radio and Mobile phone are used to listen to news and to follow
programmes
We read news in the newspaper

Abilities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There are different ways to get news
Phone is used to disseminate information
TV is used to get news and to enjoy entertainment programmes.
Radio and mobile phone are used to listen to news and to follow entertainment programmes
We read news in the newspaper
There are media like computer, internet etc.

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to present details of news from the •
pictures in newspapers

Narration based on pictures

•

Able to enjoy and listen to different songs •
and conversations. Able to reproduce the
favourite ones
•

Radio/Phone/TV/Mobile phone (Story •
songs, conversation songs)
Lullaby, singing film songs.
•
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•
•
•

Speaks on the incidents in pictures
Explains the picture in detail
Connects the picture and the explanation
Listens to Radio/TV (Story songs, conversation
songs, question answers songs, group song,
vocal songs)
Performs and presents Radio/TV programmes

Abilities
•

Able to present details of news media/pictures

Learning experiences (3+)
•
•
•
•

Presentation of TV/radio programmes
Identification of TV, radio, Phone, newspapers based on picture
Independent talk - sharing experience of
TV, radio, Phone
Speaks about favourite media
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Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•
•

Independent talk - on the experiences based
on media (TV, radio, phone)
Explanation of a picture
Connecting verbal explanation and picture
(TV, radio, computer, internet)
Game - News exchange

Theme 29 - Water, River, Sea

Period : March

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.

We get water from rain
There are things that float or sink in water
Water is used for drinking, bathing, cooking and other daily needs
Every member of the family has his/her own responsibilities and duties

Abilities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The main source of water is rain
There are things that dissolve and do not dissolve in water
There are things that float on water or sink in water
Water is used for drinking, bathing, cooking and other daily chores
Every member of the family has his/her own responsibilities and duties
There are various sources of water (river, sea etc.)

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to perform simple independent and •
guided activities using most of the muscles
of the body

Independent games on the spot

•

Able to bring out ideas observing nature (na- •
ture, things, pictures) Pre-reading
•

Nature reading
•
Speaking about pictures (river, sea, water •
etc.)

Picture reading, nature reading
Talks about pictures - talks about the use of water

•

Able to connect and speak about different •
incidents, personal experiences, special situations in relation to water

Experience of playing in water, bathing in •
water, drinking ice water, eating ice etc.

Talks about incidents of playing in water, bathing,
drinking ice water, eating ice etc.

•

Able to compare measurements using non- •
standard units

Water filling game

Activities using non-standard measuring units
- How many glasses of water in a cup?
- How much water in a bottle?
- Which contain more? Involves in such simple
activities
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•

•

Planned games, on the spot games

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to listen carefully and enjoy songs, stories •
(group songs, vocal question answer songs, story
songs, conversations) related to water, river, sea •
etc.

Listening to story songs, conversation •
songs (audio)
•
Listen to narrate stories

Listening to story songs, conversation songs,
group songs, vocal (audio)
Listening to stories - narrating stories -construction

•
Able to involve in water games

Games using paper boat, bottle cap, lid •
of a vessel, etc.

Involving in water games using different items

•

•
•

Able to involve and participate in identification
games

Little micro experiments with water
- Hot - Cold

•
•

Able to listen and enjoy stories related to water

Narration and listening to stories related •
to water

•

Drawing a raindrop

•

Able to involve in pre-writing activities
•

Listens to stories. Presents in different •
ways
- Acting
- Drawing
- Conversation

•

Pre-reading - Able to listen to children's literature
related to water and able to present them in different ways.
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•

•
•

Micro experiments with water
- Hot - cold
- Makes rainbow (place a mirror in water
facing the sunlight)
Listening to, narration, and creation of stories
related to water
- Conversation
- Make up another story
Drawing a raindrop
Drawing clouds
Listening to story, Presentation in different
ways
- Acting
- Drawing
- Role play
- Conversation
- Making another story

Theme 30 - Trees, Forests

Period : March

(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts
1.
2.
3.

There are trees which we plant and those that grow on their own
We get fruits like mango, jackfruit, guava, gooseberry, from trees
Wood of trees is used to construct houses and furniture

Abilities
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Able to draw and paint pictures of forest / •
trees (crayon, sketch pen, water colour)
•

There are trees which we plant and those that grow on their own
We get fruits like mango, jack fruit, guava and gooseberry, fun trees
Wood of trees is used to build houses and make furniture
Wood is used to burn/cook
We should protect trees and forests

Learning experiences (3+)
Paints pictures using crayons
Printing (finger, vegetables sticks)

Learning experiences (4+)
•
•
•

•

Able to listen to stories, incidents, experi- •
ences, songs related to forest/trees
•
•
•

Listening to stories
Listening to songs
Free narration
Trees at home

•
•
•
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Painting pictures using crayons
Printing (Fingers, vegetables, sticks, leaf, rolled
paper)
Drawing and painting pictures using crayons,
pen, water colour)
Listening to stories - reproduce heard stories, story
making
Independent narration - share personal experience
of trees at home
Listening to songs - singing - making/producing

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to share learned experiences, description about •
•
forest/trees with others without loss of ideas

Talking about heard and seen things
The tree I saw a brief description

•
•

Narrates incidents in proper order
The tree I saw - describe in detail

•

Able to identify mathematical patterns related to •
tree/forest and use them aesthetically

Colours of fruits on trees

•
•
•
•
•

Looking at picture, speaks about it
Talks about favourite trees
Draws appropriate fruit on the tree (picture)
Connects to a picture based on description
Makes up stories about trees/forest

•

Able to observe and identity shapes related to trees •

Make up stories based on forest/trees

•

Identifies and draws shapes of wooden pieces
(round, square, circle)

•

Able to care for and nurture trees and forest

Identifies shapes from wooden pieces •
(round, square, collection)
•
•
Nature trekking
•
Forest camp
Tree - Collage
Collection of pictures
•
•
•

Video
Trekking
Visiting forest - a video
Sees pictures, listens to songs and watches
puppet shows that show the relation between
trees and animals, tells the story.
Role play presentation
Tree - Collage
Collects pictures and makes an album

•
•
•
•
•
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Abilities
•

Learning experiences (3+)

Able to present stories, songs, incidents related to •
animals and birds expressively (voice modulation, •
expressions, gesture, tone, rhythm, movement)
•
•
•

•

Able to present details and findings based on the •
pictures of objects and incidents
•
•
•

•

Able to involve in activities that provide happiness •
to others by analyzing stories and incidents
•

Learning experiences (4+)

Action song singing
Story telling
Guess the story looking at a picture
Speaks about the arrangement in the
sand box
Nature trekking

•
•
•
•

Speaks about the steps of the game
Rearranges incidents in stories
Detailed explanation of incidents
Explanation based on big picture

Asking about animals and birds to
teacher and friends
Speaking about a picture
Speaking on favourite things - puppet
show
Speaking about a chart/picture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describing the incidents in a picture
Detailed explanation of a picture
Connecting picture and description
Create stories
Puppet making, puppet show
Guess and speak on chart picture
Complete the story

Analysing circumstances e.g. (elder
brother/sister, younger brother/sisterquarrel for toy)
Story telling, listening

•
•
•
•

Analysing circumstances
Listening to story, story making
React to videos
Analyse stories (e.g. the story of the crow
and the fox)
Was it right on the part of the fox to snatch
the bread?

•

Able to imitate sounds of living things using the five •
senses

Identification game (Sound of a crow, •
sound of a cough)

Identification game (sound of a crow, sound
of a cough)

•

Able to ask rational questions on animals / birds •
(Why cannot a cat fly?)

Question - Answer - song about things •
around
•
Eg:- Why why and why?

Singing question-answer songs on things
around
Puzzles on animals and birds
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experiences (4+)

•

Able to explain the relation between parts of an •
object and the whole
•

Trekking (identify living things, speak •
about their special features)
Picture reading
•

•

Able to differentiate things based on colour, shape, •
size, weight, length, width
•
Able to protect, nurture, and care for plants and
animals

Trekking
Sharing experience

•

Able to listen to and enjoy different songs (group •
songs, folk tunes, question answers songs, story •
•
songs, conversations)

•
Observe and speak
•
Learning from experience
Sing/talk about stories, songs related na- •
ture (day, night)
Day - Sun
Night - Moon, stars

Observes and speaks
Learning from experience
Presenting story songs (morning - noon - night)
Sun - Sunlight, Hot - Sunlight, Moon - star

•

Able to enjoy nature and to express creativity •
•
through pictures and paintings

Complete pictures (flower, home)
Picture puzzles

Picture completion (flower, vehicles, parts
of body, patterns)
Completion of picture puzzles

•

•
•
•

•
•
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Trekking
(Identify /special features / habitat of insects,
butterflies, animals and birds)
Watch the living animals
Trekking
Sharing experience
Speaks on the changes in nature

Theme planning - What? Why? How?
Theme planning refers to the arrangement around a theme of various activities
that a pre-school child needs to engage in during a specific period of time
for the attainment of the skills required in various domains of development.
The activities should be selected keeping in mind the child's previous
experience, level of development, interests, etc. Theme planning is helpful
when it is connected with the activities of the children of age group 3 to 4.
The child's point of view should be considered when selecting a theme and
a sub theme.
The next step is considering the different development domains involved in
the theme. The ideas connected with the theme/sub theme, the learning
experiences associated with the specified ideas could then be decided upon.
The first step is to make a total planner in the model of a spider's web,
assigning five developmental domains for each theme.
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Theme

While formulating the theme, developmental domains, indications for
activities, the skills, ideas connected with the theme should also be considered
as in the figure given.
In theme planning, our attempt is to develop the skill pertaining to each
development domains in a child friendly manner. Thus, a child will be able to
imbibe ideas while pursuing appropriate game activities.

To be included while planning theme
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Titles of themes/sub themes
Skills
Concepts/ideas to be developed
Child activities assigined to each developmental domain.
Expected time
Details of outcomes of learning activities
Possibility of adaptation
ICT applications
Evaluation indicators

sub themes keeping in view the childrens' familar surroundings,local specialities
etc.
Similar themes have been clustered. One such cluster can be done each
month. However, each theme should be dealt with separately.
A complete plan of progress in the five development domains should be
done in the form of a web for each theme.
In formulating the theme, the development domains, activity indicators, the
skills and concepts of each theme should be considered as given in the
figure. The main objective of theme planning is to ensure that the development
of skills in specified areas is in a child friendly manner.

Logic of theme arrangement

Practical experiment

In pre-school, 30 themes are considered. Out of these 26 are main themes,
and 4 are sub themes. Celebration of days has been mainly considered as a
sub theme. The essential activities which the child has to engage in as part
of celebration of days are to be considered and these must be fulfilled in the
span of a day or two. For a three year old novice to a pre school, one
should arrange 'ice breaking' and 'voluntary' sessions in a convenient manner.
As such activities need to be organised in the first few days of the month of
June, only two themes have been scheduled for June in the year planner.

A few themes and the developing skills to be developed around these themes
were tried out in select preschools as a try out experience. The themes on
vegetables and birds,were the ones selected. The reflection of the teachers
who took experimental classes and the report of the team assigned for
observation have been included in this chapter in continuation of the lesson
plan.

For acquiring skills in different development domains, appropriate themes
should be selected and learning activities through games should be arranged
by the teacher. In this context,the teacher can decide on appropriate themes/

The 'try outs' which were successful once need not necessarily be successful
all the time. The teacher can make necessary changes considering the level
of the child and the circumstances.
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Theme : Vegetables
(3+)

(4+)

Ideas/Concepts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1. There are different kinds of vegetables
2. They differ in size and colour
3. Vegetables can be consumed either raw or cooked

Abilities

Different kinds of vegetables are cultivated
Vegetables can be cultivated in homes
Vegetables can be consumed raw or cooked
They differ in size and colour
Vegetables grow on plants and creepers
Vegetables should be part of our diet

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experience (4+)

•

Able to do simple activities, both free and •
•
guided

Fruit and vegetable game
•
Game in the pond/on the bank (fruit inside, •
vegetable outside)

Fruit and vegetable game
In the pond/on the bank (fruit inside, vegetable
outside)

•

Able to do activities coordinating fine muscles •

Add colour to pictures of fruits, vegetables, •
using crayons
Draws pictures for cutouts and add colour •
to them
•
Pastes pictures of vegetables
•

Add colour to pictures using palm leaf sticks, coconut
splinters crayons, chalk, slate pencil etc.
Draws pictures and adds appropriate colours to them
Cuts pictures of vegetables using scissors and pastes
them
Finger puppets

Children slice vegetables with the help of the •
teacher
•

Slice vegetables with a knife, with the help of the
teacher, makes a salad and distributes it
Engage in activities with cooking utensils

•
•

•

Able to involve in activities with cooking •
utensils
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Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experience (4+)

Shares what one has grasped without much loss •
•
of ideas
•
•
•
•

Talks about vegetables cultivated at home
Finds and tells (colour, size and taste)
Pictures reading related to vegetables
Listens to stories and tells stories
Sings songs
Telling tall tales of vegetables (boasting game)

•

•

Able to engage in find and tell activities, able to •
form conclusions, and present them

Talk about vegetables

•
•

Simple experiments-sink or float
Talk about the special features of vegetables

•

Compares objects and speaks, using mathematical •
terms
•

Sorts big and small ones from a group of
vegetables and speaks about them
Adds colours to distinguish small and large
vegetables
Counts and tells looking at the vegetables and
pictures of vegetables

•

Sorts the large and small vegetables, puts into
groups
Circles the large and small vegetables in a list.
Counts from 1-5
Sings mathematical songs, tells the count from
such songs

•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Talk freely about vegetables used and cultivated
at home
Find and tell game (shape, colour, taste, smell,
plant)
Picture reading
Listens to stories-make up stories, narrate stories
Listens to songs-make up songs, and sing them.
Finger puppets
Telling tall tales of the characteristics and uses
of vegetables (boasting game)

Abilities

Learning experiences (3+)

Learning experience (4+)

•

Able to find patterns and arrange them in an •
aesthetic order

Makes different forms of patterns with •
vegetables, makes models of vegetables using
maida flour, clay etc.

Makes different forms (structures) using
vegetables - and finds the pattern in them

•

Able to form ideas on 2D, 3D structures

Makes vegetable models in maida and clay. •
Pastes pictures of vegetable on cards - makes •
collage in sand
•

Makes a collage of vegetables
Makes vegetable models in clay, plastic,
kneaded maida flour
Makes vegetable models in other materials (like
egg shells)
Makes a sand collage
Vegetable printing (on cloth, paper)

•
•

•
•
•

•

Able to present simple ideas in different art forms •
•
•
•

Puppetry drama (on the necessity of including •
vegetables in your diet)
•
Action song
Vegetable market (role play)
•
Games

Puppet show (drama) performance (the
necessity of including vegetables in daily diet)
Action song
Vegetable market (role play)

Able to participate in groups of peers and elders •
in constructive activities
•

Distributes salad with the help of the teacher •
Makes lime juice, distributes it
•

Vegetable cultivation (vegetable garden)
Makes salad - shares it
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Theme : Vegetables
Activity
: Story telling (4+)
Area of development : Language development, natural and aesthetic
development
Cognitive intelligence : Language intelligence

Evaluation

Activity/Procedure
The teacher asks about the vegetables used in cooking
Children respond

Skills
•
•
•

Activity

Apperciates simple stories
Presents the theme of a heard 'story in one's own language'
Identifies different vegetables.

The teacher sings a song of vegetables that grow on
$ Children tell the
creepers and climbers. Children join.
Going to the first fence
Plucked one and a half
Baskets of bitter gourd.
Pluck the gourd,
But leave the climbers alone.
Going to the second fence
Got two and a half baskets
Of pumpkins.
Go for the pumkins,
But leave alone the creepers.

Things needed
Sand tray, stick puppets of vegetables
Expected outcomes

:

Time

:

Skill of story telling, colouring different styles
of presentation, arrangement of sand tray,
stick puppetry.
45 minutes

Teacher holds up the stick puppet of pumpkins. Now
tell all that you know of the pumpkin. Next, shall we
have a story on the pumpkins? Teacher shows the
stick puppets, tells/elicits details about pumpkins and
tells a story about a pumpkin.

Roly Poly Pumpkin
Chandu chettan comes to the market with a pull cart
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names of
vegetables

Activity

Evaluation

Activity

to buy vegetables that are to be sold else
where.
Children respond

$ 3+ children who didn't
respond in the initial
He bought a full grown yellow pumpkin too
stage, now actively
'I shall take the seeds of this pumpkin for
participate in the
sowing', Chanduchettan thought.
second stage

He walked along the road pulling the cart and
shouting "Vegetables... Vegetables...
$ 4+ children perform
Vegetables...". As the wheels of the cart rolled
well if there is scope
on, the roly poly pumpkin rolled down the road.
for acting
Chanduchettan didn't see the pumpkin falling
$ Children actively
on to the road. The pumpkin rolled and rolled
participate in the
and reached a house where a marriage was
activity of arranging
about to take place. There, all the vegetables
vegetables in the sand
had been arranged for the preparation of the
tray, 4+ children help
marriage feast.
3+ children
Snake gourd, bitter gourd, ladies finger, ash $ Children enjoyed the
gourd, beans, tomato…. so many of them
story. It was good that
(childern are given the chance to speak). (Stick
the teacher showed a
picture and a model of
puppets of vegetable are used). When the
a pull cart
vegetables saw the pumpkin, they asked him
where he had come from. The pumpkin replied
that he had fallen down from a pull cart and
had rolled and rolled and reached there.
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Evaluation

"We are about to be chopped for different curries.
If you lie here, you will also be cut to pieces. So
$ Children answered
escape from here," the other vegetables told the
the
questions.
pumpkin.
The roly poly pumpkin was frightened. So it rolled
on to the road, and rolled away.
Did you like the story?
Comprehension questions are asked.
•

Who went to market?

•

What kind of vegetables are there in the
market?

•

What did the pumpkin look like? (Colour,
shape ...)

•

What happened to the pumpkin on the way?

•

Where did the pumpkin reach?

•

Whom did it meet there?

•

What did the pumpkin tell the other
vegetables?

•

Did the pumpkin escape?

•

Children respond to the questions.

•

Teacher explains the responses with
expressions suitable to the story.

•

Children are also given the chance to speak.

Scaffolding support
of the teacher was
needed to elicit
answers

What are the possibilities of expression of ideas for children of age 3+ and for differently abled children?
• Certain incidents of the story should be acted out
- the journey with the push cart
- the pumpkin rolling down
• Add colour to pictures of incidents/characters of the story
- vegetables
- push cart
- market
• Arrange in the sandbox. (group activity)
- variety of vegetables
- makes a model arrangement of vegetables in the push cart
- re creation of a market scene
What are the possibilities for children?
- Present the story in one's own language
- Arrange the pictures of the incidents of the story in a serial order
- Predict what happens after the end of the story
For example: On reaching the road, the pumpkin rolls and ends up in front of an elephant/Vehicles speed past it on the
road/Far in the distance, Chandu chettan’s cry “Vegetables... vegetables...” can be heard.
•
Behind the pumpkin, the drumsticks tiptoed out of the marriage house. This can be acted out. (acts out) – How
would the other vegetables have walked out?
Continuing activities need to be traced out
What could be evaluated at the end of the story telling?
- Presentation skill (students)
- Comprehension
- Various modes of expression of ideas
(Drawing pictures, dramatising (acting), arranging picture stories, preparing sand tray creatively)
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Theme : Birds

Activity

Skills (4+)

Activity - 1 Sing songs, play games

•

Language development, development of
aesthetic sense (skill in language, music)

•
•
•
•
•

Able to sing individually or in groups in tune and rhythm and to
appreciate songs
Able to make songs about the colours of various birds
Able to cut paper, and paste it to make a collage, and to appreciate
such a collage
Identify a variety of birds
Able to match figures with objects and count from 1 to 5
Engage in finding out activites and able to present one's findings

Things needed
Sand tray, pictures of birds, cut - outs, stick puppets, colour papers, crayons,
display board, bucket, water, leaves, feathers, pieces of wood, stone,
pencils, tamarind/seed, picture of rooster, glue

Time - One day
Congnitive development
Social and aesthetic development
Physical development
Language development

:
:
:
:

•
•
•
•

Simple experiments
Games, group activity
Collage making, game
Listen to songs - create songs
Listen to stories - create stories,
present one's responses to
stories
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Teacher creates a rapport with students. She then asks
a simple question: Can you fly? Numerous responses
- teacher encourages them. Teacher distributes paper
fans. Small pictures of birds are pasted on it. Children
climb on their bench, chair, teacher also stands on
her chair.
On instruction, they put their paper fans on the ground.
Children are given the chance to repeat the activity.
They are asked to look at the picture on the paper
fan. Bird, they say aloud.
Children sing songs based on birds. Teacher uses the
stick puppets of birds prepared by her - Children
speak about each bird. Teacher adds more details to
the responses.
Teacher sings the first few lines of the song.

Evaluation

Activity

Evaluation

Children join the singing with actions.
They sing and move in rhythmic steps.

The parrot has a coat
Its colour is green.
Stick puppet of a crane is shown.
Children add words to the song in
great excitement.
The crane has a coat
Its colour is white.

Evaluation

sand tray. Pointing to these the teacher repeats the • Makes clear that
song. They sing and dance in joy.
micro planning
helps to develop
They add lines to the songs about the kingfisher,
skills of the
the spotted hen, etc. All the children are given the
children.
outline pictures of birds. They are asked to add

The crow has a coat
Its colour is black

Teacher shows the stick
puppet of a parrot.
Children add their words
to the song.

Activity

• Initially children
found it difficult to
add words to the
lines. Later they
could do it easily.
• Using stick puppet
was a very good
idea.
• Children show great
interest in doing the
activity.

appropriate colour to the figures at home.

• Identifies that
preschool should
Activity - 2 Picture Chart
have a sufficient
(Social - emotional development domain)
stock of learning
Coloured pictures of birds are stuck on to the
materials and toys
chart. The names of the children are written at the
bottom. The pictures are evaluated. The teacher
unveils the big picture of a rooster previously
prepared. The unveiling is done slowly and the
picture is made visible little by little to arouse
curiosity in the children. The full picture is displayed.
Teacher asks who it is. Children respond. A small
discussion on roosters follows. Children are given
the opportunity to sing. The teacher sings a song
on the rooster.

Teacher points to her dress and
sings. "I too have a coat. It's a
printed coat." Children sing songs on their
dresses. All join in singing the entire song.
The teacher puts the stick puppet birds in the
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Activity
You wake me up everyday
Cock a doodle doo!
Head upright you walk
about the yard.
Cock a doodle doo!
Your hat is so beautiful.
Where did you get so red a hat?
Cock a doodle doo!
Children and teacher sing and dance in unison.

Evaluation

Activity

Count one, two and three
(Cognitive development, logic - mathematical
intelligence, visual - spatial intelligence)

• The children show
team-spirit, cooperation
and
precision in doing
the activity

The picture of the rooster has come out well. It is
puzzle time. Do not announce the answer aloud.
Red colour on my lips.
A gold chain round my neck.
My coat is green.
Beauty am I, Who am I?

Children are given bits of paper with pictures of • They are able to cut
birds. The children who have got the same picture,
and paste colour
group together. When the name of the bird is called
paper
out, the children mimic its sound, imitate its
movement.
Each group is given an outline of the big picture of
the rooster. Coloured paper and gum are given and
they stick the paper on the outline of the rooster.
Teacher interferes and helps the children.

Children respond - (Parrot). They name the birds
they have seen. Teacher displays the picture of
those birds. Pictures are displayed on the big
picture/display board.

Each group displays a collage of the rooster. These
are evaluated. Every child is given the chance to
speak out. The collages are hung on the walls.
Teacher and children together sing the song of the
rooster.

Teacher places the outline figures of birds in an
envelope and passes it around.
Pictures (Crow -1, Parrot - 3, Crane - 2, Yellow
bird - 4, Crow pheasant - 5 Appropriate colours
are also given.
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Evaluation

Activity

Evaluation

Activity-4 Will it sink? Will it float?

Children's names can be written below the figures to
be used as a badge. Each child tells the name of the
bird on its badge. At the instruction of the teacher,
children pretend to transform into birds, flap their arms
and move around.
Teacher : Come on, crows, fly to me.
A crow comes.
Teacher : There's only one
crow.

Activity

(Development domain - cognitive)
Teacher and children sing and dance to the song.
"The crow has a coat ..."
• Able to follow
instructions and
participate in
games

Teacher displays a pigeon and an ant on the big
picture. Teacher asks the children who they are. They
identify them. They speak out what they see- Tree without leaves.
- Pigeon perched on a branch.

Teacher : Yellow birds, fly to
me.

• I d e n t i f y
mathematical
The yellow birds are
concepts and
coming.
figures and to act
Teacher : Hi, how many yellow birds? There are
as required at the
four.
right moment
Teacher calls out just the numbers, and the children • Able to match
come towards her.
numbers and
After teacher counts '2', the crows fly to the teacher,
making the sound of a crow. The children are asked
to count and the game is repeated.
Badges are displayed on the tables.

objects

- The ant which has fallen into the water.

Teacher acts out the story of the pigeon and the ant.
The pigeon wants to rescue the ant. But what to do?
There are no leaves on the tree. Children respond.
Children are given a chance to voice their guesses.
Do objects float on water? What objects float on
water? Teacher asks casually. They express their
guesses.
Does a feather float or sink? Children respond to
the questions of the teacher.
Let us do the experiment.

When the names of the birds are called out, the
appropriate number of pictures are pasted on the big
picture. The game is repeated.
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Evaluation

Activity

Evaluation

Children stand in a circle. A bucket of water is
placed in the centre of the classroom. Teacher
hands a feather to a child, to put it in the bucket of
water.
• The
teacher
encourages
What happens? The children respond.
children giving
The other three objects are given to children to be
appropriate
put into the water. Each object is held up and the
activities and
class is asked whether it would float or sink. Each
guiding them to
group is given a bucket of water and the experiment
the
right
is repeated. Children come to their own
conclusions.
inferences

Look at the feedback given by the teacher
Evaluation was done at each stage - all the children participated
in the activities, prompt reinforcement and megaphoning of the
children is responses were also performed. It was clear that
they enjoyed it very much.
Was it possible to give appropriate activities in each area of
development? During each activity, and at the end of the
activity one should assess and record the extent to which the
required skills have been attained. This will help in planning
further activities for the child's overall development.

objects
Teacher collects objects, holds each one up, • The
repeating the question. Children respond. Teacher
brought by the
asks why this happens. They tell their inferences,
teacher either
to which the teacher adds details.
sank or floated
The story continues. Thus the pigeon rescued the • This activity suited
ant... how? Children respond. The pigeon drops
the situation
a feather and rescues the ant. Did you like the
because
the
story?...
children could
understand that
the feather could
float on water and
that helped the ant
to reach the shore

If activities that ensure an enjoyable learning experience as
shown above are given after proper micro-planning, I am sure
that the child can attain the required level of development in
skills and concepts.
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Report of Observation and Analysis
Activity
Teacher
School

: Will it sink or float?
: Vijaya V.
: P.P.E.T.T.I. - Cotton Hill

Theme : Birds
Students : 16
Time
: 30 minutes

The class began at 11.30 am. After a friendly talk, the teacher started telling
the story of the Dove and the Ant. The ant fell into the river. Teacher posed
a question, "What would the ant do as there were no dry leaves on the
tree?'' Two students replied that leaves of another tree could be plucked
and dropped in the river. Another answer was that the dove should fly there
and peck and save the ant from the water. The question, "Will feathers sink
or float?" created an entry into the activity of 'Sink or Float?'. Teacher keeps
a bucket in the middle of the class and calls the first three students. He/she
gives them three different things and asks them to drop these into the bucket.
Children could identify which things would float and which would sink. Again
she called these 3 students one by one and gave them some other objects
and continued the activity. After that she brought a transparent plastic
container full of water. All the objects were again dropped into the container
and the activity 'Sink or Float?' was consolidated.
It was concluded that things which are light will float and things which are
heavy will sink. All the learners in the class were very active. When one
dropped an object into water, the others were commenting among
themselves whether it would float or sink. This activity gave scope for the
learners' thoughts, logic and inferences. The children were enthusiastically
trying to learn whether their inferences were right or wrong. The activity
could be completed in 30 minutes.
Evaluation of the Activity
• It suited the level of the learners and it could create interest in them.

•
•
•

•

•
•
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Instead of doing the activity twice using both bucket and the transparent
container, it should have been done only once.
Providing opportunity for the learners to drop things in the water
prompted further activities.
The scope for thinking could have been greater if the suggestions like
'the leaves could be brought from another tree' or the ant can be picked
up and brought to the shore' were made to the entire class, rather than
to just a group.
It would have been better if the teacher had enacted the role of the
dove and presented all the objects to the class and given each child an
object.
The value of selfless service can be emphasized by pointing out that
the ant was rescued by the dove giving up its own feather.
The module should provide scope to analyse a follow up activity to
find out the kitchen utensils that sink or float.

Activity
Teacher
School

: Collage Making
: Prasanthi Devi
: PPTTI Cotton Hill

Theme : Birds
Students : 20
Time
: 30 minutes

The Teacher began the class with an informal talk with the learners.
In casual talk, the teacher asks, 'Who wakes us up by crowing in the
morning?'. Many learners said aloud, 'Cock'. The learners were
seated in chairs placed in a circle. Therefore the gestures of the
teacher were visible to all the learners. The teacher again asked
'Do we keep only fowls at home?' Learners responded - 'Parrot,
Duck, etc. Teacher asks, "Do you all like the cock/hen?" Learners
said aloud, "We like it". After that the teacher made the learners
speak about the special features of the cock. Then, she sang the
song. The learners sang along. While singing the teacher showed
the picture of the cock which she had pasted. Do you all like this
bird? the teacher asked.
'Yes,' said the learners.
'Shall we make such a bird?'
'Of course', said the learners.
Then the teacher divided the learners into groups. Teacher placed
the pictures of different birds in a box and asked each student to
pick one.
When the learners had all picked up the pictures, the teacher asked
the learners to say aloud which picture each one of them had got.
The teacher had given them the pictures of parrots, hens, crows,
peacocks, hornbills, etc.
Then the teacher calls aloud the names of each bird. Those who got
the picture of the same birds were put in a group. In this way, she
got five groups of 4 learners each.
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The learners were seated face to face in chairs kept at desks.
Then they were provided with the outline drawing of the cock, a
small bowl with pieces of paper, a bowl with maida paste and a
brush made by crushing the husk of coconut.
The learners applied the gum on the paper strips and pasted them
on the outline. All the learners in the group completed the collage
collectively. The teacher provided the required support, suggestions
and help to all the groups.
When all the groups had finished pasting the pictures of the cock,
it was displayed to the whole class. The picture created by the teacher
was also displayed. 'Now let's hang these pictures on the wall,' the
teacher said.
The class ended and the song of the cock was sung once again.
Key Points
•
The learners could also be given the opportunity to cut the
paper.
•
The use of coconut brush to paste the gum was a good idea.
•
The learners could not identify the picture of the hornbill when
the picture was given to the groups.
•
The learners enthusiastically participated in the activity.
•
A general evaluation could have been carried out after
displaying all the pictures.

Activity
Teacher
School

: Singing songs
: A K Sakkeena
: GUPS, Poojappura

Theme : Birds
Students : 15
Time
: 30 minutes

The class started at 12.30p.m. After a friendly talk with the learners, the
teacher asked about the special features of birds.
She distributed paper fans in 4 different colours. Teacher dropped the fans
from a height. Learners were thrilled and they began to drop the fan after
climbing on chairs.
The teacher changed the activity in which the small pictures of birds were
pasted on the paper fan. The activity was then simplified, so that the learners
could do it.
Teacher directly started the activity without asking them to sing the bird
songs they were familiar with (due to lack of time).
Teacher had already prepared the cut-outs and tray.
Teacher had arranged the clothes shop in the front of the tray and the cutouts of birds and a child at the black tray. It would have been better if the
background of the textile shop had been at the back of the sand tray.
Moreover, provision should also have been made for the children to observe
the sand tray closely and to describe it.
Learners were given the chance to describe the crow holding
on to the stick puppet of the crow. Learners responded well.
After that, the teacher presented the first two lines.
The crow has a coat.
The coat is black.
The learners were also given the opportunity to sing along
with the teacher. The teacher also performed a few dance
steps in order to encourage and motivate the learners. Although
the learners were singing, it was felt that they were not singing enthusiastically
enough.
Learners responded that the colour of the parrot was green and that of the
crane was white.

Learners of the age group 4+ excelled in adding lines to the song. Some of
the 3+ learners were reciting it aloud. When the teacher sang and paused
'the parrot has', the learners immediately responded 'a green dress'. Then
the teacher asked them to sing the whole song and all the learners began to
sing.
The pictures of the Kingfisher was introduced. Most of the learners identified
the bird. Teacher could have used a larger and better picture. Learners
identified the colour of the dress as blue. Thus, with the active involvement
of the learners, the teacher could extend the song. Though the oral response
was good, the learners didn't sing the song very enthusiastically. Although
there was opportunity to present the song individually, this was not done.
The response of more than half of the learners was good. They excelled in
asking questions and also in carrying out the instructions. The teacher
intervened promptly to help the learners whose performance was not up to
the mark. One of the learners who was from North India faced some difficulty
in understanding the language. But the child excelled at dancing to the beat
of the song and also in acting.
On the whole the activity was very good except for the limitations pointed
out earlier, in the use of learning materials.
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Activity
Teacher
School

: Let's count one, two, three
: Sherin
: GUPS, Poojappura

Theme : Birds
Students: 15
Time
: 30 minutes

Report of the Observation Schedule
On the theme 'Birds', the teacher selected the Number Games in
the cognitive domain as the activity for the try out session. The
numbers are to be correlated with the objects (1-5). Through this
activity, the teacher tried to assess whether the learners had attained
the learning outcome of the pre-school theme of identifying and
imitating birds. The activity was to be completed in 30 minutes.
Coordination
The teacher had made all the necessary arrangements in the
classroom to suit a child friendly pre-primary class. By making the
seating arrangements in a semi circular pattern she ensured the
necessary space for the collection of learning activity materials. It
was excellent. A child friendly display board could have been placed
in the classroom.
Activity
The class started at 11.40a.m. The teacher introduced the activity
after a friendly talk with the learners. The practice of calling out
the names of the learners and asking about their trip was found to
be a good one. Here, the teacher succeeded in bringing the majority
of the learners to the learning context.
The teacher displayed the pictures of 5 birds. Then she asked the
learners to name the birds and to speak about their peculiarities.
Here, she could have ensured the participation of the learners by
pasting the picture of the birds on the display board. The teacher
then enquired about the birds they had seen and also about the birds
at home. Here, the teacher successfully used the opportunity to
assess the previous knowledge of the learners.
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Later, she gave the picture of the birds to each learner individually
and asked them to add colour to it. The relative sizes of the picture
of the bird given for colouring should not confuse the learners (the
size of the lovebirds and the doves should be different). The teacher
assessed the learners individually. Proper motivation was also
ensured. But the teacher did not give due consideration in the
evaluation to suggest improvements in the picture, and to give
feedback. After that she called out the names of the birds and asked
the students who had got that picture to come to the front of the
class. One of the students made a mistake coming to the front before
his turn. He was sent back by the teacher saying, 'Son, you are not a
dove'. At this point had she asked questions like, 'See, which bird
are you?' 'Which birds have come together here?', self-evaluation
would have been possible.
Later, the teacher gave the learners a badge with the picture they
had coloured. She called out the names of the birds and asked each
child with the picture of the bird to come forward. Then she asked
them to form groups. They could distinguish the special features
of birds and count the number of birds in their group.
Then the teacher stood beside each group and making the sound of
the bird, directed them to their seats. Learners followed the
instructions and found their seats. Here, it would have been better
to arrange the seats in a circle, with 3, 4 or 5 chairs for each group.

Gokul had always come in for special notice by Beena teacher. When all
the learners engaged in activity on the instructions of the teacher, Gokul
would ask some question or the other to those near him. He would keep
mum when the teacher noticed him. But, he would continue his questions,
when the teacher's attention was diverted. He would complete all the activities
sooner or later. Through keen observation Beena teacher could understand
one thing. Whenever the teacher told Gokul something, Gokul would slant
his head in her direction. Teacher discussed this with the parents. As suggested
by the teacher, after a thorough medical examination of the boy, it was
identified that he had a problem in hearing. Beena teacher had understood
that the boy used to ask questions to his classmates as he could not hear
properly.

Such students definitely need special attention. They may include learners
who have acquired such problems by birth or in the course of their life, due
to various reasons. These problems can be fully or partially eliminated if
diagnosed and treated at the earliest. For this, proper observation and
intervention by preschool teachers is essential.

How can we identify the eye sight problems?
•

Unusual or frequent blinking of eyes

•

Frequent wiping or rubbing of eyes

•

Incessant tears from eyes

•

Continuous pain in the eyes

•

Difficulty in walking or running. (hesitation to run, or self consciousness
when walking)

Are there such students in the class who need special attention?
•

Children with vision problems

•

Looking closely at the ground while walking

•

Hearing - impaired children

•

Falling down or striking against objects while walking

•

Children with speech problems

•

Looking at things placing them closer to the face

•

Those who find it difficult to move around

•

Cannot identify certain colours

•

Mentally challenged children

•

Always standing near the black board

•

Children with autism and other problems

These may symptoms of visual impairment.
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Hearing impaired students

Children with problem in movement

•

Problem in pronouncing words

•

Lingering pain in the joints and inability to move them

•

Obvious problems with the ears, which can be understood

•

Recurring swelling in the joints

•

Continuous pain in the ears

•

Disability or physical malformation of the limbs, the neck, or the waist

•

Pus oozing from ears

•

Difficulty in sitting, holding things, writing, etc.

•

Slanting the head to listen

•

Walking stiffly

•

Asking for words to be repeated

•

Loss of organs or limbs (by accident, disease, etc.)

•

Not responding when questions are asked, or saying something
inappropriate

•

Involuntary movement of the body

•

Hesitant to walk and run

•

Delay in speaking

These could indicate locomotor problems.

•

Keen observation of lip-movements of those who speak

Mentally challenged learners

Such students might have problems with hearing.

•

Visible manfestations of physical abnormality such as mongolism,
abnormal head size, wide open mouth, etc.

Children with Speech problems
•

Not speaking at the level of the stage of development

•

Cannot take care of basic needs on their own

•

Unusual pauses in speech

•

Lag behind other children of their age in everything

•

Omission of certain words or sounds in speech

•

Difficulty in moving

•

Stammer

•

Need more time to acquire skills

•

Unable to maintain the right duration of sounds

•

Backward in learning

•

Mumbling

These could indicate mental challenges to learning.

•

Cannot pronounce certain words or sounds correctly, even after
repeated assistance

These could indicate problems in speech.
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Children with Autism

These children need constant help in the classroom and also at home.

•

Agewise inability to speak

•

Inability of age wise resources such as (e.g. eye - contact, looking up
when called, point to things, saying 'bye' etc.)

Visually impaired children should be provided with space for free movement
and ample opportunity to mingle with the other students.

•

Unnecessary action repeat of gestures and words

•

Indulging in games separately, away from the group

•

Some learners who have these characteristics might be mischiveous
too

There could also be some who are physically challenged in more than one
way too.
There is a possibility of a challenge in any one area to affect adversely other
areas too.
The following measures can be adopted to identify such children.

Make sure that children with disabilities participate in all activities. Seating
arrangements should be in such a way that they can be distinguished clearly.
Necessary changes can be made in the learning materials (size, colour, etc).
•

Training should be given to identify things by means of sound, smell,
etc.

•

Train other students to interact with such children with sympathy and
kindness

•

The materials or tools used to solve the challenges should be used
properly and care should be taken to ensure necessary changes to
them as required.

Care, as mentioned above, is needed for children who are visually impaired.

•

Enquiring with the parents

Talk louder and with clarity to those children who have difficulty in hearing.

•

Visit to the house

•

Suggesting medical examination

Allow more scope for group work. Instructions should be given to them by
signs or by drawing on paper.

After identifying children with such challenges, the teacher should intervene
and help the children overcome these challenges.

Ensure that they use the necessary equipment to overcome the difficulty in
hearing. Make sure that the tools work properly.
Create awareness among the parents to give the needed medication at the
right time.
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Convince the parents that such children should be given special attention
and care as mentioned above.

Make sure that parents are more valuable than teachers.
Inability to speak may be mainly due to difficulty in hearing.
We have to consciously create more opportunities for the children to speak
with confidence.
Present more situations where they have to sing songs, attempt choral singing
and use words that require twisting and turning of their tongue and mouth.

Children who are physically challenged too have the ability to interact in the
same way as other children. Still, necessary arrangements should be made
for the arrival and departure of these children. (vehicle, wheel chair, ramp,
etc.)
•

Interact with the children so as to develop their confidence

•

Plan the games in such a way as to ensure the participation of these
children

•

Teach other students to treat them as themselves

Provide enough and more time whenever they have an opportunity to speak.

•

Toilets, washbasins, seats, etc, are to be arranged specially for them

Encourage them to speak more.

Mentally challenged children need more careful attention than the physically
challenged. In the self-grooming activities they do need more attention and
necessary training. (body wash, use of toilet, eating habits, etc.)

For example: Betty bought butter
But butter was bitter
Betty bought another butter
To make a butter bitter better

Do not compel them to speak in a way that mars their confidence. (For
example, to lead a group, or to speak to an audience).
Point out and encourage their special skills.
Plan activities which do not require too much speech. If a child needs to
undergo speech therapy, try to arrange for that.

It should be ensured that the mentally challenged children do not have other
physical challenges that have not been noticed (visual, hearing, movement,
speech).
We have to give these children more love and care. Parents also should be
given proper awareness.
The children should be allowed to participate in the common programmes
and functions. If they need any medication, it should be made available
(some children might be prone to epilepsy).
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Activities should be planned in such a way that all children can take
part in them.
Children with special needs and those who have behavioural problems should
not be dismissed from the preschool classes. Parents of such children should
be encouraged and given the necessary confidence to bring their children to
the pre-schooling daily. The behavioural problems of these children are found
to be reduced in the first two or three months. We have to identify the
hindrances to this friendly approach and overcome them promptly. In this
way we can make the concept of inclusive education meaningful.
Let's see how we can plan activities to include such children also.

When we do the activity 'Picture Reading'...
For visually impaired children, the size of the picture provided should be
large.
Certain things in the picture need to be altered to shapes/models.
Children with hearing impairment and speech impediment should be given
the chance to do activities such as drawing pictures, sorting pictures from a
collection and enacting what is shown in the picture.

Gifted children and children who speak other
languages
Gifted children and children who speak other languages need special
consideration in inclusive education.

The activities designed for generally children may not be sufficient for children
with high intelligence. Opportunities should be ensured in these activities for
such children too.
For example: Let's take the picture reading activity.
All children are to find out the items in the picture and say it aloud.
The child who has completed this task can be given the chance for a keen
observation of the picture.
Activities like asking the child to observe any one thing closely and giving
the details of it, or to guess what one person in the picture is telling the other,
etc., can also be given.
These children should be given the opportunity to exhibit their special skills
in such activities.
The children who speak other languages may find it difficult to understand
the concept and also to express the things learned. Such skills can be imbibed
gradually. The first thing to do is to induce confidence in them. They should
be given chance to express themselves by drawing, acting and constructing
things. They should be given confidence to speak in their own language
without any hesitation. They should be helped to mingle in the group work
and to maintain a cordial relation with their classmates.
One should also have this inclusive outlook towards children of marginalized
sections of society such as tribes, sex workers, inmates of jails, and those
affected with HIV.
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Navya

: Teacher, teacher, this is the picture I have
drawn.
Teacher : Ah, its very nice.
Teacher : Whose house is this?
Navya : It is my house.
In this context the responses of two pre-school teachers may be noted.

How will Navya
mol enter the
house?

•

She recollected the position of the doors and windows in her house.

•

She decided to draw the picture again by including its doors and
windows.
Teacher
: Navya dear, why didn't you draw the door of the
house? Please draw the door …
Navya mol : Yes, teacher.

When the second teacher asked Navya, why she did not draw the door
and suggested her to draw the door, she started to draw the door.

Oh, I forgot to
draw the door.

•

Haven't you noted the responses of both the teachers?

What were the thoughts that came to the mind of the child when the first
techer asked, her how she would enter the house?
The question of the first teacher was thought provoking whereas that of the
second teacher was just a suggestion/an instruction.
•

We have seen how the question about entering the house helped the child to
do a self-evaluation of her picture. Similarly only children who could do a
self-evaluation can improve themselves and acquire knowledge.

She ran fast and started drawing the door.
•

She remembered the image of her house.

•

She also remembered its details (door, window, colour, etc.)

Which teacher's question helped the child to improve her ability to
draw the picture and why?
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If the children are permitted to exhibit their pictures on the display boards
they can compare their own picture with those of their friends. Here also the
teacher can prepare feedback questions like:
•

Whose pictures do you like the most?

•

What is the reason for liking that picture?

The child will be able to evaluate his/her own pictures and her friends' pictures
and to make necessary improvements, only when such questions are raised.
Continuous evaluation procedures and feedback have great importance in
pre-school education. The consolidated progress and learning possibilities
of the child are targeted, along with proper assessment of the child
development process. We should adopt continuous evaluation methods rather
than terminal evaluation in preschool. The Preschool should not aim at giving
grades to the learners for assessment. The term evaluation/assessment aims
at ensuring that the preschool activities provide active involvement, support
and motivation.

Aims of evaluation
•

To know where the child stands in the development domains

•

To ensure active participation and support of the learners in preschool
activities

•

To ensure support in building up values, food habits and good hygiene
practices

•

To identify the individual talents and to motivate the children

•

To ensure special care to children who face challenges

•

To provide a proper preschool system and appropriate study-game
materials

•

To make the parents aware of the child's strengths and weaknesses
and to give proper feedback and to ensure them support

•

The feedback from evaluation helps the teacher to improve the preschool learning activity.

Assessment strategies
The realisation that their activities and games are being evaluated by the
teacher will definitely hinder the natural participation of the learners in the
activities. It is desirable to carry out the evaluation as part of the natural
process of activities.

How to Evaluate
a.

Observation : By observing the activities of the learners, (participation,
co-operation, sharing, helping, hygiene, food habits, various skills...)
the teacher can assess the learner.

b.

Informal talk : The teacher can evaluate the development of language,
knowledge, values, attitude, acquisition of ideas related to theme, etc.
through informal talk with the learners.
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c.

d.

e.

Evaluation of Portfolio (learning materials) : The teacher can
identify the level of learning of the learner in the development of
language, creative development, etc, through the evaluation of the
learning products constructed as part of pre-school learning activity.
Through the portfolio assessment, the level of the learner's psycho
motor domain can also be assessed.

Providing feedback in appropriate situations is also as important as
evaluation. Feedback aims at identifying the activities which the learners
find difficult to comprehend and complete, thereby giving support to them
to actively participate in the learning activities.

Evaluation of performance: By assessing the performance of the
learners (storytelling, songs, role play, puppetry and other
performances), the progress of the various developmental stages of
the learners can also be identified.

•

Through easy, thought provoking questions.

•

Through clear/specific hints.

•

By providing samples.

•

Through demonstration of activities by teachers/elders.

•

By presenting similar experiences.

Interview with the parents: The teacher can identify various activities
the learners do at homes (drawing, playing games, watching TV, food
habits, etc.) and the development of the learners in various
developmental areas by interacting with their parents. The process of
interaction with the parents is vital for the integration of evaluation.

The teacher has to complete the evaluation process considering
the concepts, developmental domains, skills of the learners in 3+,
4+ age group.
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How to give feedback in preschool?

Record
Teachers record the peculiarities, skills and limitations of learners. These
records are essential for identifying the progress of the learners at different
levels. Teacher can make use of easy and flexible formats.

Happy childhood and a delightful playschool
education is the right of the child
It is the right of the learner to have a happy childhood and a delightful play
school education. Parenting means the nurturing techniques of child
development through affection, nutrition, health care, safety, caring, hygiene,
daily routine, behaviour, values, etc. Along with the genetic characteristics,
parenting also influences the day-to-day development of the child. Parentage
means father, mother, relatives, neighbours, society at large and all others
who protect and nurture the child.
Preschool centres play a vital role in providing a helping hand to the parents
during infancy of their children. The preschool centres and the parents aim
at the overall development of children. Therefore, there should be mutual
trust and co-operation between the preschool and the family.

followed up at home also. Gandhiji has said that the home is also a school;
the parents are teachers.
Can there be a better teacher than a parent who satisfies the curiosity of the
child who understands everything gradually by seeing, hearing, tasting,
smelling and touching the things around him?

Significance of the involvement of parents
1.

Mother's lap is the first school of a child. Parents are the first teachers
and the best guides. So they should have an idea of how to bring up
the children with the proper outlook.

2.

The most important rights of the children are the rights to survival and
protection. Parents should be aware of this.

3.

The parents should have a general awareness of the physical, mental,
emotional and intellectual development process of the children in order
to fulfil their roles.

The parents should know what the school does for the learners. They should
also have awareness of the family background of the learners to plan the
individual motivational activities for them. The experience, love, care,
encouragement, support, etc, that the learners receive in their childhood
help them intervene fruitfully in society and to act with self confidence. The
experience and opportunities that the child gets in preschool should be
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4.

5.

6.

In order to identify such things, constant contact with the preschool
has to be maintained and there should be a congenial environment to
identify the cognitive development, the difficulties and hurdles faced
by the child.
Parents will be able to bring about an overall development in the child
only if they are able to identify the circumstances and activities that
take place in the preschool where the child is mentored and nurtured.

How far have you been able to be with them in these matters?
Are you a parent who loves and encourages your child and receives the
same in abundance?
What are the things that we can do to be a good parent who encourages the
child?

Ideas to be included in Parental Training

Parents would be given ample opportunities to understand the limitations
and problems that make their child different from the peer group in
preschool, to be able to provide enough involvement and help.

•

Identify the child's nature and the requirements for development

•

Get an idea of the required surroundings at home and preschool

Parents should be given opportunities for selfawareness and also to
correct themselves if they follow unscientific practices and wrong beliefs.

•

Gain awareness of preschool activities (theme, follow up activities),
child psychology

Children belonging to the preschool age long for the presence of their parents.
What things would they wish for at this age? Think about it.

•

Maintain healthy habits, of good food and cleanliness, and encourage
socialising

•

Be clear about the essential support to be given to the child

•

Gain awareness of child rights and the legal system

•

Get information about consideration towards children who are mentally
challenged

•

Identify the role of the parent in the process of continuously evaluating
the child and giving feedback

•

Understand the necessity of being a role model to the child.

7.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Play together
Dine together
Travel together
Sleep together
Tell stories and sing songs together
Make toys together
Draw pictures and add colour
Collect favourite things
Cut and paste favourite pictures
To dress them up beautyfully
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The teacher should ensure parental training bearing in mind there and similar
objectives, and create an effective training module.

We should be able to ensure expert sessions in certain areas (e.g. Child
Rights - Legal Rights)
'No one has become a parent solely by giving birth to children. We
become a father or mother when a child is born to us. But to become
a good parent we need training.' - Michael Stevenson
$

Please go through the training module, "Parental awareness programme,"
given below.

Parental Awareness Programme
Training Module
4. Factors like love, encouragement, acceptance, support, etc.
influence the child's overall development

Objectives
Enable the parent to involve effectively in every phase of a
child's development by gaining knowledge about the child
development in preschool the experiences to be acquired and
the parental support required
Aims
1. The experiences to be acquired during preschool in different child
development domains are important

5. In order to build up an effective preschool atmosphere and to
ensure quality preschool education, parental involvement is essential
Activities
Keep aside five or six papers of different colours (half the size of an A4 size
paper) for each person at the registration counter
Parents select a paper of their choice

2. Home and preschool should ensure the best study-play experiences
for each child during preschool, when cognitive development is
quite fast and time bound

Let everyone prepare a paper toy by folding or cutting the paper (pipe,
filter paper or origami)

3. The nutritious diet that a child gets during preschooling has an
impact on the growth and the activity potential of the child

Which is the toy made by most of the parents?

Display the toy in the specified area
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What could have been the reason for most of them creating this figure?

Consolidation

Why did you select paper of a particular colour? Which is your favourite
plaything on display? If you are given one more chance, which toy would
you make?

If you want to motivate the children, their physical as well as psychological
needs are to be considered. Affection, acceptance, success, security and
support are important when it comes to psychological needs.

Responses of the participants

If the child has to attain happiness after completing this, the family atmosphere
should be maintained as follows.

Discussion

Some important things to be communicated to the parents

Children are individually different. Their interests and abilities are
varied. Past experiences influence our activities. We have to
conclude that the children are able to evaluate their own products
and activities as well as those of their peers.

Parents complete the worksheet individually, considering their own belief
and occupation. (Worksheet-appendix 1)

Parenting refers to the methods of parental care which are to be imbibed by
the parents and to be taken care of by them. Along with the genetic traits,
parenting also influences the development of children. Parenting includes
the care given by father, mother, relatives, neighbours, society, and all others.
If we want to stimulate the development of the children, their psychological
needs along with their physical needs should be considered. Affection,
acceptance, success, security and self-discipline are important psychological
needs. If the child wants to attain happiness in completing his tasks, the
family atmosphere should be maintained as mentioned below.

Who has recorded all responses as 'Yes' or 'Correct'?

•

Happiness and unity in the family

If these are the desirable support mechanisms, then how can we improve as
guardians?

•

Respect for each other

•

Honesty and transparency

•

Love and care beyond compulsion

•

Patience and time making.

As parents, do you acknowledge your child's talents and abilities and
encourage them?
Presentation of the checklist.

Responses of the members.
Discussion, formation of ideas.
Teacher presents a picture drawn by a four year old boy.
Look at the picture. What can be said about the picture?
What can we tell the child to encourage his ability to draw? (structure,
colour, beauty, manner of drawing...).
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How should the parents behave to the children
• Should give love and affection to the children
• Should provide a suitable environment for healthy growth
• Do not criticise or blame children
• Do not compare them with other children
• Parents should not quarrel
• Forget their failures, encourage them to move forward
• Stay with the children to face their problems
• Fulfil their reasonable demands
• Be a role model and give instructions
• Create self confidence in the child
• Cooperate with the school.
Parent should know...
•
•
•
•
•

Children have well-defined levels of development and related traits
Integrated development is possible only if the parents understand the
different developmental domains
Apart from nurturing the natural development of the children, the
barriers to development should be recognised and overcome
Give opportunity to play, realising that the children learn a lot from
games
Do not impose adult learning methods for the development of
preschool children

•
•
•
•

Give adequate care for children who have special developmental needs
Don't be lured by advertisements of expensive preschools
Do not subject children to corporal or verbal punishment; do not
ignore them either
Give special attention to problem children to effect positive change
through scientifically diverse activities.

What can be done in preschool for ensuring the support of parents?
1.
2.

Visiting homes, survey of children, situation analysis, and feedback
Observation of growth, progress and improvement, sharing with
mothers, discussion (open house)
3. Mother PTA
4. Programmes related to arts at the school level, and anniversaries
5. National day celebrations and other events
6. Pleasure trips, nature study trips
7. PTA meetings
8. Parent empowerment classes, child care education (good parenting)
9. Medical checkups for the kids
10. Counselling for Parents
11. Health and nutrition classes.
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1.

Stories
slough. He was saved by the
deer. The king told the deer, "You
have been very good to me. I am
sorry that I tried to kill you." The King
never went for a hunt after that day.

The Fox's Trick

The King and the Deer
Once, a king went to a forest to hunt, along with his friends. They saw a
deer. Though the king shot an arrow, it missed and the deer escaped into
the forest. Leaving his friends the king followed the deer. He fell into a
slough marsh. His legs began to sink in the slough marsh. The king cried
aloud, "Please help me. Please." Who is there to listen? The deer heard the
cry. It went near the king and said, "Hold tight to my antlers (horns) and
come up." The king held the deer's antlers as instructed and came out of the

There lived a fox and a vixen in a forest.
One day the vixen had a great yearning
to eat fish. The fox went straight to the river. Two cats were fishing there.
The fox looked at the river without giving them any clue. The cats got a
plump fish. "We can divide this fish between us," One of the cats said. "I
caught the fish, so I should have the bigger portion "Not possible," said the
first cat. Thus they began to quarrel. The fox then said, "I will help you
divide it." The cats agreed.
The fox gave the tail end to one cat and the head to the other." I am taking
this piece as my wages for dividing this fish for you," he said. Then he ran
away with the big middle portion of the fish. Then only did the cats realise

that the fox had tricked them. "The problem was that we quarelled
unnecessarily" the cats realised.

Don't Trust the Enemy
Once, a shepherd came to a pasture to feed his sheep. At that time a wolf
came that way. The wolf came near the shepherd and the sheep. He didn't
attack the sheep for a long time. Moreover, he walked along with them as
a guard. The shepherd trusted the wolf who walked regularly along with the
sheep. One day the shepherd went on a long journey, leaving the sheep with
the wolf. In the absence of the shepherd the behaviour of the wolf changed.
He attacked the sheep and ate some of them. When the shepherd came
back, he found that some of the sheep were missing. The shepherd said to
himself, "What a fool am I to leave the sheep with the enemy!"

mouse that stood alone. The leader who expected this action moved
suddenly. The cat fell into the pit. The mice killed the cat throwing more
stones and thorns into the pit.

The King of the Birds

There were a lot of mice in a forest. Once, a monster cat came to the forest.

Once, the Goddess of the Forest decided to choose the King of Birds.
"Everyone must take a bath and come. I am going to select the most beautiful
bird as the king," the Goddess of the Forest said. All the birds went to the
river to take bath. The Crow thought, "I must become the king, but it is not
possible because of my black feathers." The Crow took some feathers that
he had taken from other birds and pasted them on its body with gum. Then
it went to the Goddess. Realising the crow's trick, the goddess smiled and
said, "Okay, you be the king". The other birds also understood the trick of
the crow. Then the goddess intervened and said, "It's the black colour that
makes you beautiful." The crow realised that one cannot fool others for a
long time.

He started to catch and eat the mice. Soon the number of mice began to
decrease. One day, a clever mouse came to the forest. He became the

Right and Wrong

leader of the mice. He said, "We can defeat the cruel cat only with our
wisdom." He thought of some tricks. All the others gathered on one side

Once, a fisherman prepared a trap in the river for catching fish. A number of
pickerels and a water snake were trapped in the net. On seeing the pickerels,

and the leader alone stood on the other side. They made a huge pit there
near the place where the leader stood and filled half of it with thorns and
stones. The cat who was standing above the hill saw the mice who were
together and the single mouse on the other side. The cat jumped at the

the water snake thought, "I can eat them." The water snake went to the fish
to eat them. But the fish joined together to bite the water snake. At that time
the water snake saw a frog outside the net. "See friend, they are biting me.
Is this right? "the water snake asked the frog. Hearing this the frog said

The Cat
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"Ha... ha... ha... when did you start looking for right and wrong? If fishes or
frogs go near you, you swallow them. Wasn't that your nature" Saying this,
the frog went away. The water snake felt ashamed.

The Clay Pot and the Brass Pot
Once there was a great flood in a village. The water level rose above all the
houses. All the utensils of the houses floated on the water. Among them
there was a clay pot and a brass pot. The brass pot said looking at the clay
pot, "We both are floating in water. Come close to me and float along with
me." The clay pot didn't say anything. "I shall take care that you don't come
to any harm," the brass pot said again. The clay pot still didn't say anything.
"Why don't you say something?" the brass pot asked. Then the clay pot
said "Thank you for your love. But it is dangerous to come close to you."
"Why?" the brass pot asked."If we come too close then we will collide.
Then I will be broken. I am the fragile one. It is better to keep away from
one who is stronger. Saying this, the clay pot floated away from the brass
pot.

Greed is Dangerous
Once there was a drought in a forest. All the trees dried up. The birds were
sad as they couldn't get any fruit. "There are fruits in the next village. We can
go there," the leader of the birds said. They flew to the next village. When
they reached the village the leader of the birds said, "Now each bird should
go in a particular direction. If you come across any fruit or grain, you should
inform the others too." Everyone agreed to this. They flew in different
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direction. There was a greedy bird in the group. There were a lot of grains
scattered on the ground along the route he took. "I need not tell this to
anyone. There is a lot for me to eat for many days," the bird thought. The
bird ate until its stomach was full. He didn't reveal the secret to anyone. "No
one should take this route. There is nothing here," the bird told the others.
The next day also the bird went to the place where he had found the grains.
But it didn't see a cart coming up while it was eating. His wing was injured
by the cart's wheel. He couldn't fly. When the other birds came in search of
it, they saw the grains and the bird lying on the ground unable to fly. The bird
was sad when he thought of his selfishness and of the helpful nature of the
other birds. The bird realised that happiness will come to us only if we share
what we have.

Am I Beautiful?
Once, two fish from two rivers came across each other. They were both
very arrogant. "You are good for nothing. I am beautiful," one fish said.
Hearing this, the other fish said," I am slim and much more beautiful than
you. "Hmm... who says so?" the other fish argued. So they quarrelled. At
that time they saw a crocodile resting on the bank. "Let us ask that crocodile,
which of us is more beautiful?" one fish said. The other fish agreed. They
went to the crocodile and asked him. The crocodile said "I am more beautiful
than you. Didn't you see my teeth?" Saying this crocodile jumped into the
water to catch the fish. The frightened fish swam and escaped quickly. "Hmm..

we fell into danger because we quarrelled," both the fish realized their
mistake.

Sukeshini's Thread
Sukeshini was in charge of a cotton farm. One day she took some cotton
and made thread. She went home after making many coils of thread and
putting them in her basket. After walking for some time, Sukeshini felt tired.
She sat under a tree and slept. At that time, a lady who had come that way
saw the thread in the basket. "If I take this and go away, no one will notice,"
she said and took the basket and walked away. Sukeshini woke up at once.
She went to the lady who stole the basket. "Give me my basket," Sukeshini
said, "this is mine." The other lady argued that it was hers. Finally, the dispute
was brought to the village chieftain. He enquired about the matter to both of
them. He asked the lady who stole the basket "On what was the thread
coiled around?" She said, "It was coiled around a pearl." Sukeshini said that
she had coiled it around a cotton seed. The village head uncoiled the ball of
thread and realised that it was wound around a cotton seed and he gave it
back to Sukeshini.

Mother Hen, the Farmer

They added manure. The plant grew and flowered. There were grains in
abundance. Mother hen and the chicks reaped the grain and made bread
with it and ate their fill.

The Shelter of Cleanliness
Dhamu was a farmer. One day he went to sow seeds in the field. After the
work Dhamu became very tired. Dhamu thought of taking rest before going
home. He sat down, tired, at the side of the field. Suddenly a fly flew up and
sat on his bald head. Dhamu lifted his hand to beat the fly. But he only got
the beating on his own head. Again the fly came and sat on his head. Dhamu
lifted his hand again to beat the fly. Again Dhamu got the beating on his own
head. Dhamu thought, "there is no reason in striking the fly, I should better
take a bath."

The Hare and the Tortoise
There was a proud hare somewhere. He used to make fun of others. He
pretended that he was a fast runner. One day the hare saw a tortoise. The
hare made fun of the tortoise, "You cannot run like me." Tortoise became
angry at the teasing. "Don't make fun of me. Let us run a race." On hearing
this, the hare started laughing. Then the hare agreed, "Okay, let us have the

Once, a mother hen was walking along a path. She was really hungry. It
searched everywhere and got a grain. When the mother hen started to eat
the grain, the grain cried and said, "Can't you plant me instead of eating me?
I will give you more grains."The mother hen thought for a while." I cannot
satisfy my hunger by eating this single grain. I could plant it. "Mother hen
took it home and planted it with the help of its chicks. They watered it daily.
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race tomorrow." So the next day the hare and the tortoise started the race.
The fox was the referee. The hare ran far ahead. "Why not take rest till the
tortoise comes," the hare thought. He sat under the next tree. A cool breeze.
The hare fell asleep. Tortoise walked slowly and went ahead. After some
time, the fox woke the hare up and said, "The tortoise is the winner." Hearing
this the hare was shocked. Quite ashamed, the hare left the place.

The Stork and the Fox

Obey the Elders

One day some hunters came to the forest. They understood that a stork and
a fox were living together. They started digging near the fox's burrow.

There were a lot of birds living in a tree in that forest. The leader was an old
kite. Some young birds didn't obey the kite because he was too old. Once,
there was a severe drought. All the trees dried up. All the ponds dried up.
"Wild fire may come at any time. Let us shift to the other side of the forest,"
the kite told the other birds. "We are not afraid. We will stay on this tree. If
you want, you can leave," the yellow bird and its friend told the kite.
"Then we are leaving." Saying this, the kite and the rest of the group flew to
the other side of the forest. The yellow bird made fun of them, "they are
scared." But the wild fire began to spread from the next day. "Ohh...Fire...
let us escape." The yellow bird and the friend somehow managed to fly to
the other side of the forest. The Kite and the others welcomed them. "Please
forgive us. We got the punishment for not listening to you though you are
older and more experienced," the yellow bird and its friend said.
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Once there lived a stork. One day, while the stork was standing on one leg,
a fox came that way. The stork stood on one leg because it was unable to
bear the cold. The stork asked the fox, "Fox, fox, can you accommodate
me too in your burrow? I will teach you how to fly." The fox agreed. They
both started living together in the fox's burrow.

Fox: "Stork, stork, what shall we do?"
Stork: "Eh, is this so difficult? I know about ten remedies."
The fox pestered the stork again and again. The hunters were approaching.
Then the stork said "I find only one remedy"
"Okay," the fox said. "Tell me what it is." The stork said "I will lie down as if
I'm dead. When the hunters take me and examine whether I am dead or
not, you should run away. Then I will escape when they come after you."
The fox thought it was a good trick.
The stork lay down on the doorstep like dead. The hunters were surprised
when they saw the dead stork. "The fox has killed the stork. This is news,
indeed."

The fox took to its heels without delay. The stork also flew away.

Fox: "Be it so. I will give you half of whatever I get"

Ho! Ho! Fox called.

The Bear was happy. The Fox would do all farming. The Bear could sit at
home without doing anything. Moreover he would get half the produce.
Plenty of food.

Ho! Ho! Stork answered.
They both came together. Then the fox said, "You should teach me to fly.
You had promised me you would."
"Okay, okay," the stork said, "Climb on to my back"
The fox climbed on the stork's back. The stork flew for some distance. It
flew high and dropped the fox. Fox fell down, but escaped without any
injuries.
"How was the flight?" the stork enquired.
"It was good fun indeed," the fox said. "Climb on my back once again" the
stork said.
Stork flew to a greater height.
The fox was also asked to fly higher. How could the fox fly? The fox tried to
fly with its front legs but it fell down.
"How was the flight" the stork asked.
The fox ran away without giving an answer.

The Fox and the Bear

When the fox came with a shovel and pickaxe, the bear said "Farming is
good. But, this time the yield above the ground will be mine and the yield
under it will be yours." The fox agreed. The Fox dug a pit and planted
elephant yams. The yam grows under the earth. When the harvest was
ready, the fox gave the stem and leaves of the yam to the bear as agreed
and took the big yam home. The Bear became angry. "The Fox is a cheat.
He made me a fool. No matter. I will teach him a lesson next time." When
the fox came with shovel and pickaxe the next day, the bear roared. "Fox,
don't play your tricks. This time you should give the portion under the ground
to me. The leaves and the other things above the ground are yours." The fox
agreed.
The Fox dug a pit and planted a banana tree. The bear stood and watched,
the fox digging the pit and manuring it. At the time of the harvest, the fox
took the leaves and the bunch of bananas. That was the agreement! The
root was given to the bear. The bear didn't get any bananas. The Bear
learned his lesson.
Don't be greedy for the fruits of the labour of others.

Once, a fox went to a bear that was farming in the kitchen garden and said
"Brother bear, I wish to do some farming in this kitchen garden"
Bear: "Dear fox, that is a good idea. But I must get a share of whatever you
plant."
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The Fly who Ploughed the Field
One day, a man went to plough with his bulls. A fly sat on the back of a bull.
It asked the bull: Where are you going?

grain from your collection? I'm really hungry." The ants stood there. They
asked the grasshopper, "Didn't you collect food in the summer? Didn't you
know that rain would come after summer? What were you doing in summer?"

Bull: I am going to plough

"Friends, I was singing and enjoying myself," the grasshopper said.

Fly: What is it for?

"That's it? Then you can go and dance now." The ants went away, leaving
him alone.

Bull: The seeds are to be sown after the ploughing of the field. After the
sowing, rice plants will grow. They will flower. There will be a lot of grain.
That will be used to prepare rice.
He returned after ploughing for the whole day. This fly sat on the horn of the
bull.
So when another fly came to them, it asked, "Where have you been?"
The fly that was sitting on the bull's horns, said proudly:
"Can't you see? I have been ploughing."
The second fly laughed aloud. Then it said, "Don't say that you ploughed, I
know that the bulls ploughed. If you look at them, you will know it! I always
knew that you are very talkative; I haven't seen so far you ploughing."

Those who toil alone will be rewarded
A penny saved in a penny earned

The Frogs in the Milk
There were two funny frogs. One day they fell into a
vessel of milk, while playing near it. The first frog said,
"Friend, we cannot escape from here. We will die."
The second frog said, "we should face any difficult situation. We will have to
find a way out.'' So they floated along striking out with their legs and hands.
After some time, butter was formed. The frogs leaped out and escaped,
stepping on the hard butter.

The Mouse and the Frog

The fly realised its folly.

The Grasshopper and the Ants
The rainy season came after the summer. A grasshopper was sitting on the
grass, soaked in rain. It saw the ants entering their nest line by line.
Grasshopper went to the ants and asked, "Ants, can you give me some
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A mouse and a frog were neighbours. One day they quarrelled over the
right of way. Mouse said that the way to its house was being used by the
frog. Frog responded saying that the mouse was using the frog's path. They

picked a quarrel. They would fight if they looked at each other. They would
attack each other on sight. Some days went by like this. At last they came
for a final battle in an open area. Each of them had a stick in their hands. A
vulture that was hovering above saw them. It swooped down, took both of
them and flew away.

The Death of the Mice
There was a big house in a large plot of land covered with trees. There was
a mongoose on one side and a snake on the other side of it. There were a
lot of mice in several holes. The mice lived in great difficulty. The reason
was that if they got outside, they had to face two enemies - the mangoose
and the snake. In course of time the mongoose and the snake fought against
each other. The mongoose jumped and bit the snake and the snake also bit

back. They stopped fighting when they saw that the mice had come outside
making use of the opportunity. They both were hungry. They ate a lot of
mice.

The Tree and the Travellers
Once, two travellers were going along a dusty road. There were no trees,
for shade. The sun's rays were very harsh. The travellers were tired. At that
time, they saw a tree with thick leaves and branches. They sat under the
shadow of the tree and rested. When they got over their tiredness one of
them said, "The tree does not have fruits. Useless tree. It would be better to
cut it down." On hearing this, the tree became angry and sad, "Thankless
man! You sat under my shade and got over your tiredness, and now you say
that I am useless? Go away at once."
Thanklessness will invite anger
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2. A Rainbow in Water

3. Science Activities/Experiments

Things needed
Steps to do

•
•
•
•

Things needed

:

Steps to do

•
•
•
•

1. Let it Rain/Magic Rain
Things needed
Steps to do

: Empty milk powder tin/plastic bottle, small nails,
hammer, bucket, water
• Children put holes under the tin/plastic bottle
• The tin/bottle is immersed in the bucket filled
with water. The tin/bottle is closed with the lid/
your hand and is raised
• When the lid/your hand is suddenly removed,
you will see the water coming out from the tin/
bottle (You can also put a small hole in the lid of
the tin/bottle and close the opening to see the
same thing happening.)

Oil in a flat plate
All children may take some water in a flat plate
Place two drops of oil on the water in the plate
When placed in the sun, you can see a rainbow
in the plate
Plastic mug/a mineral water bottle cut into half,
soap powder, water
Let each child take half a mug of water
Put a teaspoon of soap powder into it.
Lather it well
You can also do it by lathering the soap on your
hand if mugs are not available

3. A Rainbow on the wall
Things needed
Steps to do
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: Plate, water, mirror (with a plastic frame)
• Let the children form pairs or groups of three
• Each group is given a plate with some water
and a mirror
• The plate is placed in the sun and the mirror
which is half immersed in water is adjusted so
that the image from the mirror falls on the wall
• We can see a rainbow in the image formed on
the wall

4. Will it sink or float?
Things needed
Steps to do

:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

A big basin, water, vegetables, grains
Place a bucket filled with water on a stool in
the middle of the class
Let the children pick either a vegetable or a
grain from the vegetables and grains placed
on top of the table
The children have to say out the names of the
vegetables or grains they have at hand and also
have to guess whether the thing they have will
sink or float
Each child comes forward and puts the thing
he/she has at hand into the basin filled with
water and relates what happens with what he/
she has guessed
Teacher enlists the items that will float and sink
in a tabular form on the blackboard
After enlisting the items she totals how many
of the items sink and how many of them float
On final discussions and elicitations the group
decides on which of these counts up to be the
most and which is the least

•
•
•
•
New Colours
Things needed

:

Steps to do

•
•
•
•
•

5. Where did the sugar and salt go?
Things needed

:

Steps to do

•
•

Containers, water, spoons, salt, sugar, soil,
pebble, beads, nuts of tamarind
Containers partially filled with water are placed
with a spoon in each
Children put separate items into each of the
containers (salt, sugar, soil, pebble, beads, nuts
of tamarind)

Things needed
Steps to do
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:
•

Children stir the water with the spoon
After sometime, the children are asked to
observe what happens
What happened to the salt and sugar?
Discussion ensues
Soluble substances - insoluble substances consolidation
Poster colour/water colour, glass tumblers/cut
halves of plastic bottles, some water, 50ml
spoon, small plate
Take three plates with water and mix red, blue
and yellow colours in each
Using a spoon pour in one spoon each of red
and yellow liquid into a bottle
Observe the changes and report
Mix other colours two at a time and report the
changes
What happens when all the three colours are
mixed? Let them do it and answer
Red + Blue = Violet
Blue + Yellow= Green
Yellow + Red = Orange
(It is necessary to complete the table.)
Turmeric powder, soap
The children lather the soap in their hands

•
•
Things needed

:

Steps to do

•
•
•
•

Things needed

:

Steps to do

•

•

A pinch of turmeric powder is put on the
children's hands
When the soap is again lathered, they are asked
to observe the colour change and report it
Hydrated lime water, glass, turmeric powder,
spoon
The children form pairs
A glass of hydrated lime water and a spoon of
turmeric powder are given to each group
The turmeric powder is put into the glass and
stirred
The change in colour is to be observed and
reported
Paper, tender leaves of teak, tender leaves of
other trees
The children draw pictures by rubbing the
tender leaves of teak on a paper. Children are
asked to observe the colour and to report

Things needed
Steps to do

7. A handkerchief that doesn't get wet
Things needed
Steps to do

Pictures are drawn using other leaves too. The
colours are discussed

6. The wonder of wax pictures
Things needed
Steps to do

• More colours are used. The change in colour
is noted
: White chart paper, candle, a hibiscus flower, a
small lemon
• The chart paper is cut in the form and shape of
a greetings card
• Draw pictures on the chart paper using candles
• The card is now rubbed with a hibiscus flower
• The children dip their fingers in a cut lemon
and the fingers are rubbed on the area earlier
touched with hibiscus flower. They observe the
change in colour
: Glass, handkerchief, bucket and water
• Children push the handkerchief into the bottom
of the glass
• The glass is turned upside down and immersed
in water
• The glass is taken out and the handkerchief is
touched by the children
• Let all children do it

8. The power of wind

: White chart paper, candle, water colour, pieces
of sponge
• The white chart paper is cut in the size of a
greetings card
• A picture is drawn on the chart paper using a
candle
• Children colour the candle picture using a
sponge immersed in water colour
• The candle picture drawn on the card becomes
clearer

Things needed
Steps to do
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: Balloon, bobbin, rubber band, paper ball
• The balloon is fastened on to the bobbin with
a rubber band. (Teacher)
• The children practise blowing, the balloon
through the bobbin
• A paper ball is placed on the ground
Each child tries to move the ball the farthest,
blowing balloon

• The child who has moved the paper ball the
farthest is declared the winner

9. Let's immerse the plastic container
Things needed
Steps to do

: A small plastic container, some pebbles, bucket
filled with water
• The plastic container is placed on the water. It
floats
• What should be done to immerse it in water? discussion
• We should put pebbles in it - each child is
handed a piece of pebbles. The children
observe the changes when the plastic container
in the water fills up with stones
• When did the plastic bottle completely sink in
the water?

10. Let's fill the glass with water
Things needed
Steps to do

:
•
•
•
•

Bucket, water, glass
Place a bucket of water on a stool
Let children stand around it with 4 or 5 glasses.
Hand a mason pipe to each
The mason pipe is put in the bucket and the
children sit on the ground and suck the mason
pipe to fill the glass with water

11. Can we put the paper inside the bottle?
Things needed
Steps to do

: Plastic bottle, paper
• Place the plastic bottle horizontally on a table.
• Stick a piece of paper at the opening of the
bottle
• Try to blow at the opening of the bottle to put
the paper inside the bottle

12. The balloon rises
Things needed

: Plastic bottle, balloon, rubber band, bucket,
water

Instrument needed

: Knife

How to make:
1.

Take a plastic bottle. Cut and separate the lower end of the bottle

2.

Remove the lid and tie a balloon at its opening covering the area.

How it works:
1.

Lower the bottle in water. What do you see? Doesn't the balloon
blow up?

2.

Tie a thread around the neck of the balloon (i.e. just above the lid of
the bottle) and take the bottle out of the water

3.

Again immerse the bottle in the water and remove the knot. What
do you see?
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2. Let's clap and sing

4. Various Games

Teacher sings the song. Children clap their hands. After this, the
children clap their hands and sing the song.
Im‰Øp tIfp-t]mbn
ssI c≠p ap´n Iq´p-Imtc (xx - clapping hands twice)
agbØp tIfp-t]mbn
ssI c≠p ap´n Iq´p-Imtc (xx - clapping hands twice)
Im‰pw agbpw H∂n-®t- ∏mƒ
ssIsb{X ap´n tIfp-th-´≥ (xxxx - clapping hands four times)

3. Friends

1. Let's sing and play
The children stand in a circle. The teacher sings together with the children
and they play.
Ccn-°pt∂ Rßƒ Ccn-°p-t∂,
Ccn-°pt∂ Rßƒ Ccn-°p-t∂,
Ccn-°pt∂ Rßƒ Ccn-°p-t∂,
Ccp-∂n-cp∂v Ifn-°pt∂

Divide the class into four groups.
1.

Little chicks

2.

Baby crows

3.

Puppies

4.

Kittens

\n¬°pt∂ Rßƒ \n¬°pt∂ (3)
\n∂n-SØp \n¬°pt∂
\S-°pt∂ Rßƒ \S-°pt∂ (3)
\S \S \S \S-°pt∂!
HmSpt∂ Rßƒ HmSp-t∂..(3)

Teacher sits in the front.

HmSn HmSn Ifn-°pt∂
NmSpt∂ Rßƒ NmSpt∂ (3)

Teacher says :

Teacher says :

Let the little chicks come to the front.
Then, children of group 1 come to the front and then move
back making the sound of little chicks as they do so.
Let the baby crows come to the front.
Then, children of group 2 come to the front making
the sound of baby crows and move back.

NmSn-®mSn Ifn-°p-t∂.
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Teacher says:

The third group cries Bow.....bow....bow...bow...puppies
(2).
Let the kittens come to the front.
Mew....mew...mew....mew....kittens (2)

4. Festivity
Things needed

:

Toy drums, whistles, etc.

5. Boat Race
Things needed : Things needed PVC pipe of 1 metre length, with top
portion cut and removed horizontally, with both ends of
the pipes closed, so that it holds water. Two pieces of
thermocol, paper boat... water
Activity

•

Ask the children to bring all the sound making instruments which they
have with them to the class

•
•
•

•

The children stand in circles with their drums or flutes or horns. (Those
with similar instruments stand together)

•

The teacher stands in the centre of the circle. When she raises her
hand, the children have to make sounds with the instruments. When
she lowers her hand, they stop making sounds

6. Friends from the forest

After two or three times, the children may be asked to make sounds
in a rhythmic manner

Activity

Activity

•

•

The PVC pipe is filled with water and placed in the class
Small boats are made with thermocol and paper
Two children blow the thermocol-paper boats so that they travel from
one end of the pipe to the other
The boat that comes first is the winner. All children participate in the
game

Things needed
•

Second stage
•

Children with the same type of instruments are made to stand in one
corner of the class

•

•

When the teacher points with her finger to the children in a particular
corner, they start making sounds with their instruments

•
•

•

When the teacher raises her hand and points to another group, they
start to make sounds with the instruments they have

•

The activity is carried out in such a way that each group gets at least
2 or 3 turns

: Face masks, forest/some other curtain

One end of the class is made to appear like a forest by placing tree
branches, or some sort of a curtain is placed.
Face masks of the animals are kept ready to suit the number of children
in the class.
The children stand hiding in the forest area.
Teacher makes the sound of a particular animal. The child recognises
the sound of the animal, wears the mask of the animal, makes a similar
sound and comes out of the forest, and then returns.

Games/Activities
The teacher makes sounds according to the variety of the face masks made.
The children jump out of the forest imitating the sound they have just heard.
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7. Let's button the shirt

9. Fruit shop

Things needed : Hanger, two shirts

Things needed: Pictures of fruits/puppets/face masks

Activity

Activity

•

At one end of the classroom, two shirts are hung on hangers with
only the top buttons done.

•

•

Let two children stand at the other end.

Children are handed either pictures or puppets or masks of fruits like
mango, jackfruit, orange, apple, banana, etc. They are asked to stand
at the rear of the class in a single line.

•

When the teacher instructs, the children run to the hangers to button
up the shirts.

•

Teacher says, 'Let apple come.'

•

The child with the apple puppet/picture/mask comes forward jumping
and shouting loudly 'Here comes apple!' and raises the puppet/picture/
mask above his head.

•

The game continues as the teacher calls out the names of the other
fruits.

•

The game can be repeated two or three times and after that the pictures
or puppets or masks are placed on top of the table.

8. Crow - 'fly-fly'

•

The children are made to stand in a circle.

Activity

•

Teacher says, 'Mango, touch the ear of lemon and go!'

•

The children stand in a line. The teacher says aloud - "Crow fly-fly".

•

•

If the name of a bird has been said, the children have to run around
with their arms open (as if flapping the wings) crying fly-fly.

The child who had picked mango touches the ear of the child who
had picked lemon and walks away.

•

The other children say whether it was right or wrong.

•

The child who buttons the shirt first is the winner.

•

The activity may be continued till each child gets a chance.

(For children who have found it difficult to button up the shirts, give them a
mixture of rice and green gram. Give them time to separate the items. This
activity helps in the development of fine motor skills in children.

•

If the teacher says the name of an animal which does not fly, for e.g.
'cow - fly fly', the children need not move.

•

Children who go wrong are out of the game. The remaining ones are
announced the winners.

•

The game is repeated many times.
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10. The right hand - left hand game
Activity
•

The teacher and the children stand in a single line.

•

The teacher lifts her right hand and says 'Lift your right hand'. The
children do the same.

•

The teacher folds the right hand. The children do the same. She then
asks the children to stretch their right hand. The children do as said.

•

Then the teacher says 'Lift your left hand'. Then she says, 'Fold your
left hand, stretch your left hand'. The teacher and children do so.

•

After this, the teacher and children together say and do the activity.

•

The game progresses with a song.

•

The teacher sings. The children perform.

•

The teacher and children together sing and perform.

The song
Lift your right hand, Fold your right hand, Stretch your right
hand,
Turn around, jump on your toes.
Lift your left hand, fold your left hand, stretch your left hand,
Turn around, jump on your toes.

•

Children run around crying out 'Oh! Here comes the tiger!' The child
touches another child. He becomes the next animal.

•

The game continues.

12. Clap your hands and play
Activity
•

Let the children stand in a circle.

•

The children should sing in response to the song sung by the teacher.
Teacher: Touch your legs and clap your hands.

11. Oh! Here comes the tiger!

Children touch their legs and sing in return 'Touched our legs and
clapped our hands'

Activity
•

Children stand in different places in the class.

•

The teacher comes out from behind the table making the sound of an
elephant (a sound that is familiar to the children).

•

Children cry out 'Oh! Here comes the elephant!' and runs away.

•

Teacher goes and touches a child. That child goes over to the table
and comes out from behind the table making the sound of a tiger.

Teacher : Touch your knees and clap your hands
Children : 'Touched our knees and clapped our hands'
After this - stomach, chest, lips, nose, ear, eyes, head etc., are
mentioned and sung.
And finally,
All together jump and clap your hands.
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•

Once all the children have learned the song, the teacher and the children
form a train and run zig zag in and out of the circle singing the song.
When the song is over, the next child is touched.

•

The child touched becomes a part of the train and the three or four
together sing along and move on. The game continues till all children
get to be part of the train.

14. The straw stick
Things needed : A straw stick
Activity
Children jump together and clap their hands
Teacher claps her hand on either sides.
Children clap their hands on either sides.

13. Train game

•

Each child is given 5 straws.

•

The children arrange the straws as a stick by placing one inside the
other.

•

Whoever completes the game first is declared the winner.
(You can make a train compartment using match boxes too).

Activity
•

The children stand in a circle. A space to allow two children to pass
through them is left.

•

The teacher and a child should stand in the centre of the circle. They
sing
Iq Iq Iq Iq Xoh≠n
IqIn∏mbpw Xoh≠n
IpNp IpNp IpNp IpNp Xoh≠n
IpNp IpNp IpNp IpNp Xoh≠n
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2/7 Maths Games
'Today I will sing to you a song. Everyone should sing it with me. Whatever
gestures I show, you will have to copy too.' Beena teacher began to sing.
Ht∂ Ht∂ H∂t√m
IpSbv°v Imev H∂t√m
ct≠ ct≠ c≠t√m
tImgn°v Imev c≠t√m
aqt∂ aqt∂ aq∂t√m
tXßbv°p IÆ-Iƒ aq∂t√m

You must have already told the children about the story of the thirsty crow
and how it drank water from the pot. Now, we will retell the story by including
certain mathematical concepts in it. What all changes/additions must be added
to the story?
A crow was sitting on the branch of a tree. It was very thirsty. It saw a large
pot filled with little water. The crow got an idea. It picked the stones lying
nearby. One....two....three....four.....five...... It put the stones one by one
into the pot. Its thirst was quenched. It flew away happily crying
'caaa.......caaa.....'.

\mte \mte \met√m
]q®bv°v Imep-Iƒ \met√m
At© At© A©t√m
sX®n-°n-X-fp-Iƒ A©t√m

As the teacher sings, she shows the corresponding pictures. When the
numbers are said, she raises her fingers showing the numbers sung. The
children also perform the same.
Such activities that focus on mathematical knowledge are common in preprimary classes. What previous knowledge does a pre-primary learner have
with respect to mathematical facts? Some of the basic know-how include
concepts like big, small, near, far, less, more, etc. Let us plan activities
keeping these concepts in view. There are slots in stories, songs, picture
drawing, games and making things that can be used to improve mathematical
skills.

Will there not be such situations in other stories too? We should be able to
include such events in stories that are realistic and are likely to happen.
There are many activities that can be done by the children in association
with 'Home' as the theme.
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We can give instructions to help acquire mathematical skills through activities
like draw and colour a house, cut a paper in the form of a house and paste
it, etc.

Aren't there situations for making clear concepts such as a glass of water, a
cup of water, two buckets of water, etc? Moreover, every child would love
to try his hand at cooking.

You may give instructions like 'give the same colour to the two windows,
draw a door, draw a long step, draw a big house, a small house, the shape
and size of the windows and the door, a tall house, a short house, etc'. Look
how many opportunities are there for us!

Let us make a salad today. What are the things we need to make a salad?
Onion, tomato, salt and curd. Let's first slice two onions into small pieces.
Next, we will slice three tomatoes into small pieces. To this, we will add a
spoon of salt. We will mix these three with a glass of curd. Our salad is
ready!

Let all of them draw a big house first. Ask them to draw a house smaller
than what they have drawn. Once they have finished, ask them to draw
again a house smaller than the two they have already drawn. Won't such
activities challenge and generate interest in the children?
Another interesting game is arranging of cut-outs of already prepared houses
either in ascending or descending order of size.
We can consider the kitchen as a sub-theme of a house. There are a lot of
opportunities to generate mathematical skills in the theme "kitchen". These
can include the number of plates, the sizes and shapes of vessels, the act of
cooking, etc.

We can help our children in making the salad by giving such small and simple
instructions.
Cooking is an area where the concepts of measurements and numbers can
be made use of effectively without any artificiality.
Activities of forming groups, and separating items, can also be undertaken
Real fruits and vegetables or models of fruits and vegetables or even pictures
of fruits and vegetables may be given with instructions to group them. Children
can be asked to group together a set of apples, a set of cucumbers, etc. We
can also ask questions like, 'Which of these sets is bigger? Which is smaller?'
Children should be made to answer these questions.
This can be carried out as a game too. On top of the table, a scooter bag is
placed. You can ask the children to show an object smaller than this. The
children do as directed.
We can direct the children to close observation of things and objects by
asking questions like, 'Find out objects smaller than this. Objects still smaller?'
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Children will definitely enjoy such games and this promote will an aptitude
for learning maths.

What are the other possibilities?
Leaves may be given to be arranged either in ascending or descending order
according to size as soon as a whistle is blown.
Ask one child to draw a circle. Let his friend draw a circle smaller to the
one drawn. How many times can you circles smaller than the ones previously
drawn?
It is necessary to incorporate activities and situations that help in the
unconscious gaining of mathematical skills.
Concepts relating to distance and qualities are pre mathematical skills.
Near - far, above - below...
Concepts like 'a big thing, a small thing, a big box, a small box, a long one,
a small one, etc.' all relate to qualitative skills in maths.
Which of the various stages in ELPS should be considered in the learning
mathematics in pre-primary classes?
E - Experience
L - Language
P - Picture
S - Symbol
The first three stages should be considered in pre-primary classes and the
fourth stage may come later.
It is necessary to provide experiences to children on the basis of previously
acquired knowledge. Simple mathematical language can be used for this.
Games like matching pictures with objects can be used. (e.g. 5 flowers - 4
birds) It is essential that mathematical concepts are developed in a systematic
and progressive manner through these stages.

5. Making of objects
1.

Peacock

Things needed : Thick paper, pencil, crayons, sketch pens

How to make
1.

Take a thick square paper.

2.

Fold the paper inside along the dotted lines.

3.

Fold the paper as shown in the picture.

4.

The pointed end in the front becomes the head.

5.

Colour it. Your peacock is ready!

2.

Paper Whale

Things needed : Thick paper, pencil, crayons, sketch pens
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Instrument needed : Scissors
How to make
1.
Take a thick square paper. Fold the paper inside along the dotted
lines.
2.

The dotted pointed front end of the paper must be folded down.

3.

Take the two ends of the folded paper and fold them together along
the line drawn. This will make the body of the whale.

4.

When you fold backwards the pointed end of the paper, it will make
the tail of the whale.

5.

Draw the eyes and mouth of the whale using a pencil. Colour it and
your whale is ready!

3.

Paper penguin

Things needed : Paper, sketch pens, glue
How to make
1.
Take a piece of square paper. Fold the paper as shown in the picture.
2.

Fold the paper through the line drawn in the middle. Fold the upper
end and make it a penguin head.

3.

Open the fold in the middle and fold the lower end of the paper to
make the legs as shown in the picture.

4.

Draw the eyes. Colour it.

4.

Sewing Machine

Things needed

: Small coconut nut-1, leaf-1, coconut palm leaf
spines (eerkil)-20 cms-2 nos., 30 cm-1, 15 cm-1.

How to make

1.
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Take the 30 cm long coconut palm leaf spine and place it in a curved
position on the baby coconut (as shown in the picture).

2.

Place the 15 cm long coconut palm leaf spine in the middle of the
small coconut bud as shown in the figure.

3.

Place the leaf on top of the 15cm long coconut palm leaf spine. Slide
the two 20 cms long coconut spine under the longest curved spine.
Let the two 20 cms long spines pass through the top of the leaf and
bring it to the other end of the 30 cm long spine.

4.

Hold both the 20 cms long spines and turn the baby coconut around
it. Don't you hear the sound of a sewing machine? Check out whether
there are any tailoring marks on the leaf.

5.

Hat

Things needed
: Paper ribbon, Thick paper, colour pencil, glue
Instruments needed : Scissors
How to make
1.
The paper ribbon is pasted according to the size of the children's
heads (round).
2.

The children draw the outline of their palms on the thick paper. The
outline is cut out.

3.

The outline and the hat are coloured.

4.

The cut outs of the palms are stuck
on the two sides of the hat.

6.

Tortoise

Things needed
: Cardboard/shirt box, colour
Instruments needed : Scissors/paper cutter, glue
How to make
•
Cut out the body parts of the tortoise on a card board - an elongated
circle -1, legs -4, head -1, tail -1. Colour the parts. Eyes and the
mouth are drawn and added.
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•

4.

Open the cut area as shown in the picture.

The sky spin - top

5.

Throw your spin-top on to the sky!

Things needed
:
Cover page of magazines, glue
Instruments needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Cut the paper into a square with sides of 15 cms.

Paper fan

2.
3.

To the body of the tortoise, the legs, head and tail are stuck on.

Fold the cut paper in the form of a cone. Paste the tapered end with
glue. The top broad end of the cone must be cut uniformly.
In the open area, make parallel cuts of length 5 cms followed by 1 cm
along the paper spacing 1 cm in between as shown in the figure.
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Things needed
:
Paper, glue
Instruments needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Take three paper ribbons of 15 cms length and 1.5 cms breadth.
2.

Fold each of the three paper ribbons into half.

3.

The open end of each of the ribbons should be made to go through
the folded end of the other paper.

4.

Till a triangle is formed in the centre, tighten the open ends of the
papers gently.

5.
6.

Take another paper, make a paper cone and stick it in such a way
that space to allow a finger to enter is left.
Wear the paper cone on your finger and on the pointed end of it
place the paper fan. Now run with it and see what happens!

A Paper fan
Things needed
: Square paper, ball pins, rubber pencil, glue
Instruments needed: Scissors
How to make
1.
Fold the square paper diagonally so that the corners meet.
2.

Cut half the paper along the lines from the corners to the centre.

3.

Paste the three pointed ends of the triangles as shown in the picture.

4.

Let the sharp point of the pin rest on the rubber pencil.

5.

Now, hold the pencil and run and see what happens!

A fish that swims in air!
Things needed
: 20 cm. Paper strips, sketch pens
Instrument needed : Scissors
How to make
1.
Take a paper strip of 20 cms length and 3 cms breadth.
2.

Allow a ball pin to pass from the top to the bottom
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Make two cuts at a distance of 5 cms. from both the ends of the
paper strip.

3.

Fold the paper in such a way that the paper ends enter each cut.

Paper whistle

4.

Draw the mouth, eyes and fins of the fish using sketch pens.

5.

Your fish is ready.

6.

Raise it above your head and allow it to fall down.

Things needed
:
10 x 5 cm paper
Instrument needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Fold a paper 10cms in length and 5 cms in breadth into two.

Helicopter
Things needed
:
10 x 3 cm paper strips
Instruments needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Take a paper strip 10 cms long and 3 cms wide.

2.

In the middle of the fold, cut a small circle using scissors.

3.

Fold the open ends of the paper outwards.

4.

Place the paper whistle between your hands and blow out air through
the hole in the paper.

2.

Fold the paper strip at the middle lengthwise.

Flying butterfly

3.

Using scissors, cut along the middle line, a bit longer than half the
length of the strip.

4.

Fold the paper in such a way that the ends of the paper fold inwards
when the paper strip is placed vertically. The paper strips by now
gain the shape of a cricket bat.

Things needed
:
10 x 5 cm thick paper
Instrument needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Fold the 10cm square paper diagonally as shown in the figure.

5.

Make two or three small upward folds at the ends of the paper folded
inwards. Use a pair of scissors to cut through the middle of the broad
end of the paper. You may cut up to 1 cm of the handle of the bat.

6.

Fold the two cut ends on either side in the form of the letter 'T'. Your
helicopter is ready.
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2.

Draw the picture of a butterfly on the paper.

Bed

3.

Place the paper butterfly on the floor. Slightly fold the ends that touch
the ground to raise it. Blow gently from behind.... can't you see your
butterfly flying!

Things needed
Instrument needed

:
:

Square paper
Scissors

How to make

Paper Cracker

1.

Fold the square paper inwards from the two sides in an equal manner.

Things needed
: 20 x 30 cm paper, ruler, pencil
How to make
1.
Take a paper 20cm in length and 30 cm in breadth. Draw six equal
lines in the broad side of the paper. Fold four such lines one above
the other.

2.

From the top fold downwards in 2/3 cms breadth and then open.

3.

Cut one end of the rectangle that is formed by these folds.

4.

Fold the cut end backwards.

5.

Now fold both the ends backwards as shown in the picture.

6.

Now place the folded ends below and raise the upper ends. Your
bed is ready.

2.

Let the folded end come to the front and now fold the paper into half.

3.

Bring the lower end of the right side of the paper inside. Then we will
get two cones.

4.

Hold the two ends of the left side of the paper
between the index finger and the thumb and
wave it fast.

5.

Tup! With this sound the cones disappear.

Crown
Things needed
: Square paper, glue
How to make
1.
Fold the square paper diagonally meeting the two cones.
2.

Again fold it into half and draw a line in the middle.

3.

Fold the pointed ends in such a way that the folded ends pass over
the middle line.

4.

Fold the lower two cones upwards (if needed, you can glue it).

5.

Open the lower end and you can wear your crown.
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Puppy

1.

Cut the rectangular piece of paper into two.

Things needed
:
Paper, square
How to make
1.
Fold the square paper diagonally along the cones in half.
2.
From the open lower end, fold a paper upward and place one half of
the folded paper before you.
3.
Fold the remaining paper piece backwards.
4.
Fold the square paper diagonally along the cones.

2.

From this make a triangle and cut the remaining triangle into two.

3.

Paste the smaller triangle on the lower end of the bigger triangle.

4.

Draw the eyes, body, tail, etc. of the fish and colour it.

5.

Cut the remaining small triangle into two and paste the cut ends on
either side of the fish.

5.

Draw eyes on the face of your puppy. Your pup is ready!

Boat
Things needed
:
Rectangular paper, glue, paper
Instrument needed
:
Scissors/paper cutter
How to make
1.
Fold the rectangular piece of paper along the cones into two. Cut the
two parts.
2.

Take a piece of cut paper and fold the paper in such a way that the
cone end of the paper is folded and shows out.

3.

Paste it on a paper, downward. You can colour your boat.

Fish
Things needed
Instrument needed
How to make

:
:

Rectangular paper, glue, paper
Scissors/paper cutter
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Beautiful fish
Things needed
:
Paper/small paper plate, glue, colour
Instrument needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Cut a small triangular piece of paper from a circular sheet of paper.
2.

Paste the cut portion on the back side to form the tail.

3.

Draw the eyes and the body. Your fish is ready.

Rabbit mask

2.

Hold the folded ends together and fold it in the middle.

Things needed
:
Paper/small paper plate, thread, colour
Instrument needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Cut two circular pieces from the paper.

3.

Paste glue in the folded end.

4.

Open the outer end and stick it along the ends of the stick. Your hand
fan is ready.

2.

Cut the second circle into two.

3.

On top of the circle, the cut halves are pasted to form the ears of the
rabbit.

4.

The two ends are tied with a thread.

5.

Eyes and nose are drawn to the picture.

Paper flower
Things needed
: Magazine paper, glue, pencil / stick
Instrument needed : Scissors
How to make
1.
Cut the colour page from the magazine into two.
2.

On one side of the paper draw vertical lines and cut along the lines
drawn.

3.

Paste glue on the lower end of the paper. Stick and roll it either on a
pencil or a stick.

4.

Open the paper as the petals of the flowers open up.

Hand fan
Things needed
:
Paper, glue, wide stick
Instrument needed
:
Scissors
How to make
1.
Fold the paper horizontally in a zig zag manner with a width of 1 cm.
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AΩ \√ AΩ

\∑-bp≈ hoSv

AΩ Xcpw DΩ

Acp-at- bmsS Im°pw ˛ Rßƒ

DΩ Xcpw AΩ

sXfn-ab
- p≈ hoSv

Fs‚ kz¥w AΩ

_u _u aymhq aymhq

ho´n-ep-s≠mcp apØ»n

A∏p-hns‚ hoSv
`wKn-bp≈ hoSv
ho´n-semcp \mb
hoc-\mb \mb
As¶ ]m-Øm¬ _u _u
Cs¶ ]mØm¬ _u _u

IY-Iƒ ]dbpw apØ»n
]m´p-Iƒ ]mSpw apØ»n
F∂psS kz¥w apØ»n

As¶ Cs¶ Fs¶ ]mØm¬
_u _u _u
A∏p-hns‚ hoSv
`wKn-bp≈ hoSv
ho´n-semcp ]q®
shfp-sh-fpØ ]q®
As¶ ]
- m-Øm¬ aymhqCs¶ ]mØm¬ aymhq
As¶ Cs¶ Fs¶ ]mØm¬
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aymhq.. aymhq... aymhq...
A∏p-hns‚ hoSv
`wKn-bp≈ hoSv
ho´n-semcp tImgn
]p≈n-bp≈ tImgn
As¶ ]mØm¬ sIms°mCs¶ ]mØm¬ sIms°mAs¶ Cs¶ Fs¶ ]mØm¬
sIm s°m- s°m

IqSv
Im°-bv°p-s≠mcp IqSv
Iºp-Iƒ sIms≠mcp hoSv
Ipcp-hn-°p-s≠mcp IqSv
\mcp-Iƒ sIms≠mcp hoSv
XØ-bv°p-s≠mcp IqSv
s]mØn-\-I-sØmcp hoSv
tImgn-°p-s≠mcp IqSv
\Ω-sfm-cp°pw hoSv

A.. B.... C... Cu.....
A B C Cu D Du
A£ctaXmWnjvSw sNm√q
A ˛ ]d™meΩ hcpw
C ˛ ]d™mens∏m hcpw
D ˛ ]d™mepΩ Xcpw

AΩ
HmSnsbØpw t\csas∂
Hma\n°pw AΩ

]mepXcpw ]o∏nXcpw
]mh Xcpw AΩ
DΩhbv°pw ]m´p]mSpw
F∂psas‚ AΩ
]´pSp∏p Xp∂nØcpw
s]m´psXmSo°pw AΩ

sXßv
A—≥ \s´mcp sXßv
AΩ \\s®mcp sXßv
Gsd IpeIƒ t]dpw sXßnXv
ImWms\s¥mcp tiev
Im‰ØnfIpw ssIbm¬
amSnhnfn°ps∂s∂
Ipt™! hfcq.! thKw \∂mbv
\√ ^eßƒ \¬Iq.

Rm\pw Fs‚ ico-chpw ˛
ipNn-Xzw, BtcmKyw
ag∏\n
Im‰pw agbpw h∂t∏mƒ
ap‰w apgph≥ ISembn
I∏end°n IfnbmSm≥
Ip™n°p´\v sImXnbmbn
sImXnbpw Ifnbpw Xo¿∂t∏mƒ
Xot]meps≈mcp ]\nbmbn

AcptX AcptX
AcptX AcptX sNøcptX
AcpXmØXv \mw sNøcptX
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]pIhenbcptX ZpcnXØn¬
]penhmen¬ ]nSnIqSt√
aZyw tam¥n \S°t√
aØp]nSn®p \in°t√
sh‰neapdp°v \SØt√
hømthen hcpØcptX
hgnbn¬ Xp∏n°q´cptX
shdpsX s]m√m∏m°cptX
AcptX AcptX sNøcptX
AcpXmØXp \mw sNøcptX

aSnb≥
aSnIqSptºmƒ XSnIqSp∂p.
XSnIqSptºmƒ aSn IqSp∂p.
aSnbpw XSnbpw IqSnhcptºmƒ
aSnb≥ XSnb≥ IpgnaSnb≥

ssIbpw hmbpw
ssIbn¬ Agp°v ]pc-s≠-∂m¬
\∂mbv Igp-IWw Iq´p-Imtc
Blm-cØ
- n\p apºpw ]nºpw
ssIbpw hmbpw Igp-tIWw
X∂n∂w X∂n∂w
Xm\n∂w X∂n∂w
X∂n∂w X∂n∂w
X∂mtc
\nXyw Ipfn-°Ww ]√p-tX-®o-SWw
ssI\J-sa√mw sh´o-SWw
X∂n∂w X∂n∂w
Xm\n∂w X∂n∂w

X∂n∂w X∂n∂w
X∂mtc

agbpw Imem-hÿ
bpw
ag-sh≈w
sh≈w sh≈w ag-sh≈w
ap‰w \ndsb ag-sh≈w
ag-sh-≈Ø
- n¬ Ifn-h≈w
Ifn-h-≈-Ønse bm{X-°m¿
Xpº-∏qhpw Xpºn-Ifpw

sh≈w
agag ag-ag s]øp∂p
hgnbpw ]pgbpw \nd-bp∂p
agag ag-ag s]øp∂p
tXmSpw hbepw \nd-bp-∂p.
agag ag-ag s]øp∂p
IpShpw Iehpw \nd-bp-∂p.
agag ag-ag s]øp∂p
InWdpw Ipfhpw \nd-bp-∂p.

ag

Ce-Ifn-emsI ag-sh≈w

ag-ag ag-ag ag h∂q
am\-Øq-s∂mcp ag h∂q
ae-bpsS apI-fn¬ XßmsX
amfn-I-ap-I-fn¬ XßmsX
ag-ag ag-ag ag h∂q
angn-Iƒ°p-’h
- a
- mbv h∂q

ags]bvXm¬ ag-sh≈w
sNSn-Ifn-emsI ag-sh≈w
ags]bvXm¬ ag-sh≈w
tdmUn¬ \ndsb ag-sh≈w
InW-sd-hn-tS In-W-sd-hntS
(FhnsS F∂ BwKyw)
sh≈w tImcn-sb-Sp-°t´
(sh≈w tImcp∂ BwK-yw)
]pg-sb-hntS ]pg-sb-hntS
(FhnsS F∂ BwK-yw)
tXmWn-Xp-g™p Ifn-°s´
(tXmWn Xpg-bp∂ BwK-yw)
Ipf-sa-hntS Ipf-sa-hntS
(FhnsS F∂ BwK-yw)
\o¥n \o¥n ckn-°s´ |
(\o¥p∂ BwK-yw)

$

Xp≈n Xp≈n Xp≈n-If
- mbv

ag s
- ]-bvXm¬
an∂-sem-cn-Snbpw Nn∂w ]n∂w
ag-bpsS hc-hn¬ apt∂mSn
am\-an-cp≠p ag hs∂Øn
ioX-°m-‰n≥ tIfn-I-fmbn
Im‰pw agbpw ssItIm¿Ø-t∏mƒ
B‰n¬ AsøS s]cp-sh-≈w.

ag
$

ag
ag s]øp∂p ag s]øp∂p
ap‰w \ndsb ag-sh≈w
am\-sØ-hn-sS-bn-cn-°p-∂tΩ
ap‰w \nd-bm≥ ag-sh≈w
DÆn-t\m°q am\Øv
am\w \ndsb taL-ßƒ
taLw ag-bmbv s]øp∂q
\mSp apgps° \\-bv°p-∂q.

$

$

$

Xp≈n-®mSn hcp∂ ag
Xp≈n-s°mcp IpS-sa∂ ag
sIm≈mao ag sIm≈-cp-Xo- ag
sIm≈mw sIm≈mw s]øs´
ag ag ag ag s]bvXt√m
Nd ]d Nd- ]d s]bvXt√m
ag ag ag ag s]bvXt√m
CSnbpw sh´n s]bvXt√m
tT......tT.....-tT..........-tT.......-sT......sT.....tT...........
ags]bvXm¬ ag-sh≈w
ap‰-ØmsI agsh≈w
ags]bvXm¬ ag-sh≈w
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Xmf-Øn¬ ag s]øp∂p
Ce-bn¬Ø´n ]qhn¬Ø´n
Xp≈n-Iƒ Xmsg-sØØp-∂p
Xmg-sØ-Ønb Xp≈n-I-sf√mw
Nmen-s´tßm t]mIp-∂p
$

Idp Idp Idp Idp Icn-ta-Lw
am\w \ndsb \nc-∂-t√m.
TTT tT CSn sh´n
]f ]f ]f ]f ]f CSnan∂¬
BsI Cf°n adn-s®-Øp∂p

iq iq iq iq sImSp¶m‰v
Ie- ]ne ]mSn ag-sb-Øp-∂p
]qcw ag-bpsS s]mSn-]qcw
$

s]øp∂q ag s]øp∂q
ae-bpsS tase s]øp∂p
s]øp∂q ag s]øp∂q
hoSn\p tase s]øp∂q
s]øp∂q ag s]øp∂q
am\-an-cp≠p ag h∂q
Rms\≥ ioe-°pS NqSn
ImSpw tXmSpw taSp-Ifpw
am\w sIms≠mcp IpS NqSn
ag ag ag ag s]øp∂p
]pg ]pg ]pg ]pg-sbm-gp-Ip∂p
ag amdp-tºmƒ shbn-tedpw
shbn-te-dp-tºmƒ ]pg Xmgpw
ImSn\p hf-cm≥ ag thWw
\mSn\v Ipfn-cm≥ ]pg Xs∂
agbpw ]pgbpw Hcp-t]mse
\Ωƒs°√mw D]-Imcw

Ip™n-°m‰v
ImSp IS∂v
tXmSv IS∂v
Ip™n-°m‰v hcp-∂pt≠
]q°-sf-sb√mw Xgp-In-bp-W¿Øm≥
Ip™n-°m‰v hcp-∂p-t≠.

kky-ßƒ, ac-ßƒ, ]g-ßƒ
Bep-acw
B....B....Bep-acw
Ben\p aosX XØΩ
am... am.... amhp-acw
amhn≥ tase Ipbn-eΩ
]m.... ]m.... ]me-acw
]me-a-c-Øn¬ ]qhΩ
]qh-Ω-bvs°mcp s]m∂pΩ
AtΩ-SpΩ \√pΩ

amß

a©mSn°pcp
sIm©ns°m©n Im´n¬\ns∂mcp
a©mSn°pcp ]mSp∂p.
Ip´nIsfs∂°≠mepSt\
ssIbnseSpØv Ifn°p∂p.
IpkrXnIfnØncnbps≠∂mepw
Ip´nIƒ \√hcmWt√m
]p√n¬hoWp InS∏htcbpw
\√h¿ ssIhnSpIn√t√m

IS-¶Y ˛ N°-∏gw
ap≈p-t≠epw IpØn√

amß ]gp-ØXp I≠nt√
amhn¬ Ib-dm≥ høt√m
AÆm≥Ipt™ thKw hm
amß-sbm-sc-Æ-sa-\n°pw Xm!

s\√n°
s\√n-°-°p´m s\√n-°-°p-´m......
Nn√-bn¬ \n∂p \o Xmtg°p hmSm........
Ftßm-´p-an√m sN√≥ Ipdp-°m....
Nßm-Xn-am-sc√mw Nn√-bn-em-.

]mep-t≠epw cpNn-bn√
aqØp ]gpØp Ign-s™-∂m¬
aq°n¬ X´pw aW-at√m
ap≈pw ImSpw \o°o-Sn¬
D≈n-en-cn-t∏m≥ cpNnhoc≥

]g-ßƒ
t]ca-c-Øn¬ ˛ t]cbv°
Imc-ac
- Ø
- n¬ ˛ Imcbv°

N°

\mc-Ia
- c
- Ø
- n¬ ˛ \mcß

N° ]gpØp
N° ]dn®p
N° apdn®p XnØntØmw
Ncp-h-sa-SpØp
Nh-W-sb-SpØp
Nhn-Wn-]-dn®q ˛ sXøtØmw

a[pcw a[pcw ˛ \mcß
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Blmcw
Acnb∏w
A∏w ˛ A∏w ˛ Acnb∏w
AΩ ]pgpßo ˛ Acnb∏w

A—≥ Xn∂p ˛ AÆ≥ Xn∂p
AΩnWn tamfpw Xn∂t√m...

H‰izmkØn¬ ]dbmtam?
GØ°mbv hmßn
h´Øn¬ \pdp°n
shfns®tÆ¬ hdpØv
]m´bn¬ \nd®v
X´n≥ta¬ h®p
]q®Ω h∂p
X´n≥ta¬ tIdn
Xs´m∂p sImSpØp
]m´ Xpd∂p
]q®Ω Xn∂p
Ivdpw.. Ivdpw.. Ivdpw!!

hS hS cknI\pgp∂phS
thtWm ISpapSp ]°hS
hShS NqS≥ apfIphS
thtWm ]pØ≥ ssXcphS
hS hmßoSpI ssI \ndsb
hS hS Xn∂pI hb¿ \ndsb

\√ kZy
Bg°cnsIm≠p tNmdph®p
Bbncw ]m{XØnem°nh®p.
A—\paΩbv°pw tNm¿ sImSpØp.
AΩnWn∏mhbv°pw tNm¿ sImSpØp.
Atßse tN´\pw tNm¿ sImSpØpw
Ctßse tN®n°pw tNm¿ sImSpØp.

io... iq.... cs≠m®
tZi NpSptºmgps≈m®
tZmi NpSp∂Xv ImXdnbpw
tZmi NpSp∂Xv aq°dnbpw.

B\bv°pw \∂mbn tNm¿ sImSpØp.
]´n°pw ]q®bv°pw tNm¿ sImSpØp.
Bg°cnsIm≠v h® tNmdv
Bbncw ]m{XØnep≠v _m°n.
DÆph\mcmepw _m°nbpt≠m
kZy°ncn°phm≥ _m°nbpt≠m

\√tXXv?

\√Xp Ipt´ymtf

Imbpw Imºpw Iqºpw tNºpw
tNt\w IqSn Iq´m≥ h®m¬
Imtbm Imtºm Iqtºm tNtºm
tNt\ym \√Xv sNm√mtam?

\√Xp \√Xp Ipt´ymtf
XIc ]®ne Dt∏cn
\√Xp \√Xp Ipt´ymtf
Noc X≠p Idnsh°m≥

hS thtWm hS

Nmb°S

hS hS ˛ \√ ]cn∏phS
thtWm \√ akmehS

]ps´Sv thKw ISesbSv
NSvWnsbmgns®mcp tZmisbSv
ap´ akmtew N∏mØow

tZmi
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I´≥Im∏nbpsam∏saSv
Ip´≥ tN´\v ]Øv s]mtdm´
sh°w ]mgvkseSpØpsImSv
]p´pw IStew Xns∂mcp tN´s\m˛
sc´c cq] ]‰psImSv.
F´ccq] Cs√¶n¬ hm
N´ow Iehpw tX®psImSv.

kZy
s\øn¬ Im®nb ]∏Sapt≠
]mbkapt≠ ]gapt≠
]mhbv°mbpsS tXmc\papt≠
]®SnIn®Sn ckhpapt≠
Hme\papt≠ Imf\papt≠
]Sheans´mcp kmºmdpapt≠
]®cn sh®p hnfºnbXpt≠
DÆn°p´m X´nt°m...

kmºm¿
s]m°w Ipds™mcp Ip´m Ip´m
X°mfn°p´m h∂ms´
X≠p s]cpsØmcp tN´m tN´m
sh≠° tN´m h∂mt´
]Ømbw t]mep≈ tN®o tN®o
aØßtN®o h∂mt´
X°mfow sh≠t° aØtß IqSn
thKw kmºmdmIs´.

tZmi
tImcn-sbm-gn®q iq... iq...iq...
\nc-Øn-bn´q iq... iq...iq...

s]mcn-™-I-√n¬ N´p-I-an´p
Xncn-a-dn-bn´q iq... iq...iq...
aWØp ]n∂o-sS-SpØp h®p
N´nWn Iq´n iq... iq...iq...

]Øncn
]Øv ]Øncn Np´Ω

It≠m It≠m sh≠°
Fs¥mcp \of≥ sh≠°
It≠m-It≠m tImh°
shdp-samcp ap≠≥ tImh°
It≠m It≠m ]mh°
Fs¥mcp ap≈≥ ]mh°

aÆcnsIm≠p≈ I™n-sh®p

It≠m It≠m t]c°
a™\nd-Øn¬ t]c°
It≠m It≠m Hmd©v
A√n-I-fm°n Xn∂mtem
B∏nƒ Fs¥mcp ck-am-Wv!
ISbn¬ \n∂pw hmßmtem
N¥-bn¬\n∂p hncp∂p h∂p
As©´p NßmXnamsc≥ ho´n¬
aØ-ß, ]mh¬, ]S-he
- ß
a™-bp-Sp-∏n´ sh≈-cn°
X°mfn, ]o®n-ß, I°-cn°
\o≠p saen-™p≈ ]®-∏b
- ¿
F√mw tN¿sØmcp
kZyXo¿Øp
F√mcpw tN¿∂Xv Xn∂p
Xo¿Øp.

]q¶pesIm≠p Idn-sbm-cp°n

Blm ˛ F¥p c
- kw!

]®n-e∏
- ∏
- Sw Np´p sh®p

IdpIdp-sØmcp l¬hbpw

]mh-°n-Sm-hn\p \¬Ip-hm-\mbv

shfp-sh-fp-sØmcp l¬hbpw

It≠m It≠m X°mfn
Fs¥mcp N¥w X°mfn

sNasNa-∏p≈ l¬hsb

]Øm-b-Øn¬ sh®Ω
Ht∂-˛-c-t≠-˛-aq-t∂-˛-\mte
A©p hngpßn ]q®Ω!
Btd-˛-G-tg-˛-F-t´-˛-H-ºtX
]Øpw Xn∂p ]q®Ω

A∏w
A∏w A∏w Acn-b∏w
AΩ ]pgpßn Acn-b∏w
A—≥ Xn∂q-˛A
- Æ
- ≥ Xn∂q
AΩn-Wn-tamfpw Xn∂t√m

I™nbpw Idnbpw
IÆ≥Nnc-´-bn¬ Ip™n-amfp

ImWm≥ sN∂∏w
shfpshsf shfp-sØmcp
CSn-b∏w
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sIm©ns°m©n-∏mSn
i¿°c Iq´n Ipg-s®-Sp-Øm¬
Ah-en\v F¥p- ckw!
]mepw ]ghpwtN¿Øp
Ign-®m¬ Blm F¥p ckw!
D∏n¬ apßnb
amß Ign-°m≥
Blm F¥p c
- kw!
F√m ckhpw
tNcp-tºmtgm,
\mhn\v \√ ckw!

Blmcw
NqSv NqSv Nmb
B‰n Du‰n Nmb
]X™p s]mffpw Nmb
]msem-gn® Nmb
sas√ tam¥n Atøm
]©km-c-bn-√.

BtLm-jß
- ƒ ˛ kzmX-{¥yZn\w, Km‘n-Pb
- ¥
- n, inip-Zn\w
C¥y
C¥y-sb∂ \mSv
Rm≥ ]nd∂ \mSv
Fs‚ kz¥-\mSv
N¥-am¿∂ \mSv
`mj-tb-sd-bp≠v
thj-ta-sd-bp≠v
F¶nepw \msam-∂mbv
ssIsIm-cp°pw \mSv

sImSn

C¥y

]q°ƒ, ]qt¥m-´w, ie-`ß
- ƒ

hcnI hcnI Iq´tc
hcn hcn-bmbn \n¬°p-hn≥
Xe-\n-h¿Øn t\sc \n∂v
\ap°v sImSnsb hµn°mw
]®, sh≈, Ip¶paw
aq∂p \nd-ßƒ D≠t√m
\Sp-hn-embv sImSn-bn-semcp
\oe®-{I-ap-≠t√m
\ΩpsS \mSn≥ sImSn-bnXv
\ap°v sImSnsb hµn-°mw.
\ΩpsS \mSn≥ sImSn-bnXv
\ap°v sImSnsb hµn-°mw.

C¥y Fs‚ cmPyw
Fs‚ kz¥w cmPyw
C¥y Fs‚ Poh-t\-°mƒ
Poh-\mb cmPyw

]Øp-]q-°ƒ

_m∏pPn

\mSn-\p-th≠n \nc-h[n Imew

\Ωƒ°ps≠mcp apØ—≥
\∑sbgps∂mcp apØ—≥
\ΩpsS \mSn\p kzmX{¥yw
t\SnØs∂mcp apØ—≥
ASnbpw shSnbpw IqkmsX
ASn]nSn IqSm≥ t]mImsX
ASa®ßes]m´n°m≥
]mSpIƒ s]´p apØ—≥
\√Xp am{Xw sNøm\pw
\√hcmbnØocm\pw
hgnImWn®p apØ—≥
_m∏pPnsbs∂mcp apØ—≥

kacw sNbvtXm-c-∏q-∏≥

]qºm‰

CXmWv \ΩpsS A∏q-∏≥

inip-°-fmWv Rßƒ (2)

]p≈n-bp-Sp-∏n´ ]qºmt‰
Xp≈n-∏-d-°WsXtßm´m
am\sØbºn-fn-am-as\
sas√ \o sXm´pthm ]qºmt‰

NnØ-ip-≤n-bp-ff Hma-\-°n-Sm-ßƒ

I≠pthm I≠pthm ]qºmt‰

I≈-an√ I]S-an√ sImf-fn-hmbpw

\£-{X-°p-™ns‚ Ip™p-Sp∏v
Ip™n-®n-dI
- nse ]p≈n-Ifv
In´n-b-sX-ßs\ ]qºmt‰
]qhnse tX\pw ]qsºm-Snbpw
I´p IpSn-°W
- s
- X-¥n\v \o
AΩ hcp-∂X
- n≥ ap≥t] \o
HmSn-sbm-fn-°-W-sX-tßm´m
HmSn Hfn-°-W-sX-tßm´m

AΩ-bmb \mSv
\∑-bm¿∂ \mSv
a°ƒ Rßƒ tkh-\Ø
- m¬
kz¿K-am°pw \ns∂

Km‘n-b-∏q-∏≥
]√n-√mØ tamW Im´n
]p©ncn XqIpw A∏q-∏≥

kz¥w Km‘n-Pn-b-∏q-∏≥

inip-Zn\w

H∂pw C√m.....-]q-°-fmWv Rßƒ
Km‘n-P-\n® \m´nse
s\lvdp-hmW \m´nse
]q°-fmWv Rßƒ
]q°-fmWv Rßƒ
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H∂m-a≥ ˛ HmW∏q
c≠m-a≥ ˛ D≠∏q
aq∂m-a≥ ˛ ap√∏q
\mem-a≥ ˛ ]me∏q
A©m-a≥ ˛ A√n∏q
Bdm-a≥ ˛ Xpº∏q
Ggm-a≥ ˛ Xmgw]q
F´m-a≥ ˛ sIm´n∏q
Hº-Xm-a≥ ˛ Xpº∏q
]Øm-a≥ ˛ aØ∏q
]q°-f-sX√mw HØ-t∏mƒ
HmW-Øn-s\mcp If-ambn

Ihn-Xm-]q-cWw
tdmkm-∏q-hn\v aW-ap≠v
tImfm-ºnt°m aW-an√
ap√-∏q-hn\v aW-ap≠v
sNº-c-Ønt°m aW-an-√.
...........................................................
...........................................................
ap√ ]qØp ap√-]qØp
a√n-Ifpw ]qØp
]q ]dn-°m≥ t]mc-Wnt√
Iq´p-Imtc \nßƒ
]qhp-sIm-s≠mcp ame-sI´mw
Xe-ap-Sn-bn¬ NqSmw
Xe-ap-Sn-bn¬ NqSn-bn´v ]m´v ]mSnbmSmw.

]q°ƒ
am\w t\m°nbncn°pw
Im‰n-emSn ckn-°p∂p
]qhn-en-cn°pw HmW-Øpºn
\rØw sNbvXp Ifn-°p-∂p.
amhn-en-cn°W hm\-ºm-Sn-Iƒ
\rØw I≠v ckn-°p-∂p.
tX≥ tXSoSpw h≠-Ømt\m
]qt¥-\p≠v ckn-°p-∂p.

a√n-I-∏qhp≠t√m
ImWm-s\-s¥mcp tNemWv!
lm! ImWm-s\-s¥mcp tNem-Wv!

]q°ƒ
]q°ƒ Rßƒ ]q°ƒ
Rßƒ tdmkm ]q°ƒ
Nph∂ tdmkm ]q°ƒ
]q°ƒ Rßƒ ]q°ƒ
]q°ƒ Rßƒ ]q°ƒ
\√ \√ ]q°ƒ
]e \nd-Øn¬
]e Xc-Øn¬
\dp aW-Øn¬ ]q°ƒ

]q°fw
]q°fw ]q°fw
`wKn-bp≈ ]q°fw
Rßƒ Xo¿Ø ]q°fw

N°c apØw \¬IoSmw
Ifnbpw ]m´pw B´-hp-ambn

a™-∏q-ºm‰
aq∂v a™∏qºm‰ tX≥ IpSn°m≥ h∂t√m
H∂pw IpSn ]d∂ph∂m¬
At∏mƒ FÆw \mev
\mev a™∏qºm‰ tX≥ IpSn°m≥ h∂t√m
H∂pw IpSn ]d∂ph∂m¬
At∏mƒ FÆw A©v
A©p a™∏qºm‰ tX≥ IpSn°m≥ h∂t√m
H∂pw IpSn ]d∂ph∂m¬
At∏mƒ FÆw Bdv
Bdvv a™∏qºm‰ tX≥ IpSn°m≥ h∂t√m
H∂pw IpSn ]d∂ph∂m¬
At∏mƒ FÆw Ggv

ap√∏qhv

F¥p `wKn ]q°fw!

shfpØ∏qth ap√∏q
a™∏qh® Pa¥n∏q
Npa∂ncn°pw sNºcØn
\oe∏qhnXp Imbmºq
]n¶mWt√m \mepaWn∏q
tdmkIƒ ]e\ndap≠t√m

]qt¥m´w

]qºm‰

]qaWw

ap‰-Øp-s≠mcp ]qt¥m´w
N¥-aps≈mcp ]qt¥m´w
]n®n, ap√, sNº-cØn

]qhp-Iƒ tXmdpw ]mdn\S∂v
tX≥ IpSn°pw ]qºmt‰
]qt¥-\p≠v Ign-™m¬ \o ˛ F∂psS,
Acn-In¬ h∂ms´

aW-apt≠ aW-apt≠
ap√-∏qhn\v aW-apt≠
aW-apt≠ aW-apt≠
tdmkm-∏q-hn-\p- a-W-apt≠

F¥p \√ ]q°fw!
]q°fw ]q°fw
F{X \√ ]q°fw,
]e \nd-Øn¬ ]q°fw
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aW-apt≠ aW-apt≠
Pa¥n∏qhn\v aW-apt≠

ap√

ame

Ip´n

: ]q°-fn-dp°pw Rms\-∂pw
ame-sIm-cp°pw Rms\∂pw

ap√

: B¿°p sImSp-°m-\m- ame?
Bsc-®m¿Øm-\m- ame?

Ip´n

: Nphcn-en-cn-°p-∂p-≠t√m
\ΩpsS Km‘n-Pn-b-∏q-∏≥

ame \√ ame
Rßƒ tIm¿Ø ame
F¥p \√ ame
N¥-ap≈ ame
ame \√ ame
]e-\n-d-Øn¬ ame
]e-X-c-Øn¬ ame
Rßƒ tIm¿Ø a
- me

]q°m-c≥
]qhn-t∑-semcp ]q°m-c≥
]qhn¬ t\m°n-bn-cn-°p∂p
]Ωns®∂v ]nSn-°m-\mbv
]nt≈-tcmSns®√p∂p
AøS a\ta s]mßp∂p
NndIp hncn®p ]d-°p∂p
Blm ImWm-s\¥p ckw!
]mdn \S°pw ]qºm-‰

ap√∏q
Ip´n

: apt√, apt√, ]q Xcptam?
ame-sIm-cp-°m≥ \o hcptam?

ap√

: F¥n\p Ipt™ ap√∏q?
DÆn-Ø-e-bn¬ NqSmt\m?

Ip´n

: F\n°p NqSm-\-√-t√m
thsdmcp Imcn-b-ap-≠-t√m.

: F\n°p sh≈w X∂-ht- f,
\n\-s°-Sp°mw ]qsh-√mw.

]qºm‰
]qhp-Iƒ tXSpw ]qºmt‰
]qt¥-\pÆpw ]q-ºmt‰
]qsºmSn t]dpw ]qºmt‰
]qt¥-\pÆpw ]qºmt‰

Xpºn
Rms\mcp Xpºnsb I≠p
lm! Fs¥mcp `wKn
B\-Øe
- b
- ≥ Iºn-hm-e≥
]qhn‚‰Øv ]qhn‚‰Øv
Bcp-ant√ ImWm≥
AΩ-®n-h-∂m¬ ImWmw
tN®n-h-∂m¬ t]mIp-sas∂
B\-Øe
- b
- ≥ Xpºn
Aøtøm t]mbt√m
Zqc-Ø-ßs\ t]mbt√m
Rms\¥p sNbvXp
\obßv ]d-°m≥
C\nbpw hcp-Int√
C\nbpw hcp-Int√
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HmWw
HmWs°mXn
HmW°dnIƒ ]eXpt≠
]sø ]sø hnfºmw Rm≥
]®Sn, In®Snb®mdv
A®nßm°dn kmºmdv
Hme≥, Imf≥, s\√n°m
tN\tØmc≥ ]¿∏SIw
aØßm°dnbpt∏cn
]pfnsIm≠p≈ ]pfnt»cn
PnwPnw PnwPnw ]pfnb©n
sXm´m¬ \°mw NΩ¥n
HmW°dnIƒ ]eXpt≠
sImXnsI≠ßs\ hcbv°pw Rm≥

HmW-°-dn-Iƒ
HmW-Ø∏m apØ∏m
HmW°dn-Ifv Fs¥√mw?
A®nß ]o®nß kmºmdv
]®Sn In®-Sn-b-®mdv

HmWw
HmWw ht∂ HmWw ht∂
amae \mSns\mcp’hambv
]qhnfnIƒ tIƒ°p∂p. ]q°fw Xo¿°Ww
Hcp h´n]qXm sIm®pXpºn
amthen FØp∂p kZysbmcpt°Ww
XncpthWamWn∂v sIm®pXpºo
(hcnIƒ Iq´nt®¿Øv
`£Wkm[\ßsf∏‰n ]mSmw.)

HmW-Ø-∏≥

]®-°d
- n-Iƒ

HmW-Ø∏m IpS-h-bdm

HmW-∏-Ø-s\-sbXntc¬°m≥

s]mt∂m-W-°-dn-sb-s¥√mw

HmW-∏q-°-f-an´p Xcmw

tN\-Ø≠pw sNdp]bdpw

HmW-∏q-hS Np´p-Xcmw

Nnc´s]m´n-®p-t∏cow

HmW-∏m-´p-Iƒ ]mSoSmw

HmW-∏q-°ƒ ]dn-°s´

HmW-Øpºo \o hcptam

HmW-t°mSn DSp-°s´

HmW- Zy

HmW- Zy DÆs´

Du™m-em-Sm≥ t]mcpt∂m

HmW-Ø∏m IpShbdm
\mf-sØ-°dn Fs¥√mw?
]®Sn In®Sn kmºm-dv
A®n-ßm-°dn ]pfn-t»cn
Ahn-b-ep-tam-e\pan©n-°-dnbpw
cpNn-tb-dp-s∂mcp tXmc≥ ]ns∂
Aºn-fn-t]m-semcp ]∏-Shpw
lm lm \s√mcp ]mb-khpw

HmW-t°m-Sn-bp-Sp-t°t≠

]qºm‰

HmW-∏m-´p-Iƒ ]mtSt≠

]qºm-t‰... ]qºm-t‰

HmW- Zy Hcp-t°t≠

]p≈n-®n-dI
- p≈ ]qºmt‰

HmW-Øpºo t]mcpt∂m

hcbpw Ipdnbpw taemsI

Hme-∏o∏n

Fs¥mcp N¥w ]qºmt‰!

HmW-Ø∏s\-sb-˛
Xn-tc¬°m≥

sImº≥aoi-Iƒ cs≠Æw

Hme∏o∏n saS™p Xcmw

Fs¥mcp N¥w ]qºmt‰!

HmW-°-fn-Iƒ Ifn-°s´

HW-Øpºn
HmW-a-SpØp Ign-™t√m
HmW-∏q-°ƒ hncn-™t√m
Ip™n-°n-fntb t]mcpt∂m

]®-°dn

D≠-°-Æp-Iƒ cs≠Æw
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a™-\n-dØ
- n¬ aØß
tNm∏p-\n-d-Øn¬ X°mfn
I\-I\
- n-dØ
- n¬ Imc‰v
Imhn \nd-Øn¬ _o‰p-dq´v
sh≈ \nd-Øn¬ Imt_Pv
t]mj-It- adpw ]®-°d
- n-Iƒ
F∂pw \Ωƒ Ign-®o-tS-Ww.

aØ≥
aØ≥ hmßn aØmbn
aØ≥ sh´n aØmbn
apgp-h≥ X´o aØmbn
aØ≥ t]mse hbdmbn

tXm´w
F¥p- \√ tXm´w
\Ωƒ I≠ tXm´w
]qhp-Ifpw ImbvIfpw
Cf-In-bmSpw tXm´w (F¥p \√ tXm´w...)
sh≠-bp≠v, Noc-bp≠v
apf-Ip-ap≠v t\m°q
hgp-X-\bpw ]mhepw
sh≈-cnbpw D≠v (F¥p \√ tXm´w...)
Acn-In-embn hmg-bp≠v
t]c-a-c-hpap≠v
amhp≠v, apcn-ßb
- p≠v
kt∏m-´b
- pap≠v (F¥p \√ tXm´w...)

Pohn-Iƒ, {]mWn-Iƒ, hf¿Øp Ddp-ºp-Iƒ
Pohn-Iƒ, h\y-ar-Kß
- ƒ
Acn-aWn s]m°m≥
Cubmw-]m‰
Aø-ø-tø....
Cømw-]mt‰
]mdn-∏mdn hnf-°-tØt°m?
Aø-øtø
Cuømw ]mt‰
NndIp Icnt™m IjvSw, IjvSw!

an∂p-∂s
- X√mw s]m∂√
an∂p∂p an∂p∂p s]m∂v ˛ Fßpw
an∂n-∏-d-°p∂p s]m∂v
s]m∂√ s]m∂√ Ipt™ ˛ shdpw
an∂m-an-\p-ßns‚ Ip™v

tNmW-\p-dpºv
anTmbn`c-Wn-bn¬ s]´p-t]mbn
s]s´∂v tIdp-hm≥ ]‰m-Xmbn
anTm-bn-sbm-s°bpw Xn∂pXo¿Øv
Ip´Iw t]mse hb-dp-ambn
XncnsI Ib-dp-hm≥ høm-Xmbn
IpØn-bn-cn-°p∂p Ip™p-tNm-W≥

aq´
I≠m-semcp sNdp a©mSn
tNmc IpSn°pw NßmXn
ISn-sIm-≠mtem "kp√mbn'
]ns∂-bp-d°w "I´mbn'

aÆnc
høtøm ˛ Geøm

Geøm
hctW hctW \m´msc ˛ Geøm Geøm
AXp tI´p hnSp-∂h
- n-Sp-∂mbn ˛ Geøm
Geøm
Adp-]Xv Ddp-ºp-Iƒ ]ms™Øn ˛
]me-s°m-ºn-sem-cp-°oSmw˛Geøm Geøm
Geøm! F∂m¿t∏msS˛Geøm Geøm
Ahcpw HØp-]n-Sn-®n´v˛Geøm Geøm
Acn-aWn Xcn-t]m¬ sImt≠mSn˛Geøm
Geøm
Ah-cpsS Iq´n-eØ
- mgw ˛ Geøm Geøm

Ipgn-bm\
\ΩpsS ho´n-ep-ap-≠t√m
hoSn\p Np‰pw \qdm\
]nt∂m-´mWv \S-∏ø
\ΩpsS B\ Ipgn-bm\

AÆm-d-°-Æ≥
AÆm-d-°Æm NmSn-®mSn hm
amhns‚ sImºp-Iƒ tXmdpw
sX≠n \S-°msX
Im‰-Sn-®mtem hoWp-t]m-hqte
amhp Ipep-ßn-bmtem Xmsg hogqte
On¬ On¬ On¬ ]m´p-Iƒ ]mSmw
Iq´n\v t]mcmw Rm≥ IY ]d-™oSmw
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ap‰-Øp-s≠mcp Xoh≠n
an≠m-tXmSpw Xoh≠n
sXmSn-bn-ep-ap≠o Xoh≠n
sXm´m¬ \n¬°pw Xoh≠n
]pI-bn-√m-sØmcp Xoh≠n
]mfw th≠m Xoh≠n
Xobn-√m-sØmcp Xoh≠n
Xn∂pw aÆo Xoh≠n
It≠m \s√mcp Xoh≠n
aÆnc \ΩpsS Xoh≠n

]√n
Nph-cn\p aosX HmSn-\S- °pw
]√n-°p´m NßmXo
Nph-cn¬ \n∂pw Xmsg hoWm¬
tZlw t\mhpw NßmXo
t]Sn-h-∂m-ep-Ss\ Xs∂
hmep-ap-dn°pw NßmXo
hmep-ap-dn-™m¬ \o ]ns∂
hmen-√m-sØmcp NßmXo

Ipgn-bm\
RßsS ho´n-ep-ap-≠t√m
hoSn\p Np‰pw \qdm\
]ntºm-´mWp \S-∏ø
\ΩpsS B\ Ipgn-bm\
ho´n¬ sN∂m¬ Bfn√
hoSp Xpd-∂m¬ Bfp≠v
aÆp Ipgn-®Xp hoSm°pw

\Ωp-sS-bm\ Ipgn-bm\
aÆn\p aosX h®mtem
C¥y hcbv°pw Ipgn-bm\
Aßs\-bn-ßs\ Cg-bp-tºmƒ
A£-c-sa-gpXpw Ipgn-bm-\.

s]cp¶≈≥
tNdnepw ]mdnSpw
sNfnbnepw ]mdnSpw
sNmdnbnepw tIdnSpw
tNmdnepw tIdnSpw

AhnsS Nn¬ Nn¬ Nn¬
Btcm Nn¬ Nn¬ Nn¬
t]c-Iƒ Imbv®mepw
N° hnf-™mepw
AhnsS Nn¬ Nn¬ Nn¬
AÆm≥ Nn¬ Nn¬ Nn¬

]q®

BdpImeps≈mcp
s]cp¶≈\o®sb
IÆns‚ sh´Øv
I≠meI‰Ww.

aoi-bp≈ ]q®
aymhv ˛ aymhv ˛ ]q®
IÆp-cp´pw ˛ ]q®
lmbv ˛ lmbv ˛ ]q®
shfp-sh-fpØ ]q®
]ßn-∏ßn h∂v
Ie-ap-Sbv°pw ]q®

B\-t®-´≥

t]Sn

Aºtºm B\-t®-´≥
Ipº-bn-f-°pt∂
Aºtºm B\-t®-´≥
Xpºn-bm-´pt∂
Aºtºm B\-t®-´≥
sImºp Ipep-°pt∂
Aºtºm hº≥amtc
]º IS-t∂mfq

Fen-Iƒ°p-s≠mcp t]Sn
aymhq aymhq ]q®
tImgn-°p-™n≥ t]Sn
ImIm ImIm Im°
I≈≥am¿s°mcp t]Sn
`u `u `u `u \mb!

AÆm≥
amß ]gp-Ømepw
amß ]gp-Ømepw
hmg-Ip-e-®mepw

ISp-h-®mtcm ]pentbm h∂m¬
DSs\ t]Sn-t®m-Sp-∂p.

sl¬a-‰ma
Ba-®mtc sIm≈mw sIm≈mw
Fhn-Sp-∂mWo sl¬a‰v
IpSp IpSp ˛ Ip°pSp ss_°n¬ tIdn
sNØn-b-Sn®p Id-ßmtem
t]meo-tk-Ωm≥ ssIIm-Wn-®m¬
Iqkm-Xßv ]d-°mtem

GXp-t]mse
B\- \-S°
- W I≠n-´pt≠m?
GXp-t]mse GXp-t]mse
B\ \S-°W I≠n-´p≠v
CXp-t]mse CXp-t]mse
(IqSp-X¬ arK-ßf
- psS Ne-\ß
- ƒ A\p-Ic
- n-°mw).

Ipkr-Xn-°m-c≥
sIm®p Ipdp-°≥ Im´n¬ apgp-h≥
Ipkr-Xn-Iƒ Im´n-\S- °
- p∂p
HmSn-t∏mIpw am≥Ip-´n-Isf
t]Sn-∏n®p Ifn-°p-∂p.
apb-ep-I-tfmSn hcp-tºm-g-h-cp-sS
ap∂n¬®mSns®√p∂p
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]q®
]q® \√ ]q®
hrØn-bp≈ ]q®
]mep-sh® ]m{Xw
hrØn-bm°n sh®p

hº-s\m-cm\
hº-s\m-cm\ \S∂p hcp∂q
sImºp-Iƒ c≠pt≠
Ipº Ipep°n \S∂p hcpt∂
Xpºn-°-c-apt≠
AºS! Rms\ ]m∏m-\-ßs\
apºn¬ \S-∏pt≠
\√ Xnc-°pt≠

]q®

Zn°pIƒ

Ddp-ºns‚ IeymWw

sIm®p ]q®sb I≠n-Sp-tºmƒ
F¥v IuXpIw
\o≠ hmepw Ipdn-bI
- mepw
Iq¿Ø sNhn-Ifpw
\o≠p-cp≠ IÆp-Ifpw sImº≥ aoibpw
Fensb I≠m¬ ]mØp ]Xpßn
NmSn-s®∂v ]nSn-®nSpw

]p≈n∏ipth Ftßm´m?
]p√p tXSn hSt°m´m...
\mtb \mtb Ftßm´m?
Imhencn°m≥ sXt°m´m...

Aøm \nß-f-dn-™nt√?

]qt® ]qt® Ftßm´m?

Iq\-\p-dp-ºn\p IeymWw
Bcm-Wmthm aW-hm´n?
F¥p hnf-ºpw kZy°v?
hmg-tØ\pw ]qsºm-Snbpw

ASn-°t√

]pgao≥ hmßm≥ ]Sn™m´m...
]qh≥tImgo Ftßm´m?
Ipgephnfn°v Ingt°m´m...

X´n≥ ]pd-sØmcp Nps≠-en-°p-™ns\

\mcm®n

Xhf

]q® ]nSn-®t- ∏mƒ Io... Io... Io..
Nn°n-s∏-dp-°p∂ X≈-®n-t°m-gnsb
Ipdp-°≥ ]nSn-®t- ∏mƒ sIms°mt°m
Iq´n¬ InS-s∂mcp sh≈®n∏´nsb
Ip´\Sn-®t- ∏mƒ _u _u _u...
s]m´-°p-f-Ønse t]°m®n aq∏s\
]mºp-]n-Sn-®-t∏mƒ t{Imw ˛ t{Imw
h√msX hmin-]n-Sn-°p∂ Ip™ns\
AΩ-b-Sn-®-t∏mƒ Atøm Atøm Aø-tøm...

\Ωw \Ωw \mcm®n
\mcm®n°pSpt°se¥p≠v

hb-en\p \Sp-hnse
Ip™p-Ip-fØ
- n¬
Xhf°q´w ]mSp∂p
t]{Imw t]{Imw
t]{Imw t]{Imw
Xmfw sIm´n ]mSp-∂p.

ss]°p´n
hmep-Ip-ep°n
Imep-a-S°n
]mep-Ip-Sn®p ss]°p´n
hmep \nh¿Øn
Imep \nh¿Øn
NmSn ad™p ss]°p´n

Ip™\p sh® ¶v≠v.
¶v \v Iq´ms\¥p≠v
Ip™nt°mbns‚ sIm°p≠v.
sIm°v apdn®v ]mtem´v
]meØn\°sc hmtb®v
hmb sIme®v sX°v∂v
sX°v∂v h∂ ]\¶nfnsb
sXt°ms´s¥√mw h¿Øm\w
C∂tew ]{¥s≠≈m´n
C∂pw ]{¥s≠≈m´n
henb s]em°qev sN√pºw
tNmW\pdpºns‚ IeymWw
sNdnb s]em°qev sN√pºw
sNdnb\pdpºns‚ IeymWw
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kZy-hn-f-ºm-\mcp hcpw
tNmW\p-dp-ºp-Iƒ \qdp hcpw

]m´p-tI´p ]mØp]Xpßn
\o¥n-h-cp∂p \o¿t°men
]m´p \n¿Øn Xh-f°
- q´w
s]mØn-sem-fn-®t√m

sIm®p-]q®
sIm®p-]q-®°
- p-™n-s\mcp sIm®-afn ]‰n
Im®n-h® NqSp-]m-ev HmSn-s®∂v \°n
sIm®p\mhp -s]m-≈n-b-t∏mƒ
]q®-°p™p tXßn Mym-hq...-My- m-hq..

Ddpºv
Ip™\p-dpºn≥ ]´mfw
hcn-h-cn-bmbn hcp-∂pt≠
Acn-aWn s]m°n hcp-∂pt≠
Xcn-Iƒ t]dn hcp-∂pt≠
Xosc sNdn-b-h-cm-tWepw
HsØm-cp-an-s®mcp ]´mfw

\µn\n∏ip
Ip´n :FhnsS FhnsS hosS-hnsS
kpµ-cn-°mt°sS hosS-hnsS?
kpµ-cn-°m° :AhnsS AhnsS ac-s°m-ºn¬
kpµ-cn-°m-t°sS IqS-hnsS.
Ip´n :FhnsS FhnsS hosS-hnsS
\µn\n∏ip-hns‚ hosS-hnsS?
\µn-\n-∏ip :AhnsS AhnsS B ho´n¬
\µn\n∏ip-hn\v sXmgp-Øp≠v

AÆm≥
an≠m≥ ]mSm≥ IY ]d-bm≥
amhn≥sIm-ºn¬ ]e-cp-≠v.
a™-°n-fnbpw XØ-Ifpw
am-S-Ø-°nfn D≠t√m

]q®
]q®-h-cp-∂-Xp -It≠m
]Ωnhcp-∂Xp It≠m
]q®-h-cp-∂Xp It≠m
]mØphcp-∂Xp It≠m

Atøm H‰-®m´w
Fentbm t]Sn-t®m´w
Atøm NΩn-t∏mbn
]q® NΩn-t∏mbn

B\bpw Cu®bpw
B hcp-∂-sXm-cm\
Cu hcp-∂-sXm-co®
B\bv°pt≠m t]Sn
Cu®-bv°pt≠m t]Sn
c≠n-\p-an-s√mcp t]Sn
B\ \S∂p t\tc
Cu® ]d∂p tate

ho´p-ar-K-ßƒ
ho´par-K-ßƒ GsX√mw
Hs∂m-∂mbn sNm√s´
ho´n¬ Imh¬In-S-°m-\mbv
]´n-If
- t√m tIa∑m≥
]q®sb \Ωƒ hf¿ØoSpw
F¥n-\m-Wv sNm√mtam
]mt‰w Fentbw C√m-Xm-°m≥
]q®-bv°p-t≠ kma¿Yyw.
BSpw ]ip-hpw Fcp-aI
- tfw
F¥n\p \Ωƒ hf¿Øp-∂p?
t]mj-I-tadpw ]mep-X-cm≥
Ch¿°p Ignbpw Adn-bnt√
h≠n-h-en-°m-≥ Imf-Ifpw
hb-ep-gp-hm-\mbv t]mØp-Ifpw
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IuXp-It- adpw ap-be
- p-Ifpw
hf¿ØoSpw \mw hoSp-If
- n¬

tNmW-\p-dpºv
apt´mfw Ib-dn-bt√m tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√
CSp-t∏mfw Ib-dn-bt√m
tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√
hmbtdmfw Ib-dn-bt√m
tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√
s\t©mfw Ib-dn-bt√m
tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√
IgptØmfw Ib-dn-bt√m
tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√
Xetbmfw Ib-dn-bt√m
tNmW-\p-dpºv
X´o´pw X´o´pw t]mIp-∂n√

]m‰bpw ]√nbpw
hnf°p sXfnbpw t\cØv
]m‰-Iƒ ]mdn-h-s∂Øpw
]m‰-Iƒ h´w Np‰p-tºmƒ
\mhp \o´n ]√n-bXm

sNdp-{]m-Wn-Iƒ
sNdp-{]mWn-Ifpw ]e-X-c-apt≠
GsX√msa-∂-dn-bmtam
]√nbpw ]m‰bpw Icn-h≠pw
]qºm-‰-Ifpw D≠t√m
Xpºnbpw Cu®bpw Nne-¥n-bp-sa√mw
sNdp-{]m-Wn-I-fn¬s∏Sp-at√m

Ddpºv
hcn-h-cn-bmbn hcp-∂p≠v
H∂n\p ]ndsI Hs∂m-∂mbv
\∂mbv tPmen-Iƒ sNøp∂p
Iq´mbv tPmen-Iƒ sNøp∂p
Iq´w-sX‰nt∏mbmtem
XncnsI Iq´w tNcp-∂p

AΩ
HmSn-sbØpw t\c-sas∂
Hma-\n°pw AΩ
]mep-Xcpw ]o∏n-Xcpw
]mh-Xcpw AΩ
sIm®p IY sNm√n-Øcpw
\nXy-hp-sa-∂Ω
]´p-dp-am¬ Xp∂n-Øcpw
s]m´psXm-Sp-hn°pw
A—-s\s∂ X√n-Sp-tºmƒ
HmSn-sbØpw AΩ
AΩ-bmWo ]mcn-S-Øn¬
F∂pw Fs‚ ssZhw

AΩsb ad-°ptam Rm≥
Poh-\p-ff Imew

Fenbpw ]q®bpw
]q®-bnXm Fen-°p-™ns\ ]nSn-°m-\mbn
t]mWp
Fen-sbm-∂Xm amfw t\m°n ]c°w
]m™p t]mWp
amf-am-sW-t∂m¿Øp Fen Ip∏n-sbm-∂n¬
Ibdn
Ip∏n-tbbpw Np‰n-∏‰n Imh-embn ]q®
Ip∏o¬ \n∂pw c£-s∏-Sm≥
Fen-°p-™n\v tae
Ip∏n--°p-ff
- n¬ IS∂p sN√m≥ X°w
t\m°n ]q®
]q®-bvs°mcp _p≤n-tXm∂n
Nq≠-bn-s´-Sp°mw
Nq≠ tXSn ]q®-bXm t]mIp-∂Xv It≠m
X°w t\m°n Fen-°p-™ns‚ Iq´p-ImcpsaØn
t]Sn-t°≠ Iq´p-Im-cm...-c-£n-®oSmw Rßƒ
Iq´p-Im-c≥ tXmfp-Im´n as‰mcmfp tIdn
AXn\p tase ASp-Øb
- mfpw NmSn-bXm
tIdn
tamfn¬ \n∂pw Ip∏n-°p-ff
- n¬ hmep \o´n
Im´n
sIm®-\p-P≥ hmep \o´n ]pd-tØ-°ßv
NmSn
Iq´-c-h¿ HØp tN¿∂p HmSn-sbmfn-®t√m
Nq≠-bp-ambv h∂ ]q® HmSn-sbm-fn-®t√m
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]q®Ω
cmcoco cmcoco cmcncmtcm (2)
F¥n-\m-WtΩ Cu ]q®-sb∂pw
\°nØpSbv°p∂p tZl-sa√mw
tZlw apgp-h\pw hrØn-bm-°m≥
\°n-Øp-S-bv°p∂p ]q®-sb∂pw
(cmcoco...)
]q®bv°v tkm∏nt√ shf-f-ant√
\sΩ t]msem∂v Ipfn-®p-IqtS
]q® Ipfn-°p-Ib
- n√ tamtf
shf-fhpw tkm∏pw AXn\p th≠
(cmcoco..)

B´n≥Ip´n
B´n≥Ip´n-°-dnbmw
Im´n¬ tabm-\-dnbmw
Xp≈n-®m-Sm-\-dnbmw
XW-en-ep-d-ßm-\-dnbmw
shbn¬ Nmbp-s∂mcpt\cw
ho´n¬ t]mIm-\-dnbmw
AΩ-bv°-cn-In¬ sN∂v
DΩ sImSp-°m-\-dnbmw

Xpºnss°
Xpºo-˛-Xp-ºo-˛-Xp-ºnss°
]qØpºn-°n√m Xpºnss°
B\-bv°p-s≠mcp Xpºnss°
Ipgnbm\-bv°n√m Xpºnss°

Irjn

B\ hcpt∂
IdpØ s]mÆ≥ ae-t]mse
B\ hcp-t∂-\-øøm!
shfpØ sImºp-Iƒ c≠p≠v
IdpØ Xpºn-ss°-bp≠v
apdw IW-s°-s®-hn-bp≠v
Nqep IW-s°mcp hmep≠v
XqWp-Iƒ amXncn Imep≠v
]Ømbw t]m¬ hb-dp≠v
IdpØ s]mÆ≥ ae-t]mse
B\-h-cp-t∂-\-øøm!

Pndm^v
IgpØp \o≠ Pndmt^ \ns∂˛
ImWm-s\-¥p -ckw
IgpØp \ofm≥ Imc-Ws
- at¥?
Imcyw ]d-tbWw
]e ]e sImºn¬ IgpØp \o´n
Ce-Iƒ Xn∂t√m
It≠m It≠m Aß-s\-sb-∂psS
IgpØp \o≠t√m!

]ip
sImºp Ipep°pw ]iphΩ
hen´m´pw ]iphΩ
]p√p Xn∂pw ]iphΩ
]mep Xcps∂mcp \√Ω

hmg
hmtg hmtg NßmXn
hmhm RßsS NßmXo
Rßƒ°p-Æm≥ Xqi-\ne
Iq´m≥ Iq´m≥ Io‰n-ebpw
N°c s]mXn-bm≥ Icn-bn-ebpw
Xcp∂ \o RßsS NßmXn
apØ»n°v sh‰ne s]mXn-bm≥
hmgt∏mf-bp-sa-∂√
Idn-h-bv°m-\mbn hmg-°mbpw
]ghpw ]e-hI X∂oSpw
sIm®-\n-bØn Ic-bp-tºmƒ
sImSpsØmcp hmg-tØ≥
Cu hI-sb√mw \¬Ipw \o
ad-∂o-Sm-tØm≥ NßmXo

Irjn
tNmdp-≠m-hm≥
tNmdp-≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
tNmdp-≠m-hm≥ Acn-bp≠v
Acn-bp-≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
Acn-bp-≠m-hm≥ s\√p≠v
s\√p≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
s\√p≠m-hm≥ IXn-cp≠v
IXn-cp≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
IXn-cp≠m-hm≥ Rmdp-≠v.
Rmdp-≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
Rmdp-≠m-hm≥ hnØp-≠v.
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hnØp-≠m-hm≥ F¥p≠v?
hnØp-≠m-hm≥ \ne-ap≠v
hnØp-hn-X-bv°m≥ Bcp≠v?
hnØp-hn-X-bv°m≥ Rm\p-≠v.

tNmtZym-Øc∏m´v
s\√v sImøS Ip™m
F\n°p hsø‚tΩ
I‰-sa--Xn-°S Ip™m
F\n°p hsø‚tΩ
s\√pIpØS Ip™m
F\n°p hsø‚tΩ
I™n IpSn-s°Sm Ip™m
Aßs\ ]dsb‚tΩ

]£n-Iƒ
Ipbnepw Im°bpw
ImIm ˛ Icbpw Im°®n
Idp-ºn-bmtW Im°®n
IqIq ˛ IqIpw Ipbn-eΩ
Ipdp-ºn-bmtW Ipbn-eΩ

XØΩ
amhns‚ sImºsØ XØΩ
amhp adn-™m-se¥p sNøpw
BSn-°p-epßn Bep-a-dn-™m¬
Bens‚ sImºsØ XØtΩ
Bep-a-dn-™m-se¥p sNøpw
BSn-°p-epßn Bep-a-dn-™m¬
am\-Øp-t\m°n ]d-]-d-°pw.

]q¶p-bn¬
Ip™n-°p-bnte ]q¶p-bnte
Ip™n-®p-≠n¬ ]m´pt≠m?
Ip™n\p tIƒ°m-s\mcp Km\w
]q¶p-bnte \o ]mSmtam
]mSn-Øo¿∂m¬ Rm≥ \¬Imw
]mepw ]ghpw kΩm\w
]hn-g-Øm-semcp tX≥Iq-Spw.

Xmdmhv
Xmdmth Xmdmth
XØnS Xcn-InS Xmdmth
Gteew ]pg-tbm-f-Øn¬
F√mcpw IqsS-tßm´m
\o≠p hf™ Igp-Øt√
\o¥m≥ ]‰nb Imet√
ap´-I-fn´p Xcm-sa-¶n¬
CjvSw t]mse Xo‰ Xcmw.

]®-a-c-Øn¬ sImºn-en-cn°pw
]®-°n-fnsb I≠oSmw

SIv SIv
sImØn sImØn ]nt∂w sImØn
]e-\mƒ sImØn
SIv, SIv, SIv, SIv
SIv, SIv, SIv, SIv
HØncn sImØn˛
´nØncbps≈mcp
s]mØp-≠m°n
s]mØn-en-cn°pw
]pgpsh sImØn
NndIv hncn-s®mcp
Infn-bpsS t]cXv
]d-bmtam? acw-sImØn

XØ

IqsS hcmtam NßmXn ˛ "Duw'
IqSp Xcmtam NßmXn ˛ "Duw'
Dcpf Xcmtam NßmXn ˛ "Duw'
Dcpfn Xcmtam NßmXn ˛ "Duw'
Bsc¥p ]d-™mepw NßmXn ˛ "Duw'
Bsfmcp a≠≥ aqß-®m¿ ˛ "Duw'

XtØ XtØ hmhmhm
N°-c-apØw XmXmXm
]mepw ]ghpw X∂oSmw
]pXn-sbmcp IqSpw X∂oSmw
Iq´n-en-cn-°m≥ aSn-bm-sW-¶n¬
F∂psS aSn-bn-en-cp-t∂mfq
]e ]e IY-Iƒ ]d-™oSmw
Iq´-cp-samØv Ifn-®o-Smw.

]®-°nfn

tNmtZym-Øc
- ∏
- m´v

]®-°m-´n¬ t]mboSmw
]®-a-c-ßƒ I≠oSmw

XØn-∏m-dp∂ XØtΩ \ns∂
]mdm≥ ]Tn-∏n-®-Xm-cmWv?
tate s]mØv∂v Xmtgm´v hoW∏w

aqfpw NßmXn
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Nnd-In-´-Sn-°m≥ ]Tn-®-XmWv
\o¥n \S-°W aot\ \ns∂
\o¥m≥ ]Tn-∏n-®-Xm-cmWv?
sh≈-Øn-em-≠ßv t]mIm-dm-b∏w
Nnd-Im¬ Cg™v ]Tn-®X
- mWv
HmSn-\-S-°W Ipt™ \ns∂
HmSm≥ ]Tn-∏n-®-Xm-cmWv
Fs∂ ssIhn-´Ω Zqtc°v t]mIpºw
]n∂mse HmSn ]Tn-®-Xm-Wv.

Ipbn¬
]m´p ]mSn ]mdn \S°pw
IdpØ Ipbn-etΩ
Im° Iq´n¬ ap´-bn-Sp-s∂mcp
I≈n-°p-bn-etΩ
Zqsc amhn≥ sImºn-en-cp∂v
\o ]m´p ]mSp-tºmƒ
IqIq IqIq G‰p-]mSmw
Rm\pw \n≥ IqsS....

Infn-∏m´v
Bep-¶-S-hn-sem-cm-ep≠v
Ben≥ tasemcp t]mSp≠v
t]mSn-\-I-sØmcp IqSp≠v
Iq´n-\-I-sØmcp Infn-bp≠v
Infn-bpsS Np≠n¬ ]m´p≠v
]ms´m-gp-Ip∂q Io... Io....Io...

abnepw Ipbnepw
abnte abnte ]mSmtam?
Ipbnte Ipbnte BSmtam?

abn-em-Sp-tºmƒ Ipbn¬]mSpw
Ipbn¬ ]mSp-tºmƒ abn-emSpw

tIkn\p t]mhm≥ \o apº≥
t{Imkp \SØm\ \o hº≥
Imt°! \osbmcp h°otem
]£nt°mSXn h°ntem?

Ip´nbpw Im°bpw

]£n-Iƒ

Ip´n

tImgn-°p™p Rßƒ ap´-bn¬\n∂pw
]pd-Øn-dßn h∂q Blm B
- \
- µw
tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw
Im¨an≥ RßsS Imep-Iƒ Im¨an≥
RßsS Np≠p-Iƒ
NnI-™oSpw ]ns∂ sImØn sImØn
Xn∂pw
tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw
Rß-fpsS AΩ sImt°m sImt°m
hnfn°pw
HmSn Rßƒ°qSpw Xo‰n apºmbv t\Sm≥
tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw
Hcp Zn\atøm almZpxJw IjvSw
hen-sbmcp ]cp¥v ]d∂p XmWp
tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw
HmSn RßƒIqSn AΩ-bp-S≥ Xs∂
Nnd-sIm∂v hnS¿Øn \∂m-sbm-fn-∏n®p
]t£ Hcp tkmZ-c≥ ]d-s∂Øpw aptº
ZpjvS\
- mb ]cp¥v dm©n-s°m≠v t]mbn.

abn-en\p ]mSm\-dn-bn√
Ipbn-en\v BSm-\-dn-bn√

:

Imt°
\n∂psS t]sc¥m?

Im°

:

Im°-°p-´≥
F∂mtW

Ip´n

:

Imt°-S—s‚
t]sc¥m?

Im°

:

Im°-°d
- p-º≥
F∂mtW

Ip´n

:

Imt°-S-tΩS
t]sc¥m?

Im°

:

Im°-°-dpºn
F∂mtW

Ip´n

:

Imt° \n∂psS
\mtSXm

Im°

:

Im°-t»-cn-bn¬
F≥\mSv

Im°
IdpØ tIm´pw Imepdbpw
Ipdn°p sIm≈pw Iuiehpw
Imt°! \osbmcp h°otem?
]£nt°mSXn h°otem?

\√ ]mTw ]Tn®p Zqsc-sbm∂pw t]mhn√
AΩ-bpsS kmao]yw `b-an-√t√m
tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw tIymw
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hml\ßƒ
Xoh≠n
\of-°m-c≥ IqIpt∂
]mfw sX‰m-tXm-Spt∂
Iq Iq Fs∂mcp IY-bd
- nbmw
IS IS \s√mcp ]m´-dn-bmw.
ac-ßƒ Xn∂pw ]pgp-hmtWm?
aÆp Xpc-°p-sam-sc-en-bmtWm
InX-s®m-c¬∏w \n∂mepw
IpXn®p ]mbpw Xoh≠n

h≠n
A\n-b-\p≠v h≠n
c≠p N{Ih≠n
aWn-b-Sn®p \oßpw
\√ ssk°nƒ h≠n
G´-\p≠v h≠n
c≠p N{I-h≠n
IpXn-Ip-Xn®p ]mbpw
\√ kvIq´¿ h≠n

tamt´m¿
sNdnb sNdnb tamt´m¿
henb henb tamt´m¿
]º-Sn-°W tamt´m¿
t]mw t]mw tamt´m¿

{i≤n-°Ww
em a√m a√m tetem
tem at√-emem tem
h≠n-I-tfmSpw tdmUn¬°qSn

X≠pw Im´n \S-°c
- ptX
X≠pw Im´n \S-∂m-etøm
Ip≠m-a≠o ]nW-™n-Sp-ta.
Iq´pw IqSn \S-°p-tºmƒ \mw
tdmUm-sW∂v ad-°-cptX
tdmUn¬°qSn \S-°p-tºmƒ \mw
he-Xp-h-iØp \S-t°-Ww.
tdmUp apdn®p IS-°p-tºmƒ \mw
CSXpw heXpw t\mt°Ww

hnam\w
hmhm F∂p hnfn®q hm\w
hm\n-ep-b¿∂p hnam\w
]mdn-∏mdn \S∂q \mSp-Iƒ˛
]eXpw I≠p hnam\w
Ip∂pw Ipgnbpw ]pgbpw hgnbpw
ISepw I≠p aS-ßn.
aXn aXn-sb∂p a\- n¬ tXm∂n
aÆn¬ Xncn-sI-bn-dßn

IS-˛-IS ....... Imf-h≠n
IS IS IS IS Imf-h≠n
InWn InWn InWn InWn
ssk°nƒ h≠n
t]m t]m t]m t]m tamt´m¿ h≠n
QpIv QpIv QpIv QpIv Xoh≠n

Xoh≠n
$

IqIq IqIq Xoh≠n
IqIn-∏mbpw Xoh≠n

$

I¬°cn Xn∂pw Xoh≠n
sh≈w tam¥pw Xoh≠n

So®¿°pw Ip´n-Iƒ°pw tN¿∂v ]mSn-°f
- n°m-hp∂ ]m´v:

NpIv NpIv NpIv NpIv Xoh≠n
Hcp]m-Sm-sf-t°‰n∏mbpw
hº≥ Rms\mcp Xoh-≠n
NpIv NpIv NpIv NpIv Xoh≠n

Zqsc Zqsc t]mtIWw
GXn-eqsS t]mtIWw
Ic-bn-eqsS t]mtIWw
GXp h≠n-bn¬ t]mtIWw
Xoh-≠n-bn¬ t]mtIWw (ssk°nƒ, Im¿,
_kv)

NpIv NpIv NpIv NpIv Xoh≠n
\of-ap-s≈mcp Xoh-≠n
Bsf-t°‰pw Xoh≠n
NpIv NpIv NpIv NpIv Xoh-≠n

Ip´s‚ hnIrXn
HmSn-t∏mIpw h≠n-bn-sem-cp-\mƒ
NmSn-°-b-dm≥ `mhns°
Ip´‚Ω Ic™p ]d™p
Ip´m tamt\ Ib-dt√
AΩ ]d-™Xv tI´n-SmsX
Ip´≥ ]m™p apt∂m´v

Zqsc Zqsc t]mtIWw
GXn-eqsS t]mtIWw
IS-en-eqsS t]mtIWw/]pg-bn-eqsS
t]mtIWw
GXp h≠n-bn¬ t]mtIWw
I∏¬ Ibdn t]mtIWw (t_m´v, tXmWn,
h©n)

NmSn-°b
- dpw t\cw Ip´≥
ssIhn-´tøm \Sp-tdm-Un¬
\Sphpw t]mbn ]pdhpw t]mbn
Imep-If
- ß
- s\ H∂v c≠v

Zqsc Zqsc t]mtIWw
GXn-eqsS t]mtIWw
am\-ØqsS t]mtIWw
GXp h≠n-bn¬ t]mtIWw
hnam-\-tadn t]mtIWw
hnam-\tadn t]mtIWw (slentIm]v‰¿....)

Xoh≠n

hnam\w

Qw Qw Qw ImctØm˛
tSmSn t]mIpw Xoh≠n
QSn-Xn-bn-se-tßm-´o-bm{X
Qm≥kn-bn-tet°m? s]mbvt°m-s´.

NndIp hnS¿Øn am\Øv
]d∂p t]mIp--h-Xm-cmWv?
Bsf-t°‰n thK-Øn¬
]d-∂p-t]mIpw hnam\w
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Xoh≠n
hº≥ h≠n Xoh≠n
IqIn-∏m™p hcp-∂pt≠
Fs¥mcp \ofw Aºtºm
Fs¥mcp thKw Aºtºm!
AXm- h-cp∂p sNdp-tXmWn
Nm©°w Nm©°w
sNdptXmWn \ap°v
Xpg-™oSmw
A°sc thKw FØo-Smw

Fs‚ {Kmaw, s]mXpÿm]-\ßƒ, hm¿Øm hn-\n-ab
- a
- m¿Kßƒ
t]mÃ-Ωm-h≥
Rßƒ°pt≠ kvt\ln-°m≥
RßsS \m´n-sem-c-Ωm-h≥
\oe-bp-Sp∏pw k©n-bp-ambv
ssk°n-fn-seØpw AΩm-h≥
\´p® sImSp-sh-bn-eØpw
tImcn-s®m-cnbpw ag-bØpw
IØpw ]Whpw ]mgvke
- p-ambn˛
s´Øo-Sp-s∂m-c-Ωm-h≥

Sn.hn.
shfp shfp Nn√p≈ kpµ-cn-s∏´n
A—\o Ip´\p \¬In-bs
- ]´n
hnc-sem∂v sXm´mtem B´hpw ]m´pw
Im´n-Ø-cp-s∂mcp Nßm-Xn-s∏´n

ag-hn-√n≥ \nd-sams° ImØn-Ø-cp∂p
a[p-camw Km\-ßƒ tIƒ∏n-°p-∂p.

sdbn¬th-tÃ-j≥
sdbn¬th tÃj-\n¬ sN∂mtem
s{Sbn≥ hcp-∂Xp I≠oSmw
sImSn-Iƒ Im´n \n¬°p∂
Km¿Un-s\-sbm∂v I≠oSmw
Nph∏p sImSn-Iƒ Im´p-tºmƒ
s{Sbn≥ \n¬°p-∂Xv I≠oSmw
]®-s°m-Sn-Iƒ Im´p-tºmƒ
s{Sbn≥ t]mIp-∂Xp I≠oSmw

tdUntbm
ho´n-ep-s≠mcp sIm®p-s]´n
]m´p-]mSpw s]´n
s]´n-°p-≈n-em-cp-an√
H® am{Xw tIƒ°pw
IY ]dbpw Ifn ]dbpw
hm¿Ø-Iƒ hmbn°pw

h≠n
h≠n-bn-tednt∏mIp-tºmƒ
ImgvN-I-sf-s¥√mw
t]meokv tÃj\pw t]mÃm∏okpw
_kv Ãm≥Up-Ifpw D≠t√m
kvIqfn≥ ap∂n¬ Ip´n-Is
- f√mw
I®-hS- °
- m¿ tafn-°pw.

Aºn-fn-am-a≥
hm\n¬ \n∂v Nncn-°p∂p
sh≈n-sh-fn®w hnX-dp∂p
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Rmt\m-Sp-tºmƒ HmSp∂p
Rm≥ \n¬°p-tºmƒ \n¬°p∂p
Fs¥mcp kpµ-c-\-Ωm-h≥
\ΩpsS Aºn-fn-b-Ωm-h≥

Ip´m∏n
N¥-bn¬ t]mIpw Ip´m∏o
\n∂psS h≠n-bn¬ F¥mWv?
]p≈n-∏-ip-hn≥ ]mep≠v
Ip∏nIƒ \ndsb ]mep-≠v
AΩn-Wn-bm-Sn≥ ]mep≠v
ap´-Iƒ Ip´-bn¬ ]e-Xp≠v
X´n-s∏m-´m-sX-tØWw
N¥-bn¬ hmßm-\m-fp-≠v

sSent^m¨
InWn InWn InWn InWn aWn-\mZwsSent^m-Wns‚ aWn-\mZw
Btcm Fs∂ hnfn-°p∂p
sNhn-bn¬ tN¿Øp ]nSn-®-t∏mƒ
"ltem' F∂p tIƒ°p-∂p
tN®n hnfn-s®mcp tImfmtW
Kƒ^o-∂p-s≈mcp tImfm-tW

t^m¨
s_√Sn s_√Sn ssIbn-se--SpØp
ImtXmSv tN¿Øp tNmZn®p
ltem ltem BcmWv
Imcy-ad
- n™p \µn ]d™p
\a--kvImcw

sshZypXn
sshZypXn Fs∂mcp tIa≥
Bsf sIm√pw `oa≥
kzn®n¬ sXm´m-tem-Sn-hcpw
s]´-∂-Wbpw iqc≥
ImWm≥ IÆn\v Ign-bn√
sXm´m¬ X´n Fdn-™oSpw
hnc-en≥ Xpº-Øq-™m-emSpw
a\p-jy≥am-cpsS Zmk≥

Ie-Iƒ, {]mtZ-inI D’-hß
- ƒ,
Ifn-Iƒ, hnt\m-Zß
- ƒ
]qcw
sN≠-bn-e-Sn-bSn No≠≥ tN´m
Un≠S Un≠w Un≠n≠w
a±-fa
- p-S\
- Sn amØ≥ tN´m
[nw[nan [nw[nan [nw[nw-t[m.
Ipg-ep-hn-fn°q Ip™≥ tN´m
s]∏c s]t∏ s]∏t∏
ssIaWn ap´q aWn-b≥ tN´m
Qnw Qn√w (2)
Un≠ [nw[nan s]∏-c-Qn√w
tN¿∂m¬ ]qcw s]mSn-]qcw

]qcw
Imhn¬ ]qcw ]qºmt‰
sXtømw Xndbpw ]qºmt‰

sIm´pw Ipgepw ]qºmt‰
ImWm≥ t]mcq ]qºmt‰

sN≠
sN≠ It≠m sN≠
a≠-bp≈ sN≠
sN≠ ap´p tIt´m
Un≠ Un≠ Un≠pw

R≠vv
e√e√ emse e√e√ emse
I√n\p≈nse Rt≠
IeymWØn\p t]mt≠
e√e√ emse e√e√ emse
Xmenw amtew ths≠
Hme∏oen hnfnt°t≠
e√e√ emse e√e√ emse
]®Sn In®Sn tht≠
]m¬∏mbkhpw tht≠
e√e√ emse e√e√ emse
sIm´pw Ipchbpw ths≠
Iymad H∂v an∂t≠
e√e√ emse e√e√ emse

Bh¿Ø\w
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωms\ It≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
sI´nb hoSpIt≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
sI´nb ho´nencn°p∂ IqSp It≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
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sI´nb ho´nencn°p∂ Iq´n¬
InS°p∂ tImgnsb It≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
sI´nb ho´nencn°p∂ Iq´n¬
InS°p∂ tImgnbΩsb sIm∂
Ipdp°s\ It≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
sI´nb hoSnencn°p∂ Iq´n¬
InS°p∂ tImgnsb sIm∂
Ipdp°s\ sIms∂mcp tXm°p It≠m
Iq´pImsc \nßƒ Ip´Ωm≥
sI´nb ho´nencn°p∂ Iq´n¬
InS°p∂ tImgnsb sIm∂
Ipdp°s\ sIms∂mcp tXm°pambv
sX°q∂v X°nS, XcnInS Xmfw
Nhn´n hcp∂Xp I≠pthm
Ip´Ωm\√tbm

IS¶Y∏m´v
i) NmSn-®mSn t]mIpw Rm≥

sh≈w I≠m¬ \o¥oSpw
t]mt{Imw t]mt{Imw Ic-bp∂
Rm\m-cm-sW-∂-dn-bmtam?
ii) ]md-I-Ws° tXm∂oSpw

H®-b-\°w tI´m-ep-Ss\
Xe Rm≥ D≈n-sem-fn-∏n°pw
]dbq ]dbq ]d-bmtam?
Rm\m-cm-sW-∂-dn-bmtam?
iii) Rßƒ \o¥pw sh≈-Øn¬

Icbv°p h∂m¬ NØoSpw

\nßsS ssIbn¬ s]´mtem
Idn-bp-≠m°n Xn∂oSpw

tImep-Iƒ s]mßn-Øm-gpt∂
Bfp-Iƒ HmSn-°q-Spt∂

]´w

{Kq∏v 2:

a±fw sIm´m≥ t]mcp∂p
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcp∂p
X≤n-an XI-[nan X≤nan
XI-[nan X≤nan XI-[nan
[ow [ow [ow

{Kq∏v 2:

tNßne sIm´m≥ t]mcpt∂m
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcpt∂m
tNßne sIm´m≥ t]mcp∂p
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcp∂p
tWw tWw, tWw tWw, tWw
tWw, tWw tWw
tWw tWw, tWw tWw, tWw
tWw, tWw.

{Kq∏v 1:

sImºv hnfn-°m≥ t]mcpt∂m
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcpt∂m

{Kq∏v 2:

sImºv hnfn-°m≥ t]mcp∂p
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcp∂p
s]s]-t∏ s]s]-t∏
s]s-∏c
s]s∏c s]s∏t∏

(Unw Unw)
B¿∏phnfn-I-fp-a-pb-cp∂p
Bth-i-Øn¬ ]S-cp∂p

Ip´≥ sI´nb ]´w
IpØs\ adnbpw ]´w
tNen¬ ]mdpw ]´w
Dbsc t]mIpw ]´w
]mSw Np‰pw ]´w
ImWm≥ \s√mcp ]´w

(Unw Unw)
Ip‰n-Ø-e-bn¬ tXmept≠
tXmen≥ tase tImept≠
(Unw Unw)

]qcw

]qcw

]qcw ht∂

apØp-°p-Sbpw NqSn \nc∂p
B\-I-sf√mw hcn-h-cn-bmbv
tate-°m-hnse ]qc-Øn∂v
C∂m-Wt√m IpS-am‰w
\oe-\n-d-Øn¬ a™-\n-d-Øn¬
IpS-Iƒ hncn™p am\Øv
apØp-°p-S-Iƒ hncnbp-tºmƒ
B¿∏pw hnfnbpw s]mSn-]qcw

X°nS ˛ Xcn-InS Poø©w
Imhn¬∏qcw h∂t√m
s]∏-c-˛-s]-∏-c-˛Upw Upw Upw
Imhn¬∏qcw h∂t√m
sSs´-s´s´ ˛ shSn-s]m´n
Imhn¬∏qcw h∂t√m
F¥p Xnc-°m-W-ºtºm
Imhn¬∏qcw h∂t√m

sN≠-bS- n-°m≥ t]mcpt∂m

sN≠
(Ip´n-Iƒ hmbvØmcn am{Xw G‰p]mSp-∂p.
So®¿ hcn-Iƒ ]mSp-∂p.)
Unw Unw Un≠ t≠
UnwIW UnwIW UnwUt≠
Aºe\S-bn¬ s]m¥pt∂
hº≥ tafw UnwUnwt≠

sN≠-b-Sn-°m≥ t]mcpt∂m
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcpt∂m
{Kq∏v2: sN≠-b-Sn-°m≥ t]mcp∂p
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcp∂p
Uw]S ]S- ]S Uw]S ]S
]S Uw]S ]S-]S {Uw {Uw {Uw
{Kq∏v 1:

{Kq∏v 1:
(Unw Unw)

a±fw sIm´m≥ t]mcpt∂m
Nßm-Xn-Itf t]mcpt∂m
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aÆ∏w
aÆ-∏Ø
- n\v aÆv Ipg®p
N∏nfn Nfn]nfn
N∏nfn Nfn-]nfn
lm lm F¥p ckw!

IS-¶Y∏m´v
B...B-\...-Bd-- m´v
Cu...Cu-®...-Cu-c≠v

Du......DuØv......-Du-™m¬
G........G-Wn..........-G-ebv°
B...Cu...-Du........F
Xe-bn¬ sImºp-Iƒ c≠p≠v
DS-en≥ ]n∂n¬ sNdn-sbm-cp -hm¬
]mep-Xcpw sNdn-sbm-cp- P-¥p-hn≥
t]sc-¥mWv ]d-bmtam?
B........Sv
N°-cI
- ≠
- m¬ FØpw Np‰n-∏‰n
]d°pw
HmSn-®mepw HmSn-®mepw ]ns∂bpsaØpw
BcmWv?
Cu.....®
am\w tase ]d-∂oSpw ac-ßf
- n¬ IqSp--Iƒ
Iq´oSpw
Inep-Inse Fs∂mcp ]m´pw ]mSn
ap‰-sØ-Øp-hX
- m-cmWv ˛ Infn

Bcm-Wm-t]m-Ip∂p
BcmWm t]mIp-∂p..-sN-≠-°m-c-√tbm
Aº-e-Øn¬ sImSp-hmƒ Xpº-tamsS
t]mIp-∂p.
sNs∂Øo sNs∂Øo ]ns∂-sb-¥psN-øp∂p
sN≠-®c
- Sv apdp--°o´v aps≠m-∂c
- b
- n¬
sI´o´v

X°n-S, Xcn-InS XmfØn¬ C¿d≠w
C¿d≠w
Xw©mfm Xmf-Øn¬ Pow Pow Pow Pow
ap´p∂p
h∂t√m h∂t√m Ipg¬hn-fn-°m¿
h∂t√m
Ipg-ep-Iƒ ssIbn-se-Sp-°p∂p ]o∏n]o
]n∏n∏o s]∏-c-s]∏c s]s∏-t∏.....

IYm-Km\w
Xm\msc Xm\m-sc...
Atß-ho-´nse apØ-»n-b-tΩsS
]qh≥tIm-gn-sbm-cp-\mƒ
Im´n¬ \S∂ Item-’hw ImWm≥
]m≠≥ ]q®-tbm-sSmØv t]mbn(-Xm-\m-tc)
hm\-c-∑m-cpsS Xmf-Øn-s\mØv
]p≈n-am-\p-Iƒ Xp≈m≥XpSßn
]®°n-fn-bpsS ]m´p-Iƒs°m∏w
]p≈nabn-ep-Iƒ \rØwNhn´n (-Xm-\m-tc)
s]s´-s∂mcp Ipc tI´p(2)
th´-°m-cs‚ ]´n _u.... .._u...
]m´pw Ifn-Ifpw F√mw \ne®p
Iq´-am-sb√mw HmSn Hfn®p (-Xm-\m-tc)
Iq´-Øn¬ ]m≠\pw Im´n-sem-fn®p
]qh≥tImgn H‰-bv°p-ambn
]´n- Ip-c-®psIm-t≠m-Sn--sbØn
]qh\v t]Sn-b-tXdn (-Xm-\m-tc)
H‰ IpXn-∏n\v tIdn ac-s°m-ºn¬
cm{Xn apgp-h-\-sßm-‰-bv°n-cp∂p
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]nt‰∂v hoSns\ t\m°n-°p-Xn®p
ho´n≥ ]Sn-°tem ]m≠s\ I≠p (-Xm-\m-tc)
B]-Øn¬ ssIsh-Sn-™oSp∂ NßmXn
NßmXnbmIptam Iq´p-Im-tc.....

BImiw
taLw
]d∂p t]mIpw Infn-b√
]m´p-Iƒ ]mSm-\-dn-bn√
IS-en¬ \n∂pw s]mßp∂p
Im‰-Øß
- s\ \oßp-∂p.

BImiw
hSn-bn√ ]nSn-bn√ \√ IpS
XpWn-bn√ Imen√ \√ IpS
ag-bØp tNmcp∂ \√ IpS
shbnep sIm≈n-°p∂ henb IpS
]Iep Ign-™m¬ IdpØ IpS
Ccp-fn¬ an\p-ßp∂ apØp-°pS
BImiw \ΩpsS \√ IpS
`qan°p taep≈ henb IpS

]pecn
]qhn-S-cp-tºmƒ s]m≥]p-ecn
]qhm-Sp-tºmƒ aqh¥n
shbn-se-Øp-tºmƒ s]m≥]p-ecn
shbn-em-dp-tºmƒ aqh¥n
Infn ]mSp-tºmƒ s]m≥]p-ecn
Infn t]mIp-tºmƒ aqh¥n
]pecn sImSp°pw hI-sb√mw
Xncn-sI-sb-Sp°pw aqh¥n

taLw
apI-fn¬ IqSn t]mIp-tºmƒ
am\-Ø-ßs\ ]mdp-tºmƒ
ae-bn¬ hb-en¬ ]p¬ta-´n¬
ag s]øn°pw taLw Rm≥

\£-{X-ßƒ
BIm-isØ ]qap-‰s
- Ømcp
tXßm-∏qfp InS-°p∂p
sImXn-b≥amcmw \£-{X-ßƒ
Np‰pw \n∂p NnWp-ßp-∂p.

sh≈w, ]pg, IS¬,
PePohn-Iƒ
ao≥
Xm\m X\\m Xm\-∂\ (2)
]qt°m´v Imb-en¬ ao≥ ]nSn-°m≥
Xm\m................
ao\v Xebvs°mcp Nqs≠y-dn™p
Xm\m................
Nq≠ hen-®h
- ≥ t\m°p-t∂cw
Xm\m................
Nq≠ Xe-bvs°mcp ao≥ Ip-Spßn
Nq≠ hen-®h
- ≥ Ic-bn-en´p
ao≥ apdn-®h
- ≥ t\m°p-t∂cw
ao\n-\I
- s
- Ømcp sN∏p-I≠p
sN∏p Xpd-∂h
- ≥ t\m°p-t∂cw
sN∏n-\-I-sØmcp ame-I≠p

ame-sb-Sp-Ø-h≥ Igp-Øn-en´p
B\µw sIm≠-h≥ Xp≈n-®m-Sn.
(Hmtcm hcn- ° n- S - b nepw "Xm\m- X ∂' F∂
hmbvØmcn sNm√n-bm¬ ck-I-c-am-Ipw.)

Xhf
ag-sbm∂v hbv°m≥ am\w Idp-Øm¬
aÆns‚ ]m´pw ]mSn-c-kn®v
a‰p-t≈m¿ ImWmsX ]mS-h-c-ºØv
IpØn-bn-cn°pw Xh-fsb It≠m?
I´w Xd-bn¬ NmSm\pw
s]m´-°p-f-Øn¬ \o¥m\pw
h´-°Æ
- p-s≈mcp sIm®p-an-Sp-°\v
H´pta t]Sn-bn√øtøm H´pta t]Sn-bn-√.
Xpºn-Iƒ ]mdn-∏-d-°p-tºmƒ
\m°ßv \o´n-∏n-Sn-®oSpw
\m°ns‚ A‰Øv H´n-∏n-Sn-°p∂ kq{Xw
]isb∂v sNm√p-at{X
kq{Xw ]i-sb∂v sNm√p-at{X!

t]t{Imw..... t]t{Imw.....
t]t{Imw t]t{Imw Xh-f-®m¿
]mS-h-c-ºn¬ NmSp∂p
D≠-°Æp Xpdp-∏n®v
Ip≠pw Ipgnbpw tXSp-∂p.
Ip´n-Iƒ Np‰pw \n∂n´v
am{In-sb∂p hnfn-°p-∂p.

aghn√v
sIm≈mw \s√mcp aghn√v
am\Øps≈mcp aghn√v
\n\°p In´nb Ggp\ndßƒ
]I¿∂p Xcmtam Rßƒ°mbv
]I¿∂p Xcmtam Rßƒ°mbv

aghn√v
It≠m It≠m N¥-Øn¬
ag-hn-s√m∂v am\Øv

Ba

Ggp \nd-Ønse hn√mtW

hen-sbmcp tXmSpw Npa∂v sIm≠v
Cg™v \oßpw NßmXn

Gg-gIps≈mcp hn√mtW

Xebpw Imepw hmepw am{Xw
]pdØv \o´pw NßmXn
i_vZw tI´m¬ tXmSn-\p-≈n¬
Hfn-®n-cn°pw NßmXn
Ic-bn¬ ImWmw
Ipf-Øn¬ ImWmw
Ba-t®-´≥ NßmXn

ImWm\ms\s¥mcp tNemtW
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BIm-i-Ønse ag-hn-√ns\

Icn-ap-In¬
Icn-ap-In¬ \nd-bWp am\Øv
ag-hn-√-W-bWp NmcØv
abn-ep-Iƒ BSWp sImºØv
]pXp-ag hogWp ]mSØv

t]mIt√
hm¿ ag-hnt√ h∂mepw
hm\n¬ aSn-bnencp∂mepw
I¨Ipfn-cp∂p ImWp-tºmƒ
Icƒ t\mhp∂p ambp-tºmƒ

Bº¬∏qhv

]pg-b-Ωmhm......]pg-b-Ωmhm
Fhn-tSbv-t°mSn t]mWq \o?
Aßp ]Sn-™m-dp-s≈mcp
IS-en¬ IqSn tNcm≥ t]mWq Rm≥.

{Inkvakv
{Inkva-kvacw

]nd-∂mƒ
s]m∂p-Æn°v ]nd-∂mfv
C∂m-Wt√m ]nd-∂mfv
A—≥ \¬In s]m∂pΩ
AΩ sImSp-Øp \qdpΩ
]pØ-\p-Sp-∏p-Iƒ Xp∂otem
\s√mcp tI°pw hmßotem
tN´-\-b-s®mcp Im¿Up≠v
Biw-kI-fpsS Im¿Up-≠v.

Rm\m-cm-sW-∂-dn-bmtam

ap‰Øv \n¬°W
{Inkvakv ac-Øns\
ImWm-s\-s¥mcp tNemWv
ImWm-s\-s¥mcp tNem-Wv!
an\p-ans\ an∂pw \£-{X-ßƒ
h¿W_eq-Wp-Iƒ FºmSpw
h¿W-_-eq-WpIƒ FºmSpw
apØp-Iƒ dn_WpIƒ
F√m-apt≠
ImWm-s\-s¥mcp tNem-Wv!

Rm\m-Wt√m Bº¬∏q

\£-{XZo]w

Fs¥mcp tNem-W-ø-øm.....

eme e√ e√-√m...

\£-{X-Zo]w sImfpØn h®p

kΩm-\-ßƒ Xcptam ]∏m

]pg

]p¬°qSv \∂mbn Hcp°nh®p

]Icw sXm∏n-Iƒ X∂oSmw

]pg-b-Ωmhm......]pg-b-Ωmhm
Fhn-sS-t∂mSn hcp∂p \o?
AIse ImWpw ae-bn¬ \n∂pw
NmSn-Øp-ffn hcp∂p Rm≥
t]mcpw hgn-bn¬ Fs¥√mw
ImgvNI
- ƒ I≠p ckn®q \o?
]p¬taSp-Ifpw ]qt¥m-∏p-Ifpw
]qt©m-eI
- fpw I≠q Rm≥

Ht´sd Ip™p-ßƒ ImØn-cp∂p

Igp-Øn-s\m∏w sh≈-Øn¬
apßn-°p-fn®p ckn°pw Rm≥
XWpØp tIm®pw sh≈-Øn¬
\o¥n-°f
- n®v ckn°pw Rm≥
eme e√ e√-√m...

(2)

sh≈w Xmgp-tºmƒ Xmgp∂p
sh≈w s]mßp-tºmƒ s]mßp∂p

(2)

{Inkvakv ]∏
{Inkvakv ]∏m
{Inkvakv ]∏m
RßsS sXm∏n-Iƒ I≠nt√
]e-\n-d-ap-s≈mcp
sXm∏n-Iƒ ImWm≥

KWn-XK
- m-\ß
- ƒ

{Inkvakv cm{Xn-bn-sß-Øn-bt√m

H∂pw c≠pw

BImi Xmc-Iƒ I¨Xp-d∂p

H∂pw H∂pw c≠v
]qhnep≠v h≠v
c≠pw c≠pw \mev
abnen\p≠v ]oen
aq∂pw aq∂pw Bdv
B‰nep≠v ]md.
\mepw \mepw F´v

amem-J-am¿ h∂p ImXn-temXn
kvt\l-k-am-[m\ ZqXp-ambn
tZh≥ (DÆn-tb-ip) ]nd-∂Xo cm{Xn-bt√m
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AØnacØn¬ s]mØv

´pÆn°Æ≥ ]mSp∂p.
Bdv Ggv F´v HºXv
]Øp≠t√m XØΩ

A©mfpw tN¿s∂m∂Sn]Xnsb
H∂v... c≠v.... aq∂v... \mev... A©v...
(F∂v ]d™v ssIsIm´p∂p.)

\mev

DW¿Øp]m´v

\√Xp am{Xw

aq∂pw H∂pw \memWv
]iphn\v ImepIƒ \memWv
c≠pw c≠pw \memWv
Imdn\p N{Iw \memWv.

\ap°v ]mSmw, Np‰n®p‰n BSmw.
ssIap´ns°mƒhn≥ _meItc
F√mcpw IqSn, Hcpan®p IqSn
ssIap´nsImƒhn≥ _meItc...

Hs∂mcp sIm∂∏qhmWv

ssIc≠pw s]m°n
ssI c≠pw XmgvØn
t\sc \n¬∏n≥ Iq´pImtc...
hew ssIs]m°n
CSw ssI XmgvØn
hew `mKw t\m°n≥ Iq´pImtc

\ap°v IÆpIƒ c≠mtW
\√Xp am{Xw ImWpI \mw
\ap°v ssIIƒ c≠mtW
\√Xp am{Xw sNøpI \mw
\ap°v sNhnIƒ c≠mtW
\√Xp am{Xw tIƒ°pI \mw
\ap°v ImepIƒ c≠mtW
\√ hgn°p \S°pI \mw
\ap°v \mhXp H∂mtW
\√Xp am{Xw sNm√pI \mw.

s\‰nbnsemcp s]m´v
A©pw A©pw ]Øv

Hs∂mcp sIm∂∏qhmWv
cs≠mcp sNdpIcnh≠mWv
aqs∂mcp ]®°p∂mWv
\msemcp \mS≥ IeamWv
As©mcp ]pØ≥ _©mWv
Bsdmcp tat´m¿ ImdmWv
Gsgmcp hmg∏gamWv
Fs´mcp a™∏´mWv
H≥]sXmcmº¬°pfamWv
]sØmcp XØs∏ÆmWv

H∂v..... c≠v.....
H∂mw ]mTw ssIbnseSpØn˛
´pÆn°Æ≥ ]mSp∂p.
H∂v.... c≠v... aq∂v... \mev
A©p≠t√m a©mSn!
c≠mw ]mTw ssIbnseSpØn ˛

CSw ssI s]m°n
CSw ssI XmgvØn
CSw `mKw t\m°n≥ Iq´pImtc
hew ImenSn®v CSw ImenSn®v
hew `mKw Xncnbn≥ Iq´pImtc...
CSw ImenSn®p hew ImenSn®p
CSw `mKw Xncnbn≥ _meItc...

IhnXIƒ

s]cp-hn-c¬

s]m´p≠t√m h´-Øn¬

H∂mw s]cphnc¬ H∂Sn ]Xnsb
c≠mw s]cphnc¬ H∂Sn ]Xnsb
aq∂mw \Sphnc¬ H∂Sn ]Xnsb
\memw tamXncmhnc¬ H∂Sn ]Xnsb
A©mw sNdphnc¬ H∂Sn ]Xnsb

h´w h´w h´-Øn¬
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h´w h´w h´-Øn¬
]∏-S-apt≠ h´-Øn¬
h´w h´w h´-Øn¬
Aºn-fn-am-a≥ h´-Øn¬
h´w h´w h´-Øn¬

Ip™n-°nÆw h´-Øn¬
h´w h´w h´-Øn¬
]Øncnbp≠v h´-Øn¬

Hs∂∂p ]d-bp-tºmƒ
H∂n®p \n¬°Ww
cs≠∂p ]d-bp-tºmƒ
ssI c≠pw sIm´Ww
aqs∂∂p ]d-bp-tºmƒ
apt∂m´v \oßWw
\m-se∂p ]d-bp-tºmƒ
\mWn®p \n¬°Ww
As©∂p

]d-bp-tºmƒ

s_©n-en-cn-°Ww

Znhkßƒ
Znhkßsf{X HcmgvNbn¬
GsX∂v sNm√v
t]scm∂v sNm√v..... sNm√v
Xn¶ƒ, sNm∆, _p[≥, hymgw
sh≈n, i\n, Rmb¿

KWnXKm\ßƒ

c≠p ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw aq∂v ˛
(So®¿ DØcw ]d-bp-∂p.)
aq∂p ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw F{X?- aq∂p ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw \mev ˛ (Ip´n-Iƒ ]d-bp-∂p.)
\mep ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw F{X?- \mep ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sg
- Æw A©v
˛ (Ip´n-Iƒ ]d-bp-∂p.)
(Ip´n-Isf ]mSn-°f
- n-∏n-°p-∂p (amkvIv D]-tbm-Kn®pw
Ifn-°mw).

kwJymKm\w
]m´v : sh≈w tImcn-tØhptºmƒ
]mf-°m-cpsS hnfn-tIƒ°mw
H∂v Hmtcm∂v H∂v Hmtcm∂v

Hcp ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw
F{X?
(BwK-yt- ØmsS AhXcn∏n°p∂p. sh≈w tImcnHcp ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
tØ-hp∂ BwKyhpw kwJy-Ifpw hnc-ep-sIm-≠v
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw ImWn-°-Ww).
c≠v.
sh≈w tImcn-tØhp-tºmƒ
c≠p ]®-Øh
- f NmSn-®mSn t]mIp∂p
]mf-°m-cpsS hnfn-tIƒ°mw
H∂pw IqSn NmSn h∂m¬ At∏m-sgÆw c≠v Cuc≠v
F{X?c≠v Cuc≠v
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H∂v c≠v aq∂v
B\ \S∂p hcp-∂p-≠v.
B\-bvs°{X hmep≠v
Ht∂... Ht∂... Ht∂...
B\ \S∂p hcp-∂p-≠v.
B\bv-s°{X sImºp≠v.
ct≠... ct≠... c
- t- ≠...
B\-ta-se{X Bfp≠v
aqt∂ aqt∂ aq∂v
B\-bvs
- °{X Imep≠v
\mte \mte \mev
B-\-bvs°{X hb- mbn
At© At© A©v
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